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Abstract

The primary purpose of this study was to identify impediments to learning calculus

concepts in a web-based, Advanced Placement (AP) Calculus AB course and to make

recommendations for the improvement of learning in that environment. The subjects of

the study were 15, level III students from 3 high schools in Newfoundland and Labrador,

Canada who enrolled in Mathematics 4225, a provincially approved, first calculus course

which prepared students to write The College Board AP Calculus A8 examination for

university credit. In this study, students and an instructor in 4 geographically distant sites

in 1 school district were linked via a digital Intranet to create a virtual classroom where

instruction occurred synchronously, using Microsoft NetMeeting and Meeting Point

computer software, and asynchronously, through a website developed specifically for

Mathematics 4225 using we bc 'F and Microsoft Front Page 98. Students were surveyed

to determine their experience of learning calculus in a web-based environment and to

identify features of the course that needed to beadded, modified or removed. The course

textbook was analyzed to determine the appropriateness of the epistemological messages

conveyed to students. Calculus AB College Board examinations were also compared in

terms of the changes in structure and difficulty level enabled by the recent authorized use

of graphing calculators. On the basis of the gathered data and the text and examination

analyses, recommendations are made for the improvement of learning.
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Cha pter One : Introduction

Research into the learning of calcu lus is varied and extensive, especia lly with

respec t to the learn ing that takes place in the traditional classroom setting . As well, much

research has been carried out into learnin g at a distance. However, there currently exists a

lack of researc h into student learn ing in gene ral, and into the learni ng of calculus in

particular , in a web-based enviro nment . This thesis addresse s the need for research in this

area by descr ibing recent research into the learning that occurs in such an env ironment.

The thesis will first examine the learning experience of students, located at three

geograp hically distant sites within a schoo l district, who part icipated in a web-based,

Advanced Placement (AP) Calculus AB course that was delive red using both

synchronous and asynchrono us instruction. This will beaccom plished through a stude nt

survey derived from a review of relevant literature on calcul us reform, learning theory ,

advan ced mathema tical thinking, and learn ing at a distance. It will then compare the

curre nt textbook with another text which has received support as a more suitab le first

calc ulus course text in terms of the appropria teness of the episte mo logical messages it

contains. Fina lly, the thesis will compare official AP Calculus AB examinations from

1988 and 1997 to determi ne the changes to the examinat ion enabled by use of graphing

calcul ators . It will then make recommendations for improve ments in learnin g in the

general con text of a web-based environment and in the parti cular context of an AP

calculus course .

The thes is consis ts of twel ve chapters . The remainder of chapter one presents the

researc h question, which esta blishes the overa ll focus ofthe thes is. Chap ter one also
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identifies the significance and limitations of the study. The literature revie w consi sts of

four chapters. Chapter two examines the constructivist theory of learn ing. The student

survey results are interpreted in Iight of this theory of learning. Chapter three examines

calculus reform. This chapter identifies the problems associated with calculus courses

taught in the traditional manner, presents the visions and goa ls of a new, revitalized

calculus course, and examines the role of technology in calculu s reform. Chapter four

examines advanced mathematical thinking in terms of the sources of obstacles to learning

calculus concepts, those concepts which students typically have difficulty in

understand ing, and how conceptual understanding can be atta ined. Chapter five exam ines

learning at a distance and identifies the challenges in learning at a distance as well as how

distance learning can be enhanced. Chapter six (research procedu res) describes the

context in which the research takes place , ju stifies the selection of a qualitative research

methodo logy, and lists the actual methods of data collection. The results are contained in

four chapters . Chapter seven categorizes students as completers or noncompleters and

provides a description of each student as comp iled from the student surveys. Chapter

eight presents the results of part one of the student survey. This part ofthe survey

exam ined the features of the Mathem atics 4255 website, course text, onl ine classes ,

evaluation, co llaboration and social interaction. Chapter nine present s the results of part

two of the student survey. This part of the survey elicited students ' opinions on factors

which research literature indicated was important in learning calculus concepts and in

learning at a distance. The quantit y of results presented in chapters eight and nine

necessitated that the discussion ofthe results for each feature occur immediatel y after the
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results themselves were prese nted, instead of being delayed 10 a later chapter. Chapler

ten contai ns a comparison of the curren t text for the course and an alternate text in terms

of the features and epistemological messages conta ined in each. Th is chapter also

compares College Board Calcu lus AS examinati ons from 1988 and 1997 in tcnn s of the

changes enabled by the use of graphing calculators. As much of the discuss ion of results

occurred in ear lier chapters, the analysis chapter (chapter eleven) contains only a succinct

general description of students' experience in learning calcul us in the context of this

study and identifies some of the major contrib utors to the obstacles to learning in the

course. Chapter twelve contains the conclus ions and recommendations arising from the

study.

Statement of the Research Question

The purpose of this study is to investigate, and to recommend strategies for the

improveme nt of, student learning of calculus in a web-base d environment. Hence the

research question is;

What are the impedime nts to learningcalculus concepts in a web-based,

Advance d Placement Calculus AS course which is delivered via a district Intranet, and

how can this learning be improved?

Definition of Tenns

Student refers to fifteen, level III high school students in one school district in

Newfoundland and Labrador.

Advanced Placement Calculus AB Course refers to a first calculus course based on the

topical outline (available;
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hltp://apcenlraI.collegeboard.cum/repusilory/apOl.cd_cal_4313.pdf} de veloped by The

College Board, USA. The web-base version of this course refers to the onl ine course

developed in the Centre for TeleLeam ing and Rural Education, Memorial University of

Newfoundland in 199&(available: http://ww w.stemnet.nfca/-vsddi/) .

District Intrane t refers to the dig ital connection of9 high schoo ls in a schoo l distr ict for

the purpose of del ivering Advanced Placement courses.

Significa nce of the Study

This study is significant because of its focus on learning early calculus in a web

based environment. All aspects of learning calcu lus in this conte xt should be investigated,

and any recomm endat ions for improved learning implemented , to ensure that AP calcu lus

distance education is an attractive and real alternative to traditional face-to-face calculus

instruction. The availability of viable web-based courses is especia lly importan t in rural

areas of'Newfound land and Labrador where student enro lment and teacher experti se may

prevent student participation in an Advanced Placement Calculus course taugh t in the

traditional manner. Linking schools electronica lly to create virtual classrooms provides

gifted mathematics stude nts from rural areas with the opportun ity to participate in AP

courses and hence contributes to the equality of educationa l opportunity for students in

Newfoundland and Labrador, irrespective of their geograph ical location. As well, the

further refinement of this web-based mode l of course delive ry will create a more

powerfu lleaming environ ment for high school students who currently enroll in non-At'

web-based distance education courses which arc delivered using the Internet. The study is
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also sign ifican t in that it investigates learning in an env ironme nt which provides for

synchrono us instruction. The major ity of the current research into web-based learn ing

focuses primarily on asynchro nous instructio n. Hence, along with addressi ng the need for

research into learning in a web-base d environment in general , this study also addresse s

the part icular lack of researc h into the synchronous aspec t of web-based learn ing .

Limitatio ns

I. The findings of this study are spec ific to the context of this study and may not apply

to other web-base d, first calcul us courses

2. Data gathe ring and partic ipant observ ations occurred at three AP sites in one school

district of Newfo undland and Labrador. However, two of these sites were larger high

schools in the district and one was a smaller, more rural all-grad e school. Therefore,

some of the findings arising from gathered data may be applicab le only to spec ific

sites and not generall y 10 all sites in the study.

3. The participants in this study were teenagers in their final year of seco ndary school.

Therefore, findings of this study may not be applicable to more junior students or to

the adult learner .



LITERATURE REVIEW
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Introduction

The literature review for this thesi s consists of four chapters . The purpose of

chapter three is to identify the inadequacies of calculus courses taught in the traditional

manner and to prov ide an overa ll vision of a revitalized , first calculu s course. This

chapter on calculus rcfonn will prov ide the benchmark for identifying prob lems and

solutions in the web-based, AP calcuJus course under study in th is thesi s. Chapters two,

four, and five are more theoretical in nature and provide a solid theoretical basis for the

conclus ions and recommendations of chapter twelve. The chapter on construct ivist

learn ing theory examines an alternative to the behaviorist view of learn ing characteri stic

of the major ity of first calculus courses. The chapter on advanced mathematical thinking

investigates cognitive theorie s of conce ptual understand ing. This chapter concentrate s on

Ed Dubinsky's Action Process Object Schema (APOS) Theory and the procept notion of

David Tall. The final chapter of the literature review examines distance learning and in

particular how a deep approach to learning can be promoted in such a context.
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Chapter Two: Learn ing Theory

Skemp (1987) notes that models of leaming which see learning as a passive,

reproductive process have been unsuccessful in both explaining and bringing about "the

higher forms of learning ... of which mathematics is a clear example" (p . 134). As a

result, a theory of knowledge known as construct ivism has emerged in current

mathematical research. This view of learn ing has been suppo rted in publications by a

variety of influential educationa l organ izations including the National Research Council

(1989), the Comm ission on Standards for School Mathematics of the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics (1989), the Commission on Teac hing Standards for School

Mathematics of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1991) and the

Mathematical Sciences Education Board (1990).

According to Jeremy Kilpatrick, former editor of the Journal for Research in

Mathemati cs Education , the constructiv ist view involves two principles: ( I) knowl edge is

actively constructed, not passively received, and (2) com ing to know is an adaptive

process of organizing one's experiences and docs not involve discover ing an

independent, pre-existing world outside the mind of the knower (cited in Selden &

Selden, 1990). Similar ly, von Glasersfeld (1983) aSSl:I1Sthat meaning is built or

constructed by the individual using his or her own experiences and previous knowledge

as a guide and thus, concepts reside within each person and have subjective

representa tions. However, Selden and Selden (1990) note that this does not necessar ily

imply that a concept can mean whatever the learner wishes. Its meaning must be

cons istent with experience, the meaning of related concepts and the meaning constructed
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by others. Accord ing to thc authors, this implies that the emphasis in mathematics

teaching should shift from ensuring that a stude nt can correctly replicate what the teacher

has demons trated to helping students organize and modify their mental schemata (i.e.

the ir internal conceptual networks, hierarchies and processes) . Von Gtasersfeld contends

that mathematical knowledge is the product of conscio us reflection on the part of the

student and that the mathemat ics teacher should be a facilitator of student thought

processes. Specifica lly, a teacher's role is to suggest appropria te critical examples or

counterexam ples for student reflection; the actual cognitive conflict resol ution mus t be

lefi to the student.

Young and Marks-Maran (1998) descr ibe learning in a construct ivist framework.

Rather than describing learning as practic ing, performing a task correct ly, or as a pass ive

endeavor, the authors charac terize quality learning as (a) personal understanding and

meaning; (b) interpreta tive; (c) active ; (d) learning to learn; (e) constructive; (f)

reviewing, redefining and integrat ive; and (g) inquiring, exploring and inquisitive.

Constructi vism itselfh as a variety offonns. The acceptance of the first of

Kilpatrick's principles is know n as simple constructivism while accepta nce of both

principles is referred to as radical construc tivism. While constructivis m itself may defy a

strict definition, Rcble r, Edwards and Havriluk (1997) have identified some instruc tional

characteristics that are commonly attributed to the influence of constructivist theories:

I. Problem-oriented learning activities that are relevant to student interests,

require some time, a variety of skills, and several people working togethe r.
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2. Highly visua l formats such as those made possible with videodisc s and

multimedia materials.

3 " Rich" learning environmen ts that use a variety of resources , such as

comp uters and construction kits, as opposed to minimal ist environments

which rely primarily on the teacher, textbook , and prepared materia l.

4. Collaborative and cooperati ve group work.

5. Learning through exploration, with an emphas is on problem solving rather

than getting the right answer.

6. Authentic assessment methods with qualitative (e.g. portfolios, teacher

narratives, and pecfonnance measures) rather than quantitat ive (e.g. objective

paper-and-pe ncil tests) strategies .

This thesis wi ll assume a constructivist model in the analysi s of learning in the AP

Calcu lus A8 course. This model views learning as a construc tive process where the

person who is learning seeks and builds information on the basis of previous knowledge

and pastexperience. The assumption underlying this view is that human beings act upon

their environmen t; they do not simply respond to it (Schuell , 1986). Th is challenges the

behaviorist view that the learner passively receives informa tion Instead, the learne r is

seen as "a purposeful agent, extracting and impos ing meaning" (Lauder, 1996).
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Chap ter Three: Calcu lus Reform

Introd uction

The process of calcu lus reform had its official beginning at the Tulane

Confere nce, a workshop organized by Ronald G. Douglas and held in Januar y 1986.

Subs equen t work on reform led to the publica t ion of Calculus for a New Cemury : A

Pump, Not a Filter, by the Mathema tical Association of America (MAA) in 1988, a result

of a national colloquium held on October 28 and 29, 1987, in Wash ington, D.C.. At this

confe rence, over six hundred mathematicians, scien tists and educa tors presented 75

backgrou nd papers, presentations, and responses on the issue of calc ulus reform. These

subm issions highligh ted the perceive d shortco mings of tradi tional calcul us courses ,

offe red an overa ll vis ion for a reformed calculus course , and included spec ific

suggestio ns as to how this vision might beachieved.

Problems with the Trad itional Calculus Course

In her introduction to Calculus for a New Cem ury: A Pump, Not a Filter, editor

Lynn Arthur Steen states that less than twenty five percent of student s who study calculus

survive to enter the science and engineerin g pipe line. Calcu lus thus becomes a barrie r to

these professi onaJ careers for a vast number of students. As well, many of those who do

survive calculus are 100 poorly motivated to fill gradua te schoo ls, too few in number 10

sustain the needs of busines s, acade me and industry, and too ill-suited to meet the

mathematical challenges of the next century (Steen, 1988a).
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Problems in the traditional calcu lus course are numerous and serious. Current

courses are highly structured and automated (Moskow itz, 1988). There is little or no

emphasis on conceptua lization {Moskowitz . 1988; Reed , 1988), or modeling (Moskowitz,

1988). Classes are too large (Moskow itz, 1988; Fulton, 1988), and courses contain too

much material and are too technicaL(Reed, 1988). There is a lack of word problems

(Reed, 1988), and those that arc posed arc temp late problems which only require

straight forward calculations (l lallett, 1996; Steen , 1988b; Carr, 1992) and no justific ation

of answers (Pries tley, 1988). Problems, dealing with the theory of calculus and requiring

rigorous calcul us, have vanished (Hallett, 1996; Steen, 1988b).

In the context of our present calcu lus courses, the mathematica l power and beauty

of calcu lus that mathematicians know and relish cannot be illustrated to students (Curti s

& Northcutt, 1988). Students see calculus as a collectio n of rules and proble ms which

they must memorize before being allowed to proceed (Curtis & Northcutt, 1988;

Lovelock & Newell, 1988). Hence calculus is viewed as a filter, as a rite of passage

(Curtis & Northcutt, 1988; Malcom & Treisman, 1988). Students are seldo m helped to

understand why they need calcul us (White , 1988) - that calculus in its present and future

forms will serve as a critical passageway into majors that lead to higher paying technical

and professional careers (Newman & Poiani, 1988) or that calculus is part of the

knowledge base of the liberally educa ted individual.

We no longer ask students to understand, hut instead emphasize manipulation

(Cipra, 1988; Kolata, 1988, J. Ryan, 1992). A large portion of the content of calcu lus

courses is devoted to gaining skills in numeric and algebra ic operations (Layton, 1988).
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Unfortunately, skills such as differentiation and integration are quickly forgotten and

must be reviewed (Moskowitz, 1988). Most stude nts achieve by memorizing algorithmic

procedures given in the text or by teachers. and working textbook problems following

those procedures (Anderson, 1988; Steen, 1988c). Consequently, students ·learn much of

their mathematics by memorization and often do not have much exper ience with being

expected to understand concepts (Layton, 1988). There is also the expectat ion on the part

of students that memorization of algorithmic procedures will be the primary focus of the

course (Ostebee, 1993).

Traditional textbooks have also come under attack by those wishing to trans form

calculus. Archer and Armstrong (1988) state that current textbooks includ e too many

topics, excess ive highlighting and summarizing sections. too many template problems

and too much 'plug and chug' (p. 61) . Newman and Poiani (1988), discuss ing the

increasing percentage of adult learners who study calculus, claim that these adults have

an intellectual maturity and curiosity which demands more depth of understanding about

the relationship between mathematics and the real world than most texts can provide.

Kolata (1988) asserts that textbook writers have made calculus courses so instruc tor-

proof that even Ph.D. mathematicians cannot introduce any concepts tha t might reflec t

the beauty and excitement of the field. Ostebee (1993) contends that standard textbooks

have a strong emphasis on symbolic manipulation. Lyons (1988) notes that even with the

long history of dissatisfaction with standard textbooks, there has been no radical change

in those that have been recently publi shed. The author notes that this is illustrated by the

fact that many popular texts are now in their third. fourth, and fifth editions. Anderson
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(19 88) states that textbooks that are adop ted are sim ilar to past texts whic h have

traditio nal values. Texts with radical changes seldom get adopted, thus they are not

....-ritten and publis hed. Kolata ( 1988), writing on textbook stagnatio n, asse rts that

trad itional textbooks would be all but useless for a reforme d calcu lus course but notes

that developing new texts would be going against a very entrenched ind ustry . Given this

hurdle, Wilson and Albers ( 1988) note that it is generally agreed that calculus courses are

unlikely to change unless new textbooks are prod uced.

Impeding the effort of calculus reform is the fact that there is lill ie agreement as

to the bas ic purpose of the reform. For example, Starr ( 1988) dist inguishes propo nents of

calculus as a servi ce course , as a course to provide techniqu es, methods and

manipulation, and as a course which is a core part of the learn ing of an ed ucated

individ ual. Kolata (1988) notes that various client disciplin es would prefer emphasis

alternat ely on approx imation theory and numerical solutions to differential eq uations,

models and qualitative analysis, and breadth and prob lem solving.

Disagreement also arises on the issue of partitioni ng classes by discip line.

Moskowi tz (1988) and Carr (1992) claim that partitioning would allow the po ssib ility of

focusi ng more on applicatio ns that are relevant to students in their respective disc iplines.

Howeve r, Erdman and Malone (198 8) note that there is a strong feeling that there should

not be separate sequences and that the course and educatio nal objec tives would be better

served with a varie ty of students in the course. Stevenso n (19 88) warns that "pri ncip les of

mathematics taught in the context of speci fic application have the danger of not being

recognize d for their breadth of applicability" (p. 26). Bossert and Ch inn (1988) also
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believe that partitioning is inappropriate, claiming that students taking a first calculus

course have not yet set career directions, that the value of a mathematics course as part of

a liberal education will be compromised if it is taught with a narrow disciplinary focus

and that "there is a danger that specialization of a calculus course will obscure the

generality of the mathematical way of thinking that separate disciplines have come to

mathematics to gain" (p. 67),

Also retarding the reform effort is the significant group of scientists and engineers

who wish to maintain the status quo. This group is uninterested in change, stating that the

traditional calculus course is sufficient, and they do not want to expend the time and

effort needed to radically change it (Kolata, 1988; Tucker & Leitzel, 1995; see also

Anderson, 1988). This group also holds the view that any student who cannot pass the

traditional calculus course should revise their plans to become a scientist (Kolata, 1988).

Vision/Goals of a Revitalized Calculus Course

The overall vision of calculus is that of a pump which can fill our scientific

pipeline. Lynn Arthur Steen, in her introduction to Calculus for a New Century: A Pump.

Not a Filter, states:

To fill this pipeline, we must educate our youth for a mathematics of the future

thai wil l function in symbiosis with symbolic, graphical and scientific

computa tion. We must interest our students in the fascination and power of

mathematics - in its beauty and in its applications, in its history and in its future.

[We must offer] a vision of the future of calculus, a future in which students and

faculty are together involved in learning, in which calculus is once again a subject
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at the cutting edge - challe nging, stimulating. and immense ly attractive to

inquisitive minds . (p. xii)

The purpose then, of calculus instruction. is to help students to succeed. not to weed them

out to reduce the numbers in highly competitive programs (Malcom & Treisman, 1988).

More specifically, a vision of a reformed calculus consists, in part, of a ubiqu itous

emphasis on conceptu al understanding and much less emphasis on facility in symbolic

manipulation (Davis, 1988; Levin , 1988; Ralston, 1988; Ross, 1996; Tucker & Leitzel,

1995), which Ralston believes, humans typically do poorly and computers do well and

whose mastery does not aid the ability to apply calculus or to proceed to advanced

subject matter. Salamon (198 8) advocates that the objective of instruct ion in calculus is to

have students acquire the most thoro ugh and functional understanding of calcu lus they

can achieve. Davis (1988) supports the need for calculus courses to emphasize clear

thinking and not merely symbolic manipulation. Hodgson (1988) is certain that, in a

revitalized calculus course, a shift will take place from purely computational to more

interpretative skills - in other words, from calculation to meaning . O'Meara (1988 )

anno unces that mathematics education at the college level will have to be stripped of rote

and conce pts emphasized. Wilson and Albers (1988) note the comm on agreement that

concept building is a fundamental goal. Haines and Boutilier (1988) call for much more

usc of the conceptual approach, which lies between pure skills and pure theory. Young

and Blumenthal ( 19R8) state that fundamental understanding of underlyi ng concepts is

what is important for students. These views on the importance of conceptual

understanding arc also supported by a myriad of other authors, including Anderso n
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(1988) , Armstrong , Gamer and Wynn (1994), Bailey and Chambe rs (1996), Buccino and

Rosenstei n (1988) , Cipra (1988) , Curtis and Northcutt (1988) , Flashman , (1996) , Fulton

(1988), Gehrke and Pengelley (1996) , Harvey (1988), Kenelly (1996), Kenellyand

Eslinger (1988) , Kolata (1988) , Lathrop ( 1988), Layton (1988), Levin (1988). Osrebee

(1993), Schoenfeld (1995), Smith (1996), Starr (1988), Tucker and Leitzel (1995),

Watnick (1993) , and Zom and Viktora (1988).

Another pervasive goal is to have calculus contribute to the broad aims of

undergraduate , liberal education (Alberts , 1988; Bucc ino & Rosenstein . 1988; O'Meara,

19118 ; Starr, 1988; Steen, I988b) - that is to help students think clear ly (Davis , 1988;

Starr, 1988; Steen, 1988b), to communicate effectively (Steen , I988b) , both

mathematica lly and scientifically (Fulton, 1988), and to wrestle with comp lex problems

(Hallett, 1996; Steen, 1988b; Tucker & Leitzel, 1995).

Other universal goals include cultivat ion of a fascination with mathema tics and of

an apprec iation (Hashman, 1996; Harvey, 1988; Hodgson , 1988; Levin , 1988) for

mathematics , including its power (Anderson , 1988; Buccino & Rosenstein, 1988; Miller ,

1995; Salamon , 1988), beauty (Anderso n, 1988; Archer & Armstrong. 1988; Barrett &

Teles, 1988; Buccino & Rosenstein, 1988; Salamon, 1988), application (Cipra, 1988),

and history (Barrett & Teles, 1988; International Commission on Mathema tical

Instruction [IeM I], 1998). What is needed is a calculus which provides a body of

understandi ng that contribute s to the flexibility and adaptab ility required of scientists,

engineers and manage rs (White , 1988). Such a calculus course must focus on intellectua l

mastery of the subject (Ralston, 1988), must develop increased analytical ability (Egerer
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& Cannon, 1988; Prichett, 1988; Tucker & Leitzel, 1995), develop mathematical maturity

(Brito & Goldberg, 1988; Haines & Boutilier, 1988) reasoning and logic (Davis, 1988;

Harvey, 1988; Prichett, 1988), and emphasize (and illustrate) the way mathematicians do

(and think about) mathematics (Archer & Armstrong, 1988; Lathrop, 1988) - in other

words, develop higher order thinking skills (Harvey, 1988). A revitalized calculus course

should have students and faculty involved together in learning (Davis, 1988), based on an

apprenticeship system, in which students have laboratory experiences (A!arc6n & Stoudt

1997, Bressoud (1996) , Dodge, 1988; Ross, 1( 96) and sustained, direct contact with real

mathematics professors (Starr, 1988). Calculus must become more dynamic (Davis,

1988) and intuitive (Archer & Armstrong, 1988; Armstrong et aI., 1994; Dodge, 1988) in

approach , but in doing so must maintain a balance between the teaching of new skills and

the development of mathematica l and intuitive reasoning (Stevenson, 1988). Finally, it

must return a sense of discovery and excitement to calculus classrooms (Buccino &

Rosenstein, 1988; Cipra, 1988; Ferritor, 1988) and lead to the development of students

who pose, and actively investigate, what ifquestions (Cipra, 1988; Moskowitz, 1988).

According to Lovelock and Newell (1988):

What is important is that we structure the curriculum so as to nurture the students'

abilities to develop clear thinking, do word problems and be willing to use

modem technology ....-ith confidence. Former students who have some work

exper ience are far more apt to say that it is their ability to think and learn rather

than their precise knowledge of a given topic which is important to them in later

life. (p.l 63)
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Hence it is clear that calculus reform must place strong emphasis on reasoning, logic,

investigation, adaptability , flexible and higher order thinking skills , and real learn ing and

understanding .

Another goal ofa new calculus is emphas is on ....'riting. Steen (1988b) notes that

even in calculus courses which arc very well done, it is probably the case that students

can get a grade of B, or maybe even an A, without ever writing a complete sentence .

Priestley (1988) states that the most overlooke d shortcoming in the teaching of

mathematics is the failure of teachers to insist that students j ustify their answers - if not

in complete sentences, then at least with a few suggestive English phrases. Buccino and

Rosenstein (1988) claim that such .....riting enha nces students ' higher-order th inking skills,

forces students to consider their results, and increases students' apprec iation for the

problems of writing for the benefit of others. David Smith, of Duke University , states that

"fai lure to read and analyze instructions prevents students from gett ing started on a

problem, and their ability to understand a solutio n process is related to their ability to

explain in Englis h what they have done" (cited in Cipra, 1988, pp. 101.102). Prichett

( 1988) notes that the expository skills of most college students are disma l and that it is

time to embrace writing as a primary initiative in calcu tus. Harvey (1988) sees a

revitalized introductory calculus course as one in whic h students become more precise in

written presentations. Others autho rs, such as Bressoud (1996), Ca rlson and Roberts

(1996) , Fulton (1988), Gehrke and Pengelley (1996) , Kenelly (1996), Layton (198 8),

Ostebee (1993), Ross (1996), Schoenfeld (1995), Smith (1996), and Tucker and Leitzel

(1995), agree with the importance of writing in calculus.
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Another importan t goal is the prov ision of meaningfu l applicat ions in calculus

(Bossert & Chinn. 1988; Carlson & Gulick, 1988; Chrobak , 1988; Cipra , 1988; ICMI,

1998; Miller, 1995; Malcom & Treisman , 1988; Ralston, 1988; Ross, 1996; Young &

Blumenthal , 1988; Watkins, 1988), provided these applications are nonroutine,

troublesome to student s, and require cons iderable discourse with knowledgeable teaching

staff (Fulton, 1988). lIowever, a lack of total agreement on the importance of meaningful

applications in a reformed calculus is illustrated by Boyce (1988) who states :

I am not particularly enthusiast ic about 'realistic' applications . They must often

be couched in termi nology unfamiliar to many students and require too much time

to describe the underlying problem. It is better to use simple problems and models

(even if ' unrealistic' ) so that everyone can understand them. (p. 42)

Carr (1992) also notes that a difficulty with problem solving is that teacbers must rely on

studen ts having a suffic iently good background in other non-mathematical subjects .

Encompassed in the goal of mean ingful applications is the goal of relevance in

mathema tics. Levin (1988) notes that biologists , who take calculus as freshmen, have

forgotten all they learned long before college graduatio n. Levin insists that our goal in

teach ing mathematics should be to demo nstrate relevance through choice of examp les

and topics, method of presentation and emphasis on concepts . Other authors such as

Bailey and Chambers (1996), Gehrke and Pengelley (1996), Kenelly and Eslinge r (1988),

Prichett (1988) , Ralston (19&8). Smith (19Q6). and Watnick (1993) support this view .

Levin also asserts that students must beable to distinguish whether what is learned is of
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general relevance and applicab ility, or whether it is particular to the app lication

presented .

Also related to the goal of mean ingfu l app lications is the goal of prob lem solving.

Young and Blumentha l ( 1988) state that word prob lems from client disc iplines which

require students to think about the meaning of their solution are important in calculus.

Barret t and Teles ( 1988) assert that studen ts must betaugh t to think about new problems

as well as solve templa te problem s. Howeve r, Curt is and Northcutt (1988), and Tucker

and Lei tzel (1995) contend that these problem s should bemore realistic than has

genera lly been the case and that the parameters of at least some of these problems not be

so caref ully chosen. This would preclude all solutions being given in a closed form. Zorn,

(in Cipra , 1988) suggests that stude nts should beeased into the practice of problem

solving by giving progres sive ly more open-ende d problems. Ponzo (cited in Cipra, 1988,

p.96) supports the idea of ' long winded' solutions , allow ing the comp uter to handle

calculations, leaving the stude nt to concentrate on problem set up and the sequence of

fonn al operations that will lead to a solution. Lathrop (1988) mainta ins that the cou rse

should contai n periods in which experts are confro nted with new prob lems and that thes e

experts desc ribe their thinking as they attempt a solutio n. Lovelock and Newell ( 1988)

assert that itshould be emp hasized that mathematics is an exper imental subject and that

most real pro blems are not solved correctly the first time. Th ey belie ve teachers should

emphasize that the answe r alone is not good enough - students need to explain the ir

logic. and the meaning of their solution. They shou ld also beencouraged to exam ine the

reaso nableness of their answers {Boyce , 1988; Haines & Boutilier , 1988; Kolata, 1988;
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Lovelock & Newell, 1988). Problems with no solution should also be given since,

according to Lovelock and Newell and Alarcon and Stoudt (1997), most students have

the impression that all problems have solutions. Erdman and Malone (1988), Anns trong

et al. (1994 ) and Warnick (1993) also support problem solving in calculus (see also Carr,

1992).

There is also considerable support for mathematical mode ling, especially among

biologists. Brito and Goldberg (1988) note a general agreement that it is essential for

students to represe nt particular problems in the language of mathematics. Egerer and

Cannon (1988) state that a mathematics course should provide students with the

opportunity 10 construct, articulate and interpret formal models in their own discipl ine.

Levin (1988) asserts that the most importan t mathematical prob lems facing biologists are

conceptual and involve the proper formulation of a model. He also contends that a goal of

calculus should be to provide biologists with a better understand ing of mathematica l

models. (see also Boyce, 1988; Bossert & Chinn, 1988; Bucchino & Rosenstein , 1988;

Carlson & Gulick, 1988; ICMI, 1998; Ross, 1996; Tucker & Leitzel, 1995; Young, 1988;

Young & Blumenthal, 1988)

Homework, consisting of nonstandard questions, and regular and extensive

feedback constitute two other important goals of a nontradi tional calcu lus course. Fulton

(1988) states that there should be early and frequent assessment of each student's grasp of

concepts as well as regular, often extensive, conferences with students. Strang (1988)

notes that, in many calculus courses, students get no feedback to homework assig nments

and he asserts that we may expect too much of students to work well without recognition.
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Buccino and Rosenstein (19 88) claim that graded homework provides valuable

informa tion to the student abou t cours e object ives and teacher expec tations and provides

the teacher with informa tion about class and individual progress. Curtis and North cutt

(1988) contend that understandin g and communi cation of ideas on the part of the student

will not be achieved unless the student receives high qualit y feedb ack from the instruct or.

Brito and Goldberg (1988 ), Bressoud (1996), Kolata ( 1988), Schoe nfeld (1995), and

Watkins (1988 ) also suppo rt the need for frequ ent, high quality feedback in calc ulus

Another important goaJ is that of interac tive approaches to teach ing and learning

in calculus. Kolata (1998) claim s that students need the person al involvement of a

professor or teaching assistant to do well in calculus. Finkel and Monk claim that

"collective work is a key ingredient to intellectual growth" (cited in Cipra, 1988, p. 101).

Douglas asserts that calculus canno t be taught in an imper sonal environm ent (in Kolata,

1988). Salamon (1988) claims that help sessions and drop-in mathem atics labs wou ld go

a long way to giving students contr ol over their learning, as would 20 minutes for

questions before and after each lecture. Malcom and Treisma n (1988 ) report that a

significant num ber of Chincsc students achieved proficiency in mathema tics throu gh

work in informal study groups, which provided feedback about the qua lity of their work

and aided them in constructing concepts. The two authors also state that group work in

which the instructor enters into conversation with students is important in that it provides

impo rtan t insights into the student 's thou ght processes. Alarco n and Stoudt ( 1997),

Armstrong et a l. ( 1994), Bailey and Chambers (1996), Carr (1992), Dodg e (1988), Fulton
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(19 88), Ge hrke and Pcngcllc y (1996), Gillman ( 1988), Newman and Poiani (1988), Ross

( 1996) , Schoenfeld (1995), Sm ith (1996 ), Tucker and Leitzel ( 1995), and Watnick (1993)

a lso support interaction in calculus courses.

T ime is also deemed to be important. Haines and Boutil ier ( 1988) state that

calc ulus co urses may be improved by giv ing students time to linge r ove r concepts and

consider the consequences of their thoug hts and actions. Bradb urn ( 1988), co mment ing

on how the use of compu ters and symbol ic manipu latio n packages can fac ilitate the

teachi ng and learning of calc ulus, asserts that students wi ll still need time to th ink. 1.

Ryan (1992), who recommends calc ulus teachers take time wi th early conce pts, notes that

allow ing time for gradual developm ent may produce long-term div idends in studen t

performance and satisfaction. In support ing Bradbu rn ' s view , Ryan notes tha t technology

can blur underlying ideas j ust as much as tradit ional del ivery techniques if tim e for

reflection is not built into the process. Gillman (1988) and Watnick ( 1993) advocate the

incl usion of more time in calculu s for students to sit back and reflect, to mull over ideas

and express them in the ir own words.

It is also purported that high standards and expectations shou ld charac teri ze a

calcu lus course . Bo th the Mathematical Assoc iation of America (MAA) and the National

Cou ncil of Teachers of Mathe mat ics (NC TM) recommend that the calc ulus course

offe red in the 12'" grade be treated as a co llege level co urse . Malcom and Tre isman claim

that we shou ld have expectations of compet ence of calc ulus students , and note tha t

student performance in the authors' works hop program jus tifies this ass umption of

competence. Small (1988) assert s that "offering a watered-down college level course with
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no expectation of students earning advanced placement [is] not considered (0 be [an]

acceptable option" (p. 225). Newman and Poiani (1988) declare thai the maintenance of

standards of quality and high levels of expectations are essential for all students in

mathematics courses. Bailey and Chambers (1996) support emphasis on learning which

requires students 10achieve at established proficiency levels relating to subject matter.

There is sharp disagreement of the nature, and even the inclus ion, of proof in a

first calculus course. It is argued thai formal proofs are essential to attract strong students

(see Wilson & Albers, 1988), while others think proofs should be done in calculus using

eithcr intuitive or formally constructed premises (Bradburn, 1988). Hom (1988) asserts

that teachers must "develop and emphasize proofs, not from first principles, but from

agreed-on intuitive principles" (p. 21). However, Bradburn suggests that the course

should include convincing examples of cases where intuition led to incorrect conclusion s.

Lathrop (1988) contends that proof should be reserved for second courses in calculus, and

even then should be examined in the context of examples relating the significance of the

result obtained to practical applications. There is agreement however, that it is essential

that statements of proofs be given in a clear, concise form and that changes in the

hypotheses be explored to help motivate theorems (Wilson & Albers, 1988).

There is also universal agreement for an increased emphasis on numerical

methods. Redish, (1988) states that:

Practical numerical methods form the heart of computer approaches to real-world

problems, yet these are consistently ignored in the traditional introductory

sequence. The problems of numerical integration and differentiation are
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suppressed in favor of extensive discussions of how to differe ntiate and integrate

large num bers of spec ial case s, despi te the fact that the real-worl d problems most

scient ists face will almost certai nly have to be treated numerically a large fract ion

ofthe t ime.(p. 111)

There is also support for numerical methods from Bossert and Chinn (1988 ), Carlson and

Gulick (19 88), Horn (19 88), Kolata (1988), Lev in (1988), Tucker and Leitzel (19 95),

Wilson and Albers ( 1988), and Young and Blumentha l (1988).

There are also numerous other goals for a revitalized calculus course . These

include: (a) the provision of exercises requ iring good j udge ment (Compton, 198 8; Davis,

1988; Hodgson, 1988); (b) crea ting links to other disciplines (Bailey & Cham bers , 1996;

Bossert & Chinn, 1988; Carlson & Roberts, 1996; Carr 1992; Kn ight, 1988; Malcom &

Treisman, 1988); (c) requiri ng estimat ion and approx imation (Lovelock & Newe ll, 1988;

Salamon, 1988; Watkins, 1988); (d) error esti mation (Boyce, 1988); (c) class

presentation s by students (Bressou d (1996) , Fulton, 1988; Kenelly, 1996; Ross, 1996); (f)

quali tative ana lysis (Bossert & Chinn, 1988; Kolata, 1988; Redish,1988; Tucker &

Leitze l, 1995; Wilson & Albers , 1988 ); (g) readin g calculus (Buccino & Rosenstein,

1988; Gehrke & Pengelle y, 1996; Haines & Boutilier, 1988; Smith, 1996); (h) smal ler

class size (Cip ra, 1988; Hughes, 1988 ; Newma n & Poiani, 1988); (i) projects (Bresso ud,

1996; Gehrke & Pengelley, 1996; Tucke r & Leitzel, 1995); (j ) an appropriate mix of

routine practice , graded homework exercises and exem plary applica tions (Haines &

Boutilier, 1988); and (k) the developm ent of intu ition (Bucci no & Rosenstein, 1988;

Cipra, 1988; J. Ryan , 1992). There is also support for the introduction of elemen ts of
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discrete mathematics (Carlson & Gulick, 1988; Davis, 1988; Erdman & Malone, 1988;

Watkins, 1988), and for student training in the detection of anomalies (errors and

invarian ts) dur ing the process ing of information (Lathrop, 1988).

Layton (1988) states that the goals of first-year calcu lus include :

The abili ty to give a coherent mathemat ical argument and the ability to be

able not only to give answer s but also to justify them. In addition, calculus should

teach students how to apply mathematics in different contexts, to abstract and

genera lize, to analyze quant itatively and qualitatively. Students should learn to

read mathematics on their 0\\011. Incalcu lus they must also learn mechan ical skills ,

both by hand and by machine.

As for things to know, students must understand the fundamental concepts

of calculus: change and stasis, behavior at an instant and behavior in the average ,

and approximation and error . Students must know the vocabulary of calculu s used

to descri be these concepts, and they should feel comforta ble with that vocabulary

when it is used in other disc iplines (pp. 150-151).

According to Anderson (1988) , what we seck in a revita lized calculus course is a balance

between old and new. To achieve this we must design our educationa l practices to

conform to students' future needs in the post-calculus learning environment and in the

workplace.
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Technology and Calculus Reform

A report from the National Science Foundation (1988) stales thai" the explosion

of new applications of mathematics and the impact of computers requ ire major change in

undergraduate mathematics" (p. 221). According 10 Moskowitz (1988), these changes

should include a greater focus on calculus concepts, modeling, and interp retation and a

relegation of computation to computers . These technologies are important because they

can enhance a student's understanding of the fundamental ideas of calculus (Dodge,

1988). Fulton (1988) claims that technology can be used to instill new calcu lus concepts

such as approximation , estim ation, error analysis, asym ptotic behavior and goodness of

fit, in addition to the current concepts of change , limit, and summation. Zorn and Viktora

(1988) describe how technology may affect calculus curriculum and pedagogy . The

authors state that easy access 10 technology may (a) allow more realistic applications, (b)

cause some topics and methods to become obsolete and allow others to replace them, (c)

create a more active experimen tal attitude in students, (d) lead to deepe r, more flexible

understan dings, (e) develop student intuition, (f) support qualitative reasoning, and (g)

foster more effect ive problems solving . Harvey ( 1988) contends that the use of

technology (i.e. graphics calculator) can permit expansion oftesting higher-order

thinking and problem solving skills. Gillman (1988), commenting on student practice and

feedback, writes that "a well-designed program, with thoughtful conditiona l branching,

will offer guidance while at the same time allowing students to pick the topics they need

practice on. The instructor is [thenI freed to devote full time to [he exchange of ideas" (p.

218). Many other authors support the pruden t usc of technology in calculus, including
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Archer and Arms trong (1988), Bailey and Cham bers ( 1996), Barrett and Tclcs (1988),

Buck ( 1988), Carlson and Gulick (1988) , Chroba k (1988) , Cipra ( 1988), Curtis and

Northcutt (1988 ), Davis (1988) , Gillman (1988), Kolata (1988), Layton (1988), Lovelock

and Newell (1988), Newman and Poiani ( 1988), Ostcbcc (1993) , Rals ton ( 1988), Ross

(1996), Steen ( 1988c) and Wilson and Albers ( 1988).

Several authors urge caution in, and exp ress concern about, the use of teclmology

in calculus. Zorn and Viktora ( 1988) note that it wou ld be a mistake to add more material

to the already overc rowded syllabus of a course whe n time is saved through the use of

technology . Bradburn (1988) states that care must he taken so that techno logy does not

take on the role of perfo rming "M athernagic" (p . 155). White (in Cipra , 1988) notes tha t,

instead of spending the time saved by the use of graphics calcul ators on understand ing

under lying concepts, the time is sometimes used simply to show students which buttons

to push. Haines and Bouti lier (1988), and Newman and Poiani ( 1988) advocate that the

use of technology canno t bean add-on , it must be integrated properly into the course .

There is also a fear of the "black box syndrome"; the use of mec hanical systems

without understand ing ofthe underlying concepts. Boyce (1988) questions if we shou ld

permit students to use symbolic manipulation packages without understand ing what these

packages are doing. Haines and Bouti lier (198 8) assert that concepts must he developed

and understood before being used on a calculator or computer, whic h can the n be used to

enhance and expand the understanding of thes e co ncepts. Egerer and Canno n ( 1988)

question whe ther "black box" technology is a suitab le subst itute for understand ing

conce pts and procedures. There are those, however, who cont end that such systems allow
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students to concen trate on higher-le vel reason ing, instead of on lower level manipu lative

skills.

Given the cautio ns and fears of some authors, technology can benefi t calc ulus

learning in many ways. Acco rding to Zorn (1988), tec hnology can create bette r

mathematical learn ing by (a) maki ng underg raduate mathematics more like real

mathema tics, (b) better illustra ting mathe matical ideas , (c) helping students work

exam ples, (d) aid ing in the study of algorithms as oppose d to the performance of

algorithms, (e) supporting more varied, realis t ic and illuminating app lications, (f)

improvi ng geometric intuition , (g) encou rag ing experiments, (h) facilit ating ana lysis (i)

teaching approximation, 0) preparing students to compute effective ly, but skeptical ly, (k)

showing the mathema tica l significance of the computer revolut ion, and (I) making

higher-level mathemat ics acces sible to stude nts. Hence techno logy has the poten tial to

aid in attaining many of the goals of a revitalized calculus course .
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Chapter Four: Advanced Marhematlcal Thinking

Tall (1995) asserts that advanc ed mathe matica l thinking involves using cogn itive

struct ures produced by a wide range of mathemat ical activities to construct new ideas tha t

build on and exten d an ever-grow ing system of establis hed theorems. Dreyfus (199 1)

states that advanced mathematica l thinking is extremely complex, requiring the intricate

interac tion of a large number of compone nt processes . He notes no sharp dist inction

betwee n many of the processes of eleme ntary and advan ced mathema ticaJ thinking .

Processes such as abstrac tion, represe ntation , analysis and visua lizatio n are prese nt in

elementary mathematical thinking as well as in advanced thinking. However, he

identifies the manage ment of complex concepts as a disting uishing feature of advanced

mat hematica l thinking. Tall (1995) writ es that "elementary mathematical thin king

becomes advanced mathematical thinki ng when the concept images in the cognitive

structure are reformulated as concept definitions [the mathematically acce pted definition ]

and used to construc t formal conce pts that are part of a systematic body of shared

mathematical knowledge" (p.61) . Ta ll defines concept image as the term used to describe

the "total cognitive struct ure that is associate d with the conce pt, which includes all the

menta l pictures and assoc iated properties and processes" (p. 7). Ta ll ( 1991, 1992) also

identifies the possibility of forma l defini tion and deduction as another factor which

distinguishes adva nced mathema tical think ing. The move from elementary to advance d

mathema tical thinki ng involves a significant transit ion : that from descr ibing to defi ning

and from conv incing to proving in a logica l manne r based on those defi nitions.
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Sources of Obstacles in Learning Mathematics

Tall (1991) asserts that it is ofte n the incongruity between concept imag e and

concept definit ion which is the source of cogni tive obstacles for learne rs. Learn ers form a

personal conce pt image which mayor may not be equivalent to the forma l concept

definition . It is the conce pt image instead ofthe concept de finition which receives

emphas is (Vinner, 1992), and this may result in a lack of conceptual understanding on the

part of the student. Acco rding to Tall ( 1992), the move to more adva nced mathematical

thinking involves a diffi cult trans ition from the developm ent of conce pts on an intuitive

bas is, foun ded on expe rience, to one where concepts are specifie d by forma l definit ions

and thei r properties reconstructed through logical deductions. The growi ng body of

ded uctive knowledge will exist sim ultaneo usly with earlier expe riences and properties

and this can produce cognitive conflicts which act as obstacles to learn ing.

Students may also never experi ence the full range of thought processes commonly

used by mathematicians and this may be the result of the instruction that stude nts receive.

Skemp states that studen ts are typically taught "the products of mat hematical thought

instead of the process of mathe matical thi nking" (cited in Tall, 199 1, p. 3). Instructors

tend to present mathe matics in its final, polis hed form, following the standar d sequence

of theorem - proo f - applica tion, even thoug h they are aware that mathema tics is created

throug h processes such as intuit ion, trial and error, conjecturing, and testing. Such

presen tation of mathematical products enables a well-planned and sched uled course

presentat ion but lacks flexibility in its adaptability 10students. As well, this logica l

sequence of instruc tion may not be appropriate for the learner's cog nitive develop ment.
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The result of this approach is that most students learn to carry out large numbers of

standard procedures, cast in precisely defined formalisms, for obtaining answers to

clearly delimited classes of exercises . Many "successful" students end up with

considerable mathematical knowledge but without the ability to usc their knowledge in a

flexible marmer and transfer it to unknown problem types; that is, they lack the

methodology of the working mathematici an (Drey fus, 1991).

Language may also be a barrier to understanding in mathem atics. For examp le,

the connotations of the word "lim it" in everyday life are often at odds with the

mathematical idea of limit and may lead to unavoidable misconceptions of the limit

conce pt. As well, termino logy such as "gets close to" and "approac hes" is often used in

the development of the limit concept in mathema tics and carries the implication that an

expression can never equal the limit value. Wells (1999) has published a 200 page

Handbook ofMathematical Discourse which is a compilat ion of mathematical usage with

a focus on usage which causes problem for mathematics students - an exam ple being the

logical errors which are a result of the use of everyday English language and its meaning

in a mathematical context The author notes that mathematical English language may be

foreign to students as it uses familiar words and grammatical constructio ns whic h may

have meanings which are very different from those to which students are accus tomed.

Concepts Which Cause Problems in Calculus

Research has identified a variety of calculus concepts which cause prob lems for

students. Russian and Vinner (1997), in a study of high school students, found that the

"specia l case" approach to odd and even functions cause d the formation of concept
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images which created serious difficulties in the formulation and the applica tion of

concept definitions. Davydov (in Binns, 1994) notes that this inductive or special to

general approach has failed in Soviet schoo ls. Bills (1996) and Mcel (1997) offer an

explanation, referring to psychological evidence produced by Tall and Vinner (1981) and

Tall (1989), which indicates that irrelevant attributes of examples from which a concept

has been abst racted are not forgotten once thc concept is formed. These attr ibutes are

retained as part of the concept image and can form the basis for obs tacles to the

understanding of mathematica l concepts.

Ursini and Trigueros (1997) , in a study of starting college students , found that the

majority of students were restric ted to the action ooncept of variable and that this

conception of variable precludes some procedure s from being interiorized . A procedure is

interiorized when the learner no longer has to perform the operation in order to think

about the procedure . White and Mitchelmore (1996) noted that such students are still at

the conde nsation phase of their development of the concept of variable and concluded

that an abstrac t-general concept of variable at or near the point of reification is necessar y

for the successfuJ study of calculus. Condensation refers to the stage where a comp licated

process is condensed into a fonn that becomes easier to cognitively manage. Reification

is the stage where concepts are conceived as objects (For an expanded discussion of

interiorization, condensat ion and reification , see the next section) . Mamona-Dow ns

(IQQ7),in a study of first year univers ity students, asserted that an understa nding of

variable is necessary for the objectification of the concept of function , which in tum is

crucia l for the understa nding of calculus concepts. Trigucros, Ursini and Reyes (1996)
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studied starting college student's and found that most did not have the understanding of

variable required for advanced mathematical thinkin g.

Crawford, Gordon , Nicolas and Prosser (1994), studying first year mathemati cs

students, found that students exhibited a wide range of awareness of the concept of

function but that most focused on the representation of function rather than its essential

meaning. DeMarois and Tall (1996), Dreyfus and Eisenberg (1992), Eisenberg (1991),

Hollar (1996), Rassian and Vinner (1998), Vinner (1983) and Vinner and Dreyfus (1989)

have identi fied other problems with functions.

Research has also revealed student problems with the concepts of: (a) proof

(Finlow-Bates, 1994), (b) infinity (Shama & Movshovitz-Hadar , 1994; Tirosh, 1991;

Tsamir, 1992), (c) rate of change (Mart in, 1996; Orton, 1984; Porzio. 1997), (d) average

rate and average value (Bezuidenhout, Human & Olivier, 1998), (e) tangent (Vinner,

1982; Tall, 1987), (f) differe ntial equation s [Esquinca , 1996; Mochon, 1996; Rasmu ssen,

1998), (g) the chain role (Vidokovic & Czamocha, 1996), (h) derivative (Ferrini-Mundy

& Graham , 1994; Porzio, 1997; Risnes, 1997; Villarreal & Borba, 1998) and (i) limits

(Azcarate & Espinoza, 1995; Cornu, 1991). For a genera l discu ssion of student

difficulties and misconceptions see Thomas and Hong (1996) and Naidoo (1998).

Conceptual Understanding

Dubinsky. Czarnocha, Prabhu and Vidakovie (1999) identify five learning

theories found in research literature. These include Sfard's operational/structura l

characterization (Sfard , 1991), the concept image/concept defini tion dichotomy of Tall

and Vinner (Tall & Vinner, 1981), the didactical engineerin g view (Artigue, 1991), the
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procept notion of Gray and Tall (1991, 1994) and Dubinsky's own Action Process Object

Schema (APOS) Theory (Dubinsky , 1991, 1992; Dubinsky et aI., 1999). The sections

which follow focus mainly on APOS theory , altho ugh at least partia l descriptions are

included of most of the other four theories. The section ends with a critique of APOS

theory given by David Tall , in which he acknowledges the usefulness and success of

APOS theory in the development of undergraduate mathematic s curricula, but questions

the universa l applicability of the theory, espec ially in the learning of geome try.

Given that the concept image is often at odds with the forma l concept definition ,

and that cogn itive obstacles are frequently the result of this incongruency, how are the

conceptual entities, that are the essence of advanced mathemat ics, formed? David Tall, in

the preface of the book Advance d Mathematica l Thinking, asserts that conceptual entit ies

are formed through the process of reflective abstract ion, which, according to Dubinsky

(1991) is a Piagetian concept used to describe the constru ction oflogico-mathernatical

struetures by an individual during the course of cogn itive develop ment. Dubinsky (1999)

identifies and briefl y describes the main mental constructions that need to be made in the

learning of mathematics. He descri bes an action as a trans formation which is a reaction to

stimuli which the subject perceives as external . The author notes that although the action

conception is limited, it is an important basis for understa nding a conce pt. An action

becomes a proce ss when the individual reflects on the action and interiorizes it. The

individual can then establish control over it. When the individual reflects on the

opera tions applied to a process, becomes aware of the process in its totalit y, realize s that

the process can be transformed and is able to construct the transforma tions, the process is
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thought of as an object. Finally, Dubinsky defines a schema as a more or less coheren t

collectio n of process es, objects and other schema that is invoked to deal with a new

mathematical problem situation. li e maintains that learning involves applying reflective

abstractio n to existing schema in order to construct new schema for understanding

concepts .

Dubinsky (1991), who emphasizes its constructive aspec ts, asserts that reflectiv e

abstraction is the construction of mental objects and of mental actions on these objec ts.

li e identifies five kinds of construction mechanisms which are important for advanced

mathematical thinking; interiorization, composition or coordinatio n, encapsulation,

generalization and reversal.

Goodso n-Espy (1998) describes Sfard's three stages of concept development,

which are similar to that of Dubinsky's. He describes stage one (interiorization) as the

stage where the learner perfo rms operations on lower level mathematical objec ts.

Eventually, the learner becomes familiar with these processes and can think about them

without actually having to carry out the process. When this occurs, the process is said to

have been interiorized. For example, a learner may initially find the sum of 5 and 3 by

beginning with five fingers and counting three more fingers in successio n to arr ive at the

sum of8. Eventually, the learner can perform this operation without having to carry out

the finger counting process and 'Nil! arrive at the answer of 8. At this point the process of

addition of natural numbers has been interiorized.
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New processes in a schema can be cons tructed by the coordination oftwo or more

processes (Dubinsky, 1992). For example , the process of finding (x + 3)2can beviewed

as the coordi natio n of the process of adding 3 to a number and the process of squaring.

Dubinsky (199 1, 1992) defines encapsulation as the conversion of a dynamic

process into a static objec t. For example, the express ion 7x + 5 can be viewed as the

process of multiplying a number by 7 and then adding 5 or as the binom ial 7x +5 (an

object) . When 7x+5 can be conceived of as an object as opposed to a process,

encapsulation is said to have occurred. This construc t ion is viewed as the most important,

and the most diffi cult, for students of malhernatics (see also Goodson- Espy, 1998). The

ability to flexibly view a concep t as process or object is what makes mathematical

thinking powerfu l (Tall, 1992). The symbol 7x +5 bccom es a vproceptr when

7x+5cornes to be viewed flexibly as either a process or a concept (binomial) (Gray &

Tall , 1994, p. 121).

Generalization occurs when the learne r can apply an existing schema to a wide r

collectio n of phenomena than was previously the case . For examp le, when the schema for

addition is applied to obtain multiplication, genera lizatio n of the schema for add ition has

occu rred . Tall (1991) makes a distinctio n between the different types of gene ralizatio n in

accorda nce with the cognitive activities involve d. An expansive generalization is one

which exten ds the leamer's existing cognitive structure without requ iring changes in

curren t ideas. A reconstructive generalization requires reconstructi on of the exist ing

cogni tive structure .
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When a learner has interiorized a process, they can th ink about the reversal of this

process to create a new process. For exam ple, the process of subtraction can be

constructed by reversing the process of additio n.

The construction of new objects and processes out of existing ones can be

described in terms of the five constructive aspects of reflective abstraction (see Figure 1).

Figure I. Construction of objects and processe s. I

intetiorization

~t~;:~ocess

~7'~di".;OO~~,"P'"I";OO reversal

genera li/.ah

Note. From "A Learning Theory Approach to Calculus," by E. Dubinsky, 1992,

Symbolic Computat ion in Undergraduate Mathematics Educat ion p. 47. Copyright

1992 by Mathematics Associa tion of America . Reprinted with permission.

In the construc tion of new, higher level objects and processes , actions are

performed on lower level objects, and these actions can become interiorized as a new

process. This new process is eventually encapsulated as a higher-level object which then

hasother actions performed on it which are interiorized to fonn new higher- level
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proces~s . This cycle cont inues in an upward spiral of ever increasing sophistication

(Dubinsky , 1992).

Dubinsky (1991) gives a more complet e explanation of Figure I. The essence of

his explanatio n is that actions are performed on objects and these actio ns are interiorized

to form new processes. However, working with existing processes can also form new

processes . One way of making new processes is to compose or coordinate two or more

existing processes. Another way is to reverse an existing interiorized process to create a

new one. Processes can then be encapsulated as objects which can then be used for

higher-leve l interiorization. Note that a schema can be extended by the generaliza tion of

both processes and objects .

Dubinsky, Czamoc ha, Prabhu and Vidakovic (1999) acknow ledge that this

explana tion is potentia lly misleading in that it may suggest a linear progression from

action to process to object to schema. Dubinsky et al. explai n that in fact, understanding

mathematical concepts often appears more like a dialectic in which there is partial

development at one level, passage to the next level, and movement between levels, with

development at each level influencing that at both higher and lower levels.

A process similar to that of Dubinsky's is described by Goodson -Espy (1998) in

her summary ofSfard's theory of reificalion. Stage one (interiorization) has been

described earlier and is essentially the same as in Dubinsky' s APOS theory. The second

stage (condensation) is reached when a complicated process is condensed into a fonn that

becomes eas ier to use and think about. At this stage the learner can combine processes,

make comparisons, and generalize. The new concept is actually born at this stage but
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remai ns tied to an algorithmic process. An important facet of this phase is the abili ty to

alternate between the different representations of the concept. The final stage

(reification), which is similar to Dubinsky's encapsulation stage, has been reached when

the learner can conce ive ofthe mathematical concept as a complete object with

characteristics of its own. For example, when the learner is aware of, and thoroughly

understand s, the differen t representat ions of a linear function and can compare linear

functions with other functions, such as quadratics , the concept of linear function s has

been reified. Sfard notes that reificat ion usually occurs as a sudden shift and is frequently

the hardest stage for learners to obtain. She also offers an explanation for this diffic ulty.

There would be no reason for the reification of a process unless this resultant object was

to be acted upon and this action interiorized to fonn a higher- level process. However, for

this higher- level imeriorization to occur, the exist ence of the object acted upon is

required . Hence lower level reifica tion and highe r-level interiorization are prerequ isites

for each other .

Given this difficulty, Dubinsky (1991) does offer a genera l four step instructional

approach to foster conceptual thinking in mathematics. It consists of :

I. Observing students in the process of learning a topic to see their developin g

concept images.

2. Developing a genetic decomposition of the topic. A genet ic decomposi tion of a

topic consists of a description of possible mental construction methods for develo ping a

schema for that topic (Vidakovic, 1996).
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3. Designing instruction that will move students along the cognitive steps in the

genetic decomposition (i.e. induce students to make the appropri ate reflective

abstractions) .

4. Revising the genetic decomposition and instruc tion until stabilization occurs.

Dubi nsky (1999) also describes a more spec ific pedagogical approac h (called the

Activities. Class, Exercises(ACE)TeachingCycle), involving coo perative learn ing and

computer programm ing, which is used to induce students to make the mental

construc tions necessary for unders tanding mathematics. It consists of group comp uter

activities designed to foster the mental construct ions proposed in the genetic composition,

followed by more difficult tasks, with ideas reinforced by assign ing relatively tradit ional

exercises to be comp leted outside of class by teams of students.

DeMara is and Tall ( 1996), who studied community college stude nts'

conceptua lization of function, offe r a method to analyze the concept images of the learner

in terms of facets and layers. Thejacels of a mathema tical concep t refer to the vario us

ways of thinking about the concept and commu nicatin g it to others, including, but not

limited to, verbal, written, kinesthetic, colloqu ial, nota tional conventions, numeric,

symbolic and geo metric aspects . Facets can be used to build up a descrip tion of the

bread th dimension of a conce pt. Layersrefer to the various levels in the depth dime nsion

in the cogn itive deve lopment of the concept from the pre-act ion layer to proceptual layer

A sam ple profile is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Facets and layers of a concept. 2
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Note. From "Facets and Layers of the Function Concept ," by P. DeMarai s and D. Tall ,

1996, Proceedings of the Twentieth Internat ional Conference for the Psychology of

Mathematics Education Spain, 2, p. 298. Copyright 1996 by P. DeMarois and D. Tall.

Reprinted with permission .

The depth of the leamer's cogn itive development for each facet of a concep t can

be indicated on the diagram to develop a student profile for that conce pt which could then

be part of the first component of Dunbinsky's instructiona l approach to foster conce ptual

thinking in mathematics.

Tall (1995) offers an extension to the model of concept formation developed by

Dubinsky. Tall describes the cognitive growth from elementary to more advanced

mathematical thinking as two distinct, parallel develop ments. One visuo-spatial, starting

with "perceptions of' objects, moving to verbal descriptions and deductions, and leading
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to proof. The other successive process -to-concept encapsulat ions , starting with "actions

on" object s leading to the use of symbols both as processes and concepts. He notes that

these developments can occur independently but that learner s should be cognizan t of the

links which have been made between the two developmen ts so they can develop a

versatile approach whic h uses each to its best advantage. Tall (1999) also disputes the

primacy of action over object in Dubinsky' s APOS theor y, especially in geometry and in

the forma l cons truction of know ledge from definition to deductions, whic h exem plifies

advanced mathcrnaticalthinklng. Whil e acknow ledging the succes s of APOS theory in

the design of arithme tic, algebra and calcu lus curricula, Tall insis ts that at least a partia l

understanding of a concep t can occu r before the encaps ulation of the mathema tica l

processes involved in the conc ept. For example, Tall uses slope fields to help students

build a visual solution to a first order differen tial equat ion and provide a skeleta l

cognitive schema for the solution process before they arc intro duced to specific numeric

and symbo lic solution processe s.

Tall (1992) offers a more specific approach to alleviate some of the diffic ulty in

dealing with the formal defi nitions to which learne rs are exposed in the trans ition to more

adva nced mathematical thinking. He suggests an approac h that builds on concepts, called

cognitive root s, which have the "dual role of being familiar to students and providin g the

bas is for later mathematical development" (p. 497). For example , Tall argue s that a

concept such as limit is difficult to usc as a has is for students' thinking and suggests thai

an idea such as " local linearity" (p. 497) may be more suitab le as a cognit ive root for

calcul us.
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According to Tall (1992):

True progres s in making the trans it ion to more advanced mathematical thinking

can be achieved by helping students reflect on their own think ing processes and

confront the conflicts that arise in moving to a richer context where old implicit

bel iefs no longer hold. Such intellectual growth is stimulated by flexible

environments that furnish appropriate cogn itive roots and help the student bui ld a

broader concept image. Overs implified environments des igned to protect students

from confusion may only serve to provide implicit regu larities that students

abstract, causing serious conflict at a later stage.

In taking students through the transition to advanced mathematica l

thinking, we shou ld realize that the formalizing and systematiz ing of the

mathematics is the final stage of mathematical thinki ng, not the total act ivity. (pp.

508-509)

Hence an appropr iate learning environment is one which allows students time, to reflect

on their thinking , and to face and resolve conflicts in their conceptua l understanding . It

must provide effective ways for stude nts to develop a persona l understanding of calculus

and internal sources of convictio n; that is, to become Connectors as opposed to

Technicians and Collectors {Frid. 1992). Such an environment must also expose students

to the full spectrum of mathematical activities from investigating through conjecturing to

proving.
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Chapter Five: Learning at a Distance

Introduction

Distance education has become much more prevalent as a result of the growing

demand for educational opportun ities designed for, and directed toward , specific target

groups . As such, it hasbegun to move from a marginal to a more central role in

education. Recent advances in educational technology are faci litating a shift from an

industrial, mass production model of distance education to more personalized and

individualized instruction with the potent ial for accommodating a variety of learning

styles. However, des igners and deliverers of distance education courses must overco me

many hurdles before th is shift can befully achieved. This section identifies some of the

challenges to learning at a distance , and provides some suggestion s as to how the design

and del ivery of distance education courses can beenhanced.

Challenges to Learning at a Distance

According to Thorpe (1995a) , one of the majo r challenges which distance

education currently faces is its over-relianc e on behaviorist approac hes to teachin g and

learning. The autho r notes in particular that the view that course des ign can be applied

irrespective of context , conten t and learners hasnot proved to be realistic or effec tive.

She also notes that much of the current pract ice in the field is the product of the

harn essing of information technologie s and mod ern co mmun ication, and beha viori st and

infonn ation processing models of teaching and learning. Cour ses consist of

predetermin ed aims and behavioral objective s and the key measurement of success is the
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quantitativ e achievemen t of students at the end of the course . As well, me developmen t of

genera l learning abilities and self-awareness as a learner have typically not been made

explicit goals of education courses. These goals become more crucia l in distance

education courses, which typically offer diminished contact with teachers, yet require

proact ive and independent learning for success .

Kasworm and Yao (1992) insist that students shou ld engage in the develop ment

of mean ingfu l and relevant learning with in-depth infonnation process ing and

autonomous self-learning . In particular, they believe that learning should be an

interactive, const ructive process and learning strategies should reflect global, interactive

and metacogn itive actions. However, they maintain that most current distance education

courses do not view learning from this perspective. Rumble (1992) states that most

distance learni ng systems can becategorized as insti tution centere d, as opposed to learner

centered , and are designed to maximize the effectiveness of the educatio nal process by

treating learning as the processing , storage and retr ieval of informatio n. Schueme r (1993)

states that many distance education courses are characterize d by a high level of

structuring, provide few incentives for the development of an active-constructive

concep tion of learning and rather, lead to a passive-re producti ve conception (see also

Persons & Griffiths, 1992). This high level of structuri ng, along with the presentation of

knowledge as a ready-made system, allows for a systems-orien ted teach ing method which

runs the risk of degenerating into the 'spoon-feed ing' of knowledge and may lead to a

dependence on the teaching system instead of creating autonomous learners. This system

oriented method of presentation , coupled with great time pressure. leads learners to a
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kind of surface learning, aimed at reproduction, instead of leading them to a deeper

learning , aimed at understandin g. Bullen (1998) stales that much of distance educa tion is

rooted in a transmi ssion model of learning that inhibits the development of critical

thinking. Learners passivel y assimilate knowledge rather than crit ically examine and

const ruct it, based on their own experiences and previous knowledge.

In comparing some of the psychological differences between distanc e and

convent ional education, Schuemer (1993) notes that in distance education , the learner is

usually isolated and does not benefit from the motivationa l factors arising from the

contact or the competition with others in face-to-face classes , nor do they experience the

immediate support and motivat ion of a teacher. This means that the learner must take

over personal responsibility for his or her own learn ing. However, strong teacher control

and a passive-reproduct ive learning concep tion may beserious obstacles to independent

learning.

Uegama, Bullen and Neufeld (1992) identify two features of distance education

which threate n the develop ment of independent learners and high ly developed thinking

reasoning skills. Uegama et aJ. note that most distance education courses are developed

without regard for how they lit into programs of study or how they contribute to the

broader goals of education . They also state tha t the most widely practiced models of

course developmen t are rooted in the behaviorist view oflearning. They question whether

it is possible to develop critical thinking abilities and learners who are self-directed and

intellectua lly self-reliant in distance educat ion courses with such a narrow focus and such

a superficial viewof learning.
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Garland ( 1995), writing on the achie vement of epi stemol ogica l auto nom y by

students, note s that epistemo logical prob lem s result from the incongruencies between the

student's cogniti ve and affective perceptions of knowledge and the nature ofthe

kno wledge in the courses themselves. Epis temological autonomy involves the

development of a per sonal sense of power over the creation and validat ion of knowledge.

Many students assume that the source of kno wledge is outside themselves, and that it is

both created and sanctioned solely by external authori ties. The y believe that their role as

individual learners is to passively receive knowled ge and to reproduce it as accura tely as

possib le. Epistemo logical autonom y is achieved whe n the learner becomes confident in

their mathematical knowledge and skills, in their ability to apply their knowled ge and

skills in both rout ine and nonrou tine mathema tical tasks, and in their abili ty to understand

mathemat ical ideas and concep ts. Epistemological autonom y is also evidenced by a sens e

of sclf-efficac y (i.e . a confident self-image of themselves as succe ssfu l in mathe matics) ,

and by a personal ownership of mathemat ics. Garland states that the student's

epistemological stance is a screen through which new knowled ge mus t be acquired and

that this screen can become a barr ier when the epistemological stance of a cours e's

content or expectations is incompatible with that ofthe student. In some distanc e

educat ion courses, mate rial s and beha vioral objectives seem to suggest the content is

something to be learned by rote , whereas assignments demand that higher level cognit ive

skills be appl ied in using the cont ent knowled ge as underpinni ngs for new personal

unde rstandin gs. Some students are able to make these epistemological adaptat ion s, but
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for those who cannot, this epistemological gap becomes a significant factor in their

decision to drop out.

If learning in the distance education context is to besuccessful, approaches must

be used which devel op gencral leam ing abilit ies, provide for and support interac tion,

encourage deep learni ng and help students achieve epistemologi cal autonomy . These

approaches must also be less generic and rigid in structure and be able to acco mmodate a

variety of learning styles . The followi ng section identifies and descr ibes some methods

through which distance learning can be improved.

The Enhan cement of Leami ng in Distance Education

Deep versus Surface Approach to Learn ing

A description of deep and surface approac hes to learn ing.

To improve the quality of the learner's educational exper ience, many studies

illustrate the importance of encourag ing students to adopt a deep appro ach to learn ing as

oppose d to a surface approach. Accordi ng to Joughin, Lai and Cottman ( 1992), a deep

app roach to learning would generally mean that a student (a) is interested in the acade mic

task , (b) searches for mean ing in the task, (e) personalizes the task, (d) integrates aspects

of the task into a who le, (e) sees relationships between this whole and previous

knowledge and (f) tries to theorize about the task. A surface learnin g approach would

mean that the student (a) sees the task as a dem and to be met to reac h some other goal,

(b) sees the aspects of the task as discrete, (c) worr ies about the time it takes to compete
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the task, (d) avoids personal meanings in the task, and (e) relies on memorization (see

also Kasworm, 1997). Thorpe (1995a), contends that a goal of distance educatio n is to

create courses in which learners are rewarded for demonstrating a deep approach to

learning, in which they process new information actively and relate it to a developing

structure of concepts and meanings in the domain.

Assessment and course des ign.

Studies show that assessment and course design are crucial for influencing

students' approaches to learning. From her research, Thorpe (1995a), concluded that

appro priately designed assessmen t (i.e. assessment which demands deep-level processing

Holmberg (1995» provides a powerful mechanism for stimulating and support ing

reflection and deep learning. Th e opportunity for reflection, provided by assessment,

allows further opportunities for the development oflearn ing. Holmberg asserts that to

support deep learn ing, instructors must direct studen ts' attention towards the subject

matter of the texts studied and away from the textual presentation as such. The autho r

concludes that the mechanis ms (besides assessment) which may enable this attention shift

are far from obvious, but docs suggest that the answer may lie in making learners

conscious of their own learning and in using advance organizers and learnin g

convers ations.

Biggs (1994) presents four key aspects of course design which are likely to foster

a deep approach to learning :
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I. Mot ivational context; Students are likely to take a deep approach to learning if

their motivation is intrinsic , so they should be involved in selecting and planning their

learning so they can feel ownersh ip of the ir work.

2. Learner activity; Students need to be active participants, as opposed to passive

recipients, in learning and must be helped to reflect on their learni ng experiences, and to

relate them to exist ing knowledge and understandings.

3. Interaction with others; Negotiations of meanings and learni ng thro ugh

discuss ion are powerfu l ways to facilitate students to adopt a deep approac h to learning.

4. A well structured knowledge base ; New ideas and concep ts must be related to

students' existing knowledge and conce ptuaJ frameworks . As well , new materia l must be

presented in an integrated whole structure .

~.

Morgan (1995) claim s that proj ect-based learning has the potential to embody the

first three aspects of course design , and especially the first two - intrinsic motivation and

learne r activity. The author mainta ins that such projects should involve local issues whe re

outcomes directly affect the student, shou ld draw upon the experience and skills the

learner already possesses, and should require that the learner develop new skills of

inquiry, interpretation and advocacy . Thorpe (1995a) notes thai project based courses and

proj ect ass ignments have been more genera lly successful at encouraging deep learn ing.

Rowntree (1992) claims that an independent proj ect may conta in guida nce abo ut how to

choose a topic, sources of data, techniques of analys is, forms of reponing, the role of the
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tutor, and so on, but should contain noth ing ofsubstancc which has to be learned. This

type of learning wi ll counter tendencies towards transmission modes of teaching and help

stude nts take a deep approach to learni ng.

The use of metacognition.

Thorpe (I995b) asserts that the active usc ofmetacognition \ViIIencourage a deep

rather than a superfic ial approach to learning. If we become aware of our ex isting

attitudes and knowledge on a particular topic , then we have prepared our minds to

address more act ively the new informa tion we study on the same topic . In theory , this

means we are more likely to searc h for the meaning of what is being said , and to make

connect ions with our existing knowledge in order to develo p a grasp ofthe topic.

However, Schuemer ( 1993) notes that metacognitive monitoring processe s do not have

posit ive effects on learning and thinking in all situations. These processes can overb urden

the cogn it ive apparat us and therefore disturb the processing of information, as in cases

where basic cogn itive strategie s and processes are not yet sufficiently mastered and

additional metacogni tive action leads to a spli t in attention . In support of Schuemer,

Winne (1995) notes that in the early stages of skill development, studen ts canno t time 

share amo ng the various self-regulatory skills and the learning process per se. The aut hor

wams that instruct ions to monito r one 's learning in the early stages of skill development

may hurt learning, particu larly in low abi lity learners and learne rs with low prio r

knowledge.
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Interaction in Distance Education

Kearsley (1995 ) states that "one of the most importa nt eleme nts of con tempo rary

distan ce educa tion is interaction. It is widely held that a high level of interaction is

desirabl e and positively affects the effec tiveness of any distance educatio n course" (p.

366) . Henri and Kaye ( 1993) and Lauzon (1992) note that withou t inte raction among

student s and between studen ts and instructors, distance education can only be an inferior

imita tion of the best face-to-face education because learners are unable to clarify and

challenge assumptions and to cons truct meanin g through dialogue. Scho ldt, Zhang and

Fulford ( 1995) asse rt that the types and quality of interaction provided in distance

educat ion is impo rtant because it affects learner satis faction and perceived learning .

Rodriguez ( 1995) foun d that personal contac t betwee n instructors and learner s enhanced

communications and imp roved teaching and learn er intere st in content matter. The author

also found a slight desire for interaction between learners. Th is indicates the need to

incorpora te interpe rsonal intera ction into distance educ ation courses . Miller and Webster

( 1997) state that the variety of media currently avai lable for distance educa tion has led to

the dividing of interaction into two categories : synchronous and asy nchrono us. Hillman ,

Willis and Gunawardena (1994) defin ed sync hronous interactio n as being "rea l-time, live

and conversation-like during the instruc tional sess ion" and asynchro nous as "delayed,

before or after the instructional session" (p. 46). In their study, Miller and Webster found

that asyn chronous learners did not perceive interaction to be as important as learner s

taking courses sync hronously . Howe ver, the vast major ity of those who did not com plete

the course were async hronous learners. The auth ors hypothesize that even though
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asynchro nous learn ers perceive imcract ion as Iess importan t, the lack of interact ion may

in fact be a contrib uting factor 10 their high attri tion rate. Thi s may indicate the

importance of interaction in both synchronous and asynchro nous learn ing .

Decke rs, Cuskelly , Kem p and Phillips (1992) claim that introd ucing interactive

communication into distance education offers severa l distinct advantages. First, students

are able to test their knowledge and obtain imm ediate feedbac k. Students acknow ledge

the usefulness of hearing the questions and answers of other stude nts as it not only

provides a basis for comparison, but also stimulates interest and furth er learn ing . Seco nd,

stude nts feel less isolated when they are able to see and hear their peers and instru ctor.

These students freque ntly fonn study partnerships or groups , which increases their

involvement in, and commitme nt to, the course . Third , this arrangement encourages

students to develop interpersonal communication skills. However, Thorpe (19 95b) notes

it is the quality, and not the mere presence, of interactio n which influences a student's

decision to continue with a course. While interact ion can create immediate ident ification

with others in the group and can lessen isola tion and anxiety, it can also make the learner

feel excluded from the gro up, as when the learner discovers the ir bac kgro und is diffe rent

from that of the vast majority of the other members of the group. This can trigger

powerfu l feelings that the course is not for them and may make the difference in the

decisio n to continue or to drop out.

Henri and Hot re (1992) note that social interaction. wh ich contributes positively

10 the learning process, can bebrought abo ut by comp uter-mediated comm unication

(CMC). The authors state that stude nts linked by CMC feel that they have learned from
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their excha nges with others and that teachers perceive it as an efficient and co llaborat ive

medium which promotes a more open learning process . Seaton (1993), in a review of

research with three CMe projects, also concludes that CMC is an effective mode of

creating an interactive community ofteamers. However, Hiltz (1993), in a study using

software enhanceme nts to CMe called The Virtual Classroom , found that results were

superior for well-motivated and well-prepared students who took advantage of the

opportunities provided for increased interaction with their instructor and with other

stude nts. The author maintains that students who are unable or unwilling to exploit this

opportun ity may do better in a traditionally delivered course. Kaput and Thompson

(1994), identify interactivity as one of the three aspects of electronic techno logies that

enable a deep change in the experience of doing and learning mathematics. In interactive

electro nic media, student actions yield a reaction on the part of the machine, which in

tum sets the stage for interpretation, reflection and further action on the part of the

student. The authors predict a shift in the pedagogical tide towards increased student

contro l of their learning environment as technolog ies become more powerful.

Moore (1992), writing on the use of teleconfere ncing in distance educat ion,

claims that it is the area of student interact ion that is prov ing to be teleconferencing' s

main contribu tion to distance education. It is the dialogue by teleconference betwee n

students that is making possible the creation of knowledge by students and the high- level

analysis, synthes is and critique of knowledge . However, Bullen (1998) identified three

categories offactors whic h affect (negatively or positively) learner participation in

computer conferenc ing:
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1. The attributes of computer confere ncing , such as many -to-many

com mun ication, place-indepe ndent group communication , time-indepe ndent group

commu nication, text-based nature of communications, and computer-media ted learnin g.

2. The desig n and facilita tion of com puter conferencing act ivities, such as

whether learners are required to contrib ute to discussions and whether instructo rs play a

facilitative or directive role .

3. Stude nt situat ional and dispos itional factors. Dispositiona l factors include the

learner's attitude s toward comp uter confere ncing, distance education and the subject

matter, as well as computer skills, com fort with the commu nication medium , the

episte mological orientation of the course, and the motivation al orientation of the learner.

Situat iona l factors include access to comp uter hardware and software, home situatio n and

available study time .

The author concludes that the factors which affect part icipation have litt le to do with the

technology of computer confercnci ng . Student characteristics such as their prev ious

exper ience with distance education or with indepen dent study, thei r cogni tive maturity,

and their exper ience with part icipatory and interactive learni ng env ironme nts seem to be

the determinants for the successf ul implementation of computer conferenclng

characterized by high levels of partic ipation, interaction and critical thinking .

Feedback in Distance Education

Directly related to the interactivi ty compone nt of distance education is feedbac k.

Blunt and Dent (1999) , and Bernard and Naidu (1992) maintain that researc h has clear ly
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established that learning is greatly enhanced when learners receive meaningful,

immediate and continuous feedback . Thorpe (1995a ) notes that constructiv ist and

cognit ive approaches to learning have worked well in comb ination with regula r feedback

in distance educatio n undergraduate courses. L. Ryan (1992) found that students perce ive

that the provision of generous and constructi ve feedback on assessed work stimulates

interest in the subject The author sugges ts that objective and constructive feedback is a

powerfu l tool that can be used to maintain high academic standards in dis tance education.

Kulhavy (1977) (in Bernard & Naidu 1992) found that feedback prior to perfonning

learning activities lowers the effects ofthe feedback. He concluded that feedback works

best after the student has attempted the learning task.

As~ignment Submis~ion

Krane (1995) found a significantly higher completio n rate in courses containing

compulsory assignments and also found that course completion rate fell after the numbe r

of assignments exceeded seven or eight. The author asserts that prompt assignment return

with constructive feedback is a decisive element for study success and goal achievement

in courses at NKS Distance Education. Schuemer (1993) discusses the importance of

using telecommunications to reduce the tum around time of submission of ass ignments or

quest ions by learners. He concludes that a long return time decreases motivation and

increases dropout rate. Boondao (1992) found that apart from previous mathematica l

background , the most powerful variable which influenced achievem ent was the use of

assignments for submission.
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The uses and benefits of concept maps in distanc e education learning have been

researched extensively in recent years. Naidu (1990) defines a concept map as a graphic

arrangement of the key concepts in a body of subject matter with connecting lines labeled

to show valid and meaning ful relationships between the chosen concepts. A typical

concept map contains four elements: (a) concept s, (b) propositions , (c) connect ing lines,

and (d) a hierarchica l structure (Bernard & Naidu, 1992). Naidu and Bernard (1992a)

state that concept maps have the potential for inducin g deeper level proces sing of conte nt.

Naidu (1990) explains that concepts depend on their relationships with other concepts for

meaning. A persona l grasp of these relationships characte rizes meaningful leamin g.

Concept mapp ing, with its emphasis on linking concepts to other concepts, event s and

objec ts, has been shown to be an effective means for enhancing meaningful learning.

Hascmann and Mansfield (1995) state that concept maps provide infonna tion

about how individual student s relate concepts to form organized conceptual frameworks.

They also assert that there is no completely correc t or ideal concept map since they are

idiosyncratic, and depend on the individual' s prior learning experience and reflectio ns on

those experience s. The authors , in reference to a meta-analysis of the research on the

effectiveness of concept maps by AI-Kunifed and Wandersee (1990), state that the meta

analysis showed that concept mapping had genera lly positive effec ts on student

achievement and attitudes. The meta-analysi s also provided evidence that the

effectiveness of teacher-prepar ed or student-prepared concept maps diffe rs very little in

improving students ' achievement. However, when students prepared their own concept
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maps, achievement gains were much higher if the students were required to supply the

key terms necessary to construct the concept map. In their study of fourth and sixth

graders, Hasemann and Mansfield found that although in the short-term concept maps

showed change s in student understan ding, delayed concept maps showed these changes

may have been superficial and not embedded deeply in students ' cognitive framewo rks.

Bernard and Naidu (1992) also note several studies (e.g. Novak, Gowin & Johansen,

1983) which found that concept mappers tend to perform lower on knowledge-type

examinatio ns initially , but outperfonn non-concept mappers later on . Bernard and Naidu

explain this 'ea rly defici t' by stating that continued practice with concept mapping is

needed to affect achievement outco mes and they caution that the effects of concep t

mapping may not appea r in the short tenn (Naidu & Bernard, I992b). This may explain

the results found by Hasemann and Mansfield (1995). Their subjects typically

constructed a limited number (e.g. three) of concept maps and perhaps this number was

only enough to create superfic ial, as opposed to a deep, understan ding of the conce pts in

the study. Bernard and Naidu (1992) provide evidence for their cla im in another study

(Naidu & Bernard, I992b) in which they found a significant increase in academic

performance among nurses , enrolled in a distance educat ion course , who completed at

least eleven or twelve concept mapping exercises .

Bernard and Naidu (1992), and Naidu and Bernard (1992b) offer explanation s for

the increase in achieve ment of persistent co ncept mappers . These results may be

attrib utable to the effect s ofthe concept-mapping task itse lf, which requires studen ts to

deal with the materia l in more depth and trans late it into personal meaning. However,
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time on task may be the cause of some ofthe increased achie vemen t, since students who

create concept maps freque ntly also spend more time with the content . Finall y, since

concept mapping is fundamentally a grap hic procedure, subjec ts with a prefe renc e for

visua l or graphic learn ing techniques may have a tendency to persis t with the stra tegy and

perform better as a conseque nce.

Fina lly, Hereen and Coll ins ( 1993), in a study of the use ofan electro nic , share d,

conce pt mapping too l in suppo rt of collaborative learn ing, state that concept mapping

sti mulates and supports four classe s of cognitive processes: organ ization, elabo rat ion,

exploratio n and comprehension monitoring processes. The authors note that the

collaboratively developed concept maps in thei r study are not represen tations of an

individ ual 's inlcrprctati on of some collec tion of information but instead serve as a shared

knowledge base that funct ions as a cog nitive tool for individuals and for the whole grou p.

Epistemo log ica l AUlOnOmy

Gar land ( 1995) states that hel ping students ach ieve epistemolog ical autonomy is a

cornerstone in fostering the ir self-direction and enabling thcm to exert personal co ntro l

over their learn ing, and should bean esse ntial component of effec tive distance educatio n.

In orde r to achieve ep istemologica l autonomy, theories such as cons truc tivism and

situa ted cogniti on mus t be embedded in a curricular struc ture which supports such views .

The compo nents of such a structure inclu de:

1. Tak ing into acco unt learners ' pr ior expe rience and knowledgc.
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2. Providing scaffo lding for learners (i.e. providing a framework to connect and

make sense of ideas and facts).

3. Embedding a 'teacher as guide' approach in the curricu lum structure.

4. Solving realistic problems appropria te to the students ' context .

5. Providing technologicaJly rich, situated learning.

6. Providing a high degree of interactivity that includes extensive dialogue which

involves the idea that humans in communication are engaged actively in the making and

exchange of meanin g and not merely in the transmission of messages.

7. Emphasizing critical thinking skills.

Butler and Winne (1995) note that there is unan imous agreement that the most

effective learners are self-regu lating. Schunk and Zimmerman (1994) define selt

regulation as "the process whereby students activate and sustain cogn itions, behaviors

and affects , which are systematically oriented toward atta inment of their goals" (p. 309).

Boekaerts (1997) notes that self-regulated learners differ from those who need large

amounts of external regulation in that self-regulators rely on interna l resources to govern

their ownlearning process and are aware of what they know and feel about the domain of

study, including which general cognitive and motivational strategies are effective in

atta ining learning goals , how difficult it is to achieve mastery in the domain and whether

they have the capacity and motivatio n to perform . Th e author notes that although there is

a universal preference for self-regula ting learners, the preva lent instruc tional model, with
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teacher as expert and learner as novice, docs not enable students to deve lop their

cogn itive or motivational self-regu latory skills. This model assumes that; (a) students can

activate or generate successfu l cognitive strategies in the time allotted by the teacher, (b)

transfer will occur spontane ously during practice, and (e) students will gradually become

independent of the teacher. However, transfer and the generation of context-sensitive

strategies does not occur spontaneous ly and a significant amount of time is needed for

students to become self-regu lating learners. The author cla ims that for self-regulated

learning to develop, teachers must create powerful learning environm ents in which

students des ign their own learning experiments, and this implies that students should be

motivated to actively participate in the learning process and construct their own

knowledge ba~e on the basis of direct and indirec t learning experie nces. Boekaerts

descr ibes three types of tasks which may help learners become self -regulating;

I. Procedural tasks which encourage students to activate declarative ly encoded

knowledge and proceduralize it.

2. Cognitive self-regulatory tasks which inspire students to time-share between

the learning process and self-regulatory ski lls.

3. Motivational self-regulatory tasks which pertain to long-tenn learning goals

and invite students to mentally represent these goals as well as their behavioral intentions.

Boekaerts found that students, who completed these tasks and received differential

feedback and support from instructors, displayed significantly more deep level process ing

after six months than students in the control group.
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In the academic context, Butler and Winne (1995) describe self-regu lation as a

style of engaging with tasks in which students exercise powerful skills such as: (a) setting

goals for upgrading knowledge, (b) deliberat ing about strategies to select those that

balance progress towards goals with unwanted costs, and (c) monitori ng the effects of

engageme nt. The authors synthesize recent research on the relationshi p between feedback

and self-regulatio n, and offer a model for self-regulated learning (SRL) , which analyses

the cognitive processes involved in self-regulation, and integrates the findings of

relevant . sometimes disparate, literature (see Figure J).
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Figure 3. A model of self-regulated learning. l
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Note . From "Feedback and Self-Regulated Learning: A Theoret ical Synthesis ," by D. L.

Butler and P. H. Winne, 1995, Review of Educational Research 65 (3 ) p.248.

Copyright 1995 by the American Educat ional Research Association . Repr inted with

permission .

Butler and Winne explain that as self-regulating learne rs engage in academic

tasks, they draw on knowled ge and beliefs to construct an interpretation of a task ' s

propertie s and requirement s. Based on the interpretation they construct, they set goals .
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Goa ls are then approac hed by app lying tactic s and strate gies that generat e produc ts, both

mental (cognitive and affecti ve/emo tional) and behavioral. Monitor ing these processes of

engagement and the progre ssively updated products the y create generates interna l

feedback (that wh ich students generate for themselves by monitoring the ir engagement

with learning tasks (Bangerts -Drown s, Kulik, Kulik, & Mor gan, 1991» . Thi s information

provides ground s for reinterpre ting element s of the task and one ' s engagement by setting

new goal s or adjusti ng extant ones . Learners may reexamine tactics and strategies and

select more productive approache s, adapt available skills, and sometimes even genera te

new procedure s. If external feedback (that which is gene rated by a source external to the

student (Ban gcrts -Drown s et al., 1991» is provided, that additiona l information may

con firm, add to, or conflict with the learner' s interpretations of the task and the path of

learni ng. As a result of monitoring task engagement, students may alter knowled ge and

beliefs, which in turn might influence subsequent self-regulation.

Butler and Winne ( 1995) note that , regardle ss of the source, feedback is

contextualized accordin g to a student's prior knowledge and belie fs before cognitive

tactics and strategies are applied . Hence feedback which informs students only about

content in a doma in is minimally sufficient to affect knowledge construction. The auth ors

propose that feedback should provide information about cognitive activities for learning

and about relations betwee n cues and success ive states of achievement. The y conclude

that SRL is inherent in know ledge construction, a lthough it may be carried out

suboptimally and contrary to educat ional objec tives. Monitoring is the hub of self

regulated task engagement and the internal feedback it generales is critical in shap ing the
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evolving pattern of a learner's engagement with a task. The authors acknowledge that

feedback blends with other information to affect a learner' s knowledgc and beliefs abou t

the doma in and tasks, learning processes and products, and performance.

The quality of the learner' s experience in a distance education context can be

enhanced by encourag ing and supporting a deep approac h to learning through proper

course design , with provisio ns for sufficient interact ion, timely, constructive feedback,

and opport unities for the construction of a sufficient number of quality concept maps . As

well, the use of assessment in genera l, and projects and assignments in particular, whic h

demand deep-level process ing, can promote learning. Helping students become

metacogn itively active and self-regu latory can also increase learning, as can helpi ng them

achieve epistemo logical autonomy.
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Chapter Six : Research Procedures

Introd uction

This chapter contains three main sectio ns. The first section provides necessary

backgrou nd information and contains both a description of the context in which the web

based version of Mathematics 4225 was developed and implemented and a description of

the synchro nous component of the course. The second section jus tifies the selection of a

qualitative research methodology, while the third section lists the actual methods of data

collection.

On May I, 1998, the Vista School District of Newfoundland and Labrador

publicly released its five-year Strategic Education Plan, 1997-2002 (available :

http://www.kI2.nf.ca/vistaiaboutus/stTalegiceducation/i ndex.him!), which was des igned

to guide the change and growt h of the school district into the next millennium. This plan

included strategies aimed at ensuring that students' talents were developed, their needs

met, and that student understand ing ofthe use of technology was increased. Specifically ,

by the year 2000 , the plan called for the expansion of distance learning opportunities for

students, enabling them to pursue individual curriculum opportunities and interests, and

for the provision of more individualized programs, designed to meet the intellectual

needs of the students. The plan also called for the creation of a district Intranet, that

would be used to support the activities of the board, and the developme nt of indepen dent

study activities and courses for students using technology.
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At the time of the release of this plan, work had already begun on the

development of a web-base d vers ion ofthe Advanced Placement (AP) Calc ulus AD

course (avai lable: http://www.stemnet ,nfcaJ-vsddi/)in theCentreforTeleLeami ngand

Rura l Education at Memorial University of Newfou ndland. The Advance d Placement

Program was endorsed by the Department of Educat ion, as an integral component of the

senior high program for high achieving students , in its senior high report entitled The

Senior High School Program: New Directions for the 21'1Century, released in June 1997 .

The AP Calc ulus AR course wou ld become one of the first courses offered , as

Mathematics 4225 , to students via the Vista School District Digital Intranet beginning in

the fall of 1998. The intranet would enable students with an apt itude for mathematics to

participate in a college level , first calculus course, and possi bly gain one univers ity

mathematics credit before graduation from second ary schoo l. After one yea r of pilo ting,

the course would be made available to the other nine schoo l districts in the province.

The development and imp lementation of thc projec t was guided and mon itored by

the Vista School District Digital Intranet Advisory Comm ittee whose members included

perso nnel from the Centre for TeicLeaming and Rural Edu cat ion, Memoria l University of

Newfo undlan d, the Depart ment of Educatio n, STEM~Net, and the College of the North

Atlan tic

Student selection was based on the successful comp letion of Advanced

Mathematics 320 1 and the recomme ndation of their high school mathemat ics teacher.

Initial regis tration for the course inclu ded 7 stude nts from a level one to level three high

school with an enrolment of 184 studen ts, 6 stude nts from a grade 9 to level thre e schoo l
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with an enrolment of 484 students, and 2 students from an all-grade schoo l with a student

population of 197. InJune of 1999, these students were invited to meet, to interact

socially, and to receive some preliminary training from their instructor. At that time,

students completed a form outlining their level of comfort with, and expertise in, the use

of computers, includ ing their ability to search the Internet and to navigate through web

pages , as well as their famil iarity with e-mail, chat room s, and bulletin boards. Those

students who had access to computers outside the school were issued a usemam e and

password that would allow them access to the Mathematics 4225 webs ite over the

summer. The intent was to allow students ample time to become familiar with the website

and to better inform their decision to officially enroll in the AP mathematics course in

September of 1999.

Asynchronous Interaction (A Description of the Mathematics 4255 Website)

The Mathematics 4225 website first presented a splash page with a "Mathematics

4225" icon (see Figure 4) which allowed access to the login screen (see Figure 5), where

the student entered their persona l user name and password.
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Figure 4. Splash page containi ng the "Ma thematics 422:5" icon.

\!1sta School D istrict
Digital Intranet

Figure 5. Login screen for Mathematics 422:5website.

The login screen allowed access to the "Welcome to Mathemat ics 422:5" page (see Figure

6) that included of a number of icons which are described in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Welcome Page for Mathematics 4225.

Welcome to Math ematics 4225

t~

Table I . Description of lcons on the " Welcome Page"

/con

':~

Description

The electro nic calendar icon gave acces s to a monthly record of
assignment due dates, test dates, spec ial instruc tions, and on line and
offline class times . The calendar could be comp iled for a selected time
perio d and printed 10create a compact hardco py of important course
dates and instruct ions.

The electronic bulletin board allowe d asynchro nous communication
between any participan ts in (he course . Part icipan ts cou ld enter private
or public messages which could be responded to at any time. For
examp le, any changes made to the course calenda r wou ld be posted on
the bulletin board as well.
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This option worked similar to custo mary e-mail except that the on ly
possible senders and recipients were those enrolled in the Mathematic s
4225 course.

The password icon allowed students to change the password assigned
to them by their instructor . This was recommended to all students.

This option allowed students to give asynchro nous presentations
individually or as a group .

The tests option gave students access to a database of random ly
generated multiple choice, short answer and long answer tests . These
rests were automatically graded and the score returned to the student.

This chat feature is similar to customary chat rooms with the exce ption
that only participants in the course could enter.

This option allowed students to view their individual scores on the
various evaluation instrumen ts used in the course .

The "Lessons" icon gave the students access to the lessons developed
by the instructor. as well as a variety of other course resourc es.
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Selecti ng the "Lessons" hyperl ink on the Welcom e page presented students with

a fram e (see Figure 7) with the choi ce of three units. Each "Unit" hype rlink cou ld be

expan ded to list the topics covered in that unit. The "Topics" hyperli nk cou ld be further

expanded to list al l the sect ions in the text associated with that topic . Each "Sect ion"

hype rlink could then be expanded to list the lessons for that section . Each "Lesson"

hypcrl ink would bring the studen t to the appropria te onl ine lesson, which cou ld be read

onscreen or printed. Each lesson referred to associated page s from the course text,

Calculus ofa Single Variable: Early Transcendental Functions (5th editi on) by Larson ,

Hostetler and Edwards . At the end of each section is a "Q uiz" hyperlink that presents the

student with a short, mu ltiple-choice quiz which tests the concepts cove red in that

section. This quiz is automatically scored and the result returned to the stude nt, along

with a list of the correct ans wers for each incorrect answer that the student suppl ied. At

the end of each topic are a more com prehensiv e mu ltiple-choice test and a long answe r

test that asses s student know ledge of the ent ire topic . The multiple -choice test is scored

as with previous tests of this type and the solutions to the long answer test is pro vided in

a separate , linked, online page. Also at the end of each topic is an "Assignment"

hyperfink that contains referen ces to assignme nt questions in the text. These are

submitted by fax or interoffice mail, graded by the instructor, and returne d to each

student.
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Figure 7. Frame linked from the "Lessons" hyperlink.
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Limits
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Also included in this same frame are a number ofl inks which provide the student

with several resources for the course (see Figure 8). The "Co nce pt Map " hyperlink

opens a new page containing a concept map for the entire course . The "C ourse O utl ine"

hyperiink links to a new frame containing the percentage of the course covered in each
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unit, hyperlink s to the lessons for each section, and a time sched ule for the completion of

each lesson. The "O utcomes Linked to Lessons" hyperlink opens a frame containing the

course outcomes for each lesson and a hyperlink to the speci fic lesson which deals with

each outcome. The "Course Eva luat ion" hype rlink opens a frame giving the weights

assigned to the various evaluation instruments for the course . The "Q uizzes for Self

Evaluation" hyperlink opens a frame containing hyperlinks to all the multiple choice

quizzes for each section of each topic. The "Tests for Self Eval ua tion" hyperlink opens

a frame containing hyperlinks to a multiple choice and long answer test for each topic.

These multiple-choice examinations are graded in a manner similar to the others and the

answers to the long answer portion of the test are provided online. The "Assign ments"

hyperli nk opens a frame containing the text references to the ass ignments for each topic

and the " External Links" hyperlink opens a frame with hyperli nks to vario us calcu lus

resources found on the Internet, such as tutorials, labs, projects, models and a variety of

mathematics applets which demonstrate many of the important concepts in the course.

Any student participating in the course who had Internet access could access these

resources and features at any time.
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Figure8, Links to Mathematics 4225 Course Resources.

Cun cep r Map
Cours e Outline
Outcomes Linked to LI!'SSlJllS
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Synchronous Interaction (Online Classes)

In the 1999-2000 school year, students in Mathematics 4225 were ass igned five,

fifty-five minute periods every eight days, three of which were online sessions and two of

which were offline. The three online classes were scheduled in the morn ing session when

Internet traffic was less and more bandwidth was avai lable for audio, video and

whiteboard signals. Students connected to the Internet from the student AP computer

using a modem connection provided by a local lntcmct service provider and then opened

Microsoft NetMeeting (see Figure 9) to connect to one oflhe two servers located in the

Stem-Net facilities at Memorial University of Newfoundland. The server used Meeting

Point software to route any incoming signals from one participant to all other participan ts

in the NetMeeling.
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Figure 9. Opening page of Microsoft Netlvleeting containing the IP addres s of the

Meeting Point server and the backup server .

Double clicking on the first IP address presented the participant with a screen asking

them if they wished to enter a meeting (see Figure 10). The second IP address connected

to the backup server.
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Figure 10. Request to join a conference in Microsoft NetMeeting.

Clicking " Yes" opened a window which allowed the student to select the Mathematics

4225 conference (see Figure 11).

Figure II . Selection of Mathematic s 4225 conference.
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Choosing "O K" presented another screen requesting the appropriate conference

password (see Figure 12).

Figu re 12. Password reques t screen.

Having entered the correet password, the student is permitted to join the Mathematics

4225 online class.

Once connected to the onl ine class, participants communicated using a

comb ination of audio , chat, whiteboard and video tools, and through the sharing of

computer applications such as the Geometer 's Sketchpad or Derive. The student AP

computer at each site was equipped with a microphone and one set of speakers which

were used to transmit and receive audio signals. The instruc tor received and transmitted

the audio signa l through a set of headphone s equipped with a boom microphone. The chat

feature in NetMeeting allowed participan ts to communicate using the keyboard . The

whiteboanl allowed freehand work such as the drawing of symbols and graphs, and the

working of exerc ises. These three features allowed simultaneous studen t input and
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control. The video feature allowed participants to view remote sites . The sharing

applications feature allowed a participant at one site to open an application on the

computer at that site and allowed participan ts at remote sites to take control of and

man ipulate the application. For example, a Geometer' s Sketchpad file could be opened

on the instructor computer and manipulated by students at each of the remote sites even if

that site did not have the Geome ter' s Sketchpad software on the student AP computer. A

typical onlin e class would consist of an interactive presentation by the instructo r followed

by a "question and answer" period where students gained help with specific text exercises

or course concepts.

Method ology

Over the last three decades, there has been a shift in educational research

methodology from one dominated by quantitat ive methods to those which have a more

qualitative focus. According to Bogdan and Bilken (1982), the reaso n for this shift was

that many educational researchers felt that quantitative research had not proven itse lf

adequate in solving educational problems. These educational researchers began to adap t a

variety of qualitative research methods that had proven useful in other fields, including

observa tions and interview methods derived from ease study , ethnograph ic,

phenomenological, and critical social theory research. Simultaneously, objects

characteristic of quant itative research, such as measurement, operationalized de finitions,

and variables, were extended for use in qualitati ve educational research.

Bogdan and Bilken (1982) outline several main characteristics of qualitative

research:
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1. Qualitativ e research is concerned with context, and uses natural settings as

direct sources of data. This is in contras t with studies in which variables are

mani pulated and their effects upon other varia bles observed.

2. Qualitative research is descriptive, mak ing use of words rather tha n numbe rs.

Written results use quotations from the data for illustrat ion and substa ntiation

of find ings.

3. Qua litative resea rch concerns itse lf with process, rather than focus ing solely

on outcomes or prod ucts.

4. Qual itative research tends to ana lyze inductively as opposed to deduct ively.

Specifically . qualitative researchers build hypotheses and abstractions from

the data gathered, as opposed to collecti ng data to acce pt or reject hypoth eses

generated before the study begins .

Constructing hypotheses and abstractions from gathered data leads to theory that

emerges from this gathered data and Glaser and Strauss (1967) refer to this theory as

grounded theory. Acco rding to the authors. grounded theory fulfills qualities des ired of

theory because its mode of generation guarantees it is usefuJ for predict ion, explanation,

interpretation and application. It also serves to guide subsequent research and con tributes

to theore tical advancement. In compariso n, researc h that merely tests or verifies

hypo theses ass igns a more passive role to theory.

In this study emphasis was placed on qual itative methodo logies. However, the

study also adopted a cri tical approac h as aspec ts of the structure . content, and de livery of
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the web-based AP Calculus AB course were investigated to determine how the learning

of calculus concept s in this context can be improved.

Method

Seve ral qualitative methods were used to gather data which was used to detenn ine

how learning cou ld be imp roved in the context of a web- based , Advanc ed Placement

Calculus AB course which was delivered via a district -wide dig ital Intranet. Methods of

data collect ion included:

I. Surve ying part icipants to obtai n student views on aspects of the AP course,

specifical ly the features ofthe Mathematics 4225 website, the course text, the

onli ne classe s, evaluation, collabo ratio n, and social interact ion. (See Appe ndix

A)

2. Analyzing the course text to determ ine its suitabi lity for the course and for the

epistemological message(s) contained in the text. This textboo k was chosen

by the develo pment team because it was the text used in first year calcu lus at

Memo rial Unive rsity of Newfoundland, the university attended by the

major ity of univers ity bound studen ts in Newfoundland and Labrador .

Ano ther text, such as the Consort ium Calc ulus text by Hughes-Hallett, may be

a more appropriate course text.

3. Observ ing participants at the three AP sites to determine thei r specific

difficulti es with the course . In this study, the researcher acted as " full

part icipant" (Glesn e & Peshkin, 1992, p. 40) on the partici pant-obse rvation
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continuum since the researc her is simultaneously a function ing member of the

comm unit y under inve stigat ion and an investigator.

4. Comparing recent and previous AP Calcu lus AD examinations published by

The Co llege Board. The AP Calculus AB examination typically consists of

two parts. Part one cons ists of multip le-cho ice quest ions and part two consis ts

of six, long answe r quest ions with parts to each of these questions . Initially, a

scient ific calculator was the only computational aid used in the examination.

However, in recent years, parts one and two have allowed som e use of a

graphing calculator and part two, in parti cular , has become much mor e

application-ori ented . Student s were provided with entir e copies of

exam inations, published by The College Board , for the years 1985 and 1988,

when only scientific calculators were permi tted. After writi ng a sample AP

mathematics exam ination as a course fina l, and the 2000 Calcu lus AB

exam ination, these students were a rich source of data for a compariso n of

recent and earlier examinations in terms of the chan ges enab led by the use of

graphing calculators.

Data collected from these activit ies was used to detenn inc the student learning

experience in an online AP calcu lus course. It was also be used to identify features of the

course that students found beneficia l and those which needed to he improved, replaced or

removed , and to ident ify ways in which learning can he improved . On the basi s of these

finding s, the student's experience of learning calculus was described and
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recommendat ions were made for the improvement of learning A P calcu lus in a web 

based environment.



RESULTS
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Introduction

The results are contained in the four following chapte rs. Chapter seve n

categorizes students as cumpleters or noncornple ters and provides a descr iption of eac h

stud ent as compiled from the student surveys . Chapter eight presents the results of part

one of the student survey . This part of the survey examined the features of the

Mathematics 4255 website, course text, online classes, evaluation, collaboratio n and

social interac tion. Chapter nine presents the results of part two of the student survey.

This part ofthe survey elicited students ' opinions on factors which rese arch literature

indicated was important in learning calculus conce pts and in learn ing at a distance. The

quantity of results presented in chapters eight and nine necessi tated that the discussion of

the results for each featu re occur imm ediately after the resu lts them selves were prese nted,

instead of being delayed to a later chapter. Chapter ten contains a compariso n of the

course text and an alternate text in terms of the features and epistemol ogical messages

contai ned in each. This chapter also compares College Board Calcul us AD exam inations

from 1988 and 1997 in terms of the effects of the increased use of graphing calculators.
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Chapter Seven: Introduction and Description of Participants

After the course had ended and the evaluation was concluded, the fifteen participants

were asked to complete a survey (see Appendix A, Part I) which required them to

indicate frequency of use or access, usefulness, and importance of the features oft he:

(i) Mathematics 4225 Website. The website contained hyperlinks to a calendar. a

record of students' marks, lesson outcomes and notes for each corresponding section

of the text, a concept map for the course, the course outline, the percentage weights

assigned to the course evaluation instruments, a bulletin board, a chat room, private e

mail, and a number of calculus related resource sites which were external to the

website itsclf.

(ii) Course Textbook. This text contained a prerequisites chapter, tables of

mathematical rules, colour graphics, technology tips, historical notes, summaries and

guidelines, remarks, questions whieh varied in variety and difficulty, selected

answers, and a number of appendices. Accompanying the text was a student study

and solution guide.

(iii ) Online Classes. This refers to the real-time communication between the instructor

and the students at each site when they were simultaneously connected using

computer technology to create a virtual classroom.

(iv) Course Evaluation. This refers to the evaluation instruments used in the course

and the percentage weight assigned to each.

(v) Collaboration in the Course. This refers to the process in which students

interacted wit h other students as they worked, studied, and learned in the course.
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(vi) Soci al Inte raction of Students in the Course. This refer s to the interaction of

students durin g activi ties spec ifically desig ned to enab le students to make contact.

with students at other sites, and with their instructor, in a socia l sett ing.

Students were also asked to give information about their decision to enroll in

Mathematics 4225, their previous expe rience with distanc e education cours es, reasons for

withdrawal from the course , study hab its, career plans, use of technology, and access to

compu ters at home and at school. This data will be used to help future students make an

informed decision concerning their part icipati on in the course . In the part two of the

survey , students were asked to indic ate thei r degree of agreement with statem ents about a

number of factors which research literature indicated was import ant in the learn ing of

calculus and in learnin g at a distance (See Appendix A, Part 2). The data from part s one

and two of the survey will be used to determ ine wh ich aspects of Mathema tics 4225

cou ld be transform ed to improve student learning.

Thi s sectio n begins with a descri ption of the fifteen students in the course, who were

gro uped into two categories. Completers refers to the group of six students who wrote the

Mathematics 4225 final examination for high school credit. Noncompleters refers to

those nine studen ts who withdrew from Mathema tics 4225 befo re writing the fina l

examination. The descriptions were derived directl y from students ' respon ses to items in

part one of the survey.
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Student Descriptions

Student 1: Th is student enrolled in Mathematics 4225 to lighten the first year university

course load and to have a better understanding of mathem atics. The student had not

previously enrolled in any other distance educa tion courses and did not have a home

comp uter with Internet access. She withdrew from the course in mid November due 10

difficulty with the course and dropping marks. She staled " Math 4225 interfered with my

other high school work because many hours were spent on math when I had a lot of other

work to do. I found it very disappointing to put so much work into something and achieve

no results ." The student spent 10 to 12 hours per week studying Mathemat ics 4225 and

comp leted approximat ely 80% of the homework while enrolled in the course. She

reported that her post-secondary career plans were undecided and therefo re were not

changed because of participat ion in Mathematics 4225. The student intended to enroll in

post secondary mathematics courses.

Student 2: This student enrolled in Mathemat ics 4225 because of high achievemen t in

high school advanced mathema tics courses, because of the challenge Mathematics 4225

would prov ide, and because it would help in university . She had not previously enrolled

in any other distance education courses and did not have a home computer with Internet

access. The student withdrew from the course in January, indicating that the course was

difficult to do over the Internet and that the teaching was not well done. This student
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spent 10 to 15 hours per week studying Mathematic s 4225 and completed approximately

70% of the homework while enrolled in the course. The student reported that her post

secondary career plans were not changed because of participati on in Mathem atics 4225 .

The student intended to enroll in post secondary mathemat ics courses.

Student 3: This student enrolled in Mathemati cs 422 5 because of interest. The student

had not previously enrolled in any other distance education courses but had a home

computer with Internet access. He withdrew from the course in January because there

was "not adequate communication with the teacher ." Initially, the student spent 10 to 20

hours per week studying Mathematics 4225 but this gradually decreased as the course

progressed. The student did not indicate what percentage of the homework was

completed while enrolled in the cour se. He reported that his post-secondary career plan s

were undecided and therefore were not changed because of participation in Mathe matics

4225. The student was unsure with respect to enrollm ent in post secondary mathema tics

Student 4: This student enrolled in Mathematic s 4225 because of the challenge and the

opportunity to get ahead in universit y studies. The student had not previously enrolled in

any other distance educat ion courses and had no home computer with Internet access. She

withdrew from the course in mid November stating " I had too much work, and with AP

math, I was neglecting my other studies. I went back to Math 3201 to improve my mark ."

The student spent 10 to 12 hours per week study ing Mathematics 4225 and complet ed
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approximately 80% of the homework whil e enrolled in the course . She repon ed that her

post-seco ndary caree r plans were undecid ed and therefore were not changed because of

part icipation in Mathemat ics 4225. The student intended to enroll in post-secon dary

mathematics courses .

Student 5: Thi s student enrolled in Mathemat ics 4225 beca use all high schoo l advanced

mathematics courses had been completed by the end oflevel 2 and she did not want to go

a whole year witho ut mathematics, especially in the year before uni versity. The student

had not prev iously enrolled in any other distance education courses but had a home

comp uter with Internet access. She withdrew from the course in January, stat ing: "I was

find ing it very difficul t. I didn ' t want to spend every free moment work ing on math and I

was annoyed with the online classes." The student spent S hours per week study ing

Mathem atics 4225 and completed approximatel y 40% of the homew ork wh ile enrolled in

the course. She reported that her post-secon dary caree r plan s were ehan ged because of

part icipat ion in Mathe matics 4225. This student indicated discoura gemen t with

Mathematics 4225 and cited a reaiizanon of a hatred of mathem atics. Th is caused her to

pursue a care er where calcul us was not requ ired.

Student 6: This stude nt enrolled in Mathematics 422 5 because of the opport unity to get a

rela tively inexpensive university credit. She had com pleted all high schoo l advanced

mat hema tics cou rses by the end of level 2 and stated that doing Mathematics 4225 in

level 3 wou ld help her retain previou sly learned mathe matics . The student had not
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previo usly enrolled in any other distance educa tion courses but had a home computer

with Internet access. She withdrew from the course in February, stating she "didn' t

understand because of trouble with the audio and not having a teacher in the classroo m.

Math 4225 took a lot of time and I had other courses to pass." The student spent 5 hours

per week studying Mathematics 4225 and completed approx imately 40% of the

homewo rk while enrolled in the course. She reported that her post-secondary career plans

were undecided and therefo re were not changed because of participatio n in Mathematics

4225 . This student also indicated that partici pation in post-seco ndary mathematics

courses depended on career choice.

Student 7: This student enrolled in Mathematics 4225 because all high schoo l advanced

mathematics courses had been comple ted by the end of level two and she did not want to

go a whole year without mathemat ics. The student had not previou sly enrolled in any

other distance education courses but had a home computer with Interne t access . She

withdrew from the course in February , stating, "l wasn 't interested in the course . I fell

behind, didn' t enjoy the online classes , and decided I was going to do nursing and didn' t

need math ." This student spent 6 hours per week studying Mathematics 4225 and

comp leted approx imately 40% of the homework wh.ileenrolled in the course. She

reported that her post-secondary career plans had changed because of participat ion in

Mathematics 4225. Initially, she wanted to pursue a science-related career but then

decided against it and chose instead to enter a field not requiring calcu lus. The student

intended to enroll in a post-secondary statistics course .
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Student 8: This student enrolled ill Mathem atics 4225 because all her high school

advanced mathematics courses had been completed by the end of level two and she did

not want to go a whole year without mathematics . She was also encouraged by family

and teachers. The student hadnot previously enrolled in any other distance education

courses and had no home computer with Internet access. She withd rew from the course in

February, stating; "I wasn' t motiva ted to put in the time and effort into the course, as I

was also doing AP Biology." This student spent 5 hours per week studying Mathematics

4225 and completed approximately 20% of the homework while enrolled in the course.

She reported science-related post-secondary career plans, which had not changed because

of participation in Mathematics 4225. The student intended 10 enroll in post-secondary

mathematics courses.

Student 9: This student enrolled in Mathematics 4225 because all her high school

advanced mathematics courses had been completed by the end of level 2 and she wanted

10 do a mathematics course in the last year of high school. This student also listed

university preparation as a reason for enrolment. The student had not previously enrolled

in any other distance education courses but had a home compute r with Internet access .

However, her home computer was not equipped with Internet Explorer 4.x or Netscape

4.x, which prevented access to some of the information on the web pages at the

mathematics Mathematics 4255 website . Th is student withdrew from the course in

February because of diffic ulty with the pace of the course and difficulty in understanding

the topics. The student spent 6 hours per week studying Mathematics 4225 and completed
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approximately 85% of the homework while enrolled in the course. She reported that P05t~

secondary career plans had changed because of participation in Mathematics 4225 , and

stated that a career involving mathematics was no longer an option. However, she

intended to enro ll in post-secondary mathematics courses .

Student 10: Thi s student enro lled in Mathe matics 4225 to improve her university

mathematics skills. The stude nt had not prev ious ly enro lled in any other distance

education courses but had a home computer with Internet access. This stude nt did write

the Mathema tics 4225 final exami nation but did not write the AP Calc ulus AS final

examination stating, "I felt I wou ld not get the grade I wanted ." However, she also noted,

"I probably wou ld have written the exam if I had known it would be easier than the May

5 exam ." This student spent 10 to 15 hours per wee k study ing Mathema tics 4225 and

comp leted approximately 75% ofthe homework in the course . She repo rted that post 

seco ndary career plans were not changed because ofpartidpation in Mathe matics 4225 .

The student intended to enrol l in post-secondary mathemat ics courses .

Student I J: This student enro lled in Mathematics 4225 because calc ulus was req uired for

university acceptance. She had not previously enrolled in any other distance educat ion

courses but had a home comp uter with Internet access . This student spent 20 hours per

week studying Mathematics 4225 and comp leted 100'% of the homework in the course,

even though she was also enrolled in AP Chemistry . She reported tha i post -seco ndary
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career plans were not changed because of participation in Mathemat ics 4225. The student

intended to enroll in post secondary mathematics courses .

Student 12: This student enrolled in Mathema tics 4225 for the experience . for the

opportunity to obtain a relative ly inexpensive university credit, and because of

encourage ment by teachers. He had not previously enrolled in any other distance

educatio n courses but hada home computer with Internet access. This student spent 4

hours per week studying Mathemat ics 4225 and completed approxi mately 2% of the

homework in the course. He was also enrolled in AP Biology. This student reported that

his post-secon dary career plans wcre not changed because of participat ion in

Mathemat ics 4225. The student intended to enroll in post secondary mathematics courses.

Student 13: This student enrolled in Mathematics 4225 so she would not have to do first

semester calculus in universit y if she received credit and would have a background in

calculus if she did not receive unive rsity cred it. She was also encouraged by parents and

teachers. This student hadnot prev iously enrolled in any other distance education courses

and did not have a home computer with Internet access. She spent 5 hours per week

studying Mathemat ics 4225 and completed approxi mately 4% of the homework in the

course. This student reported that her post-secondary career plans had changed . but not

because of participation in Mathematics 4225. The student did not intend to enroll in

post-secondary mathematics courses .
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Student 14: This student enrolled in Mathema tics 4225 because all his high school

advanced mathematics courses had been completed by the end of level 2 and he did not

want to go a whole year without doing a mathema tics course . This studen t had previously

enrolled in other distance educat ion courses, having com pleted high school advanced

mathematics and scie nce courses using the facilities of the Telemedicine Centre . The

student had no home computer with Internet access. Thi s student did write the

Mathemat ics 4225 final exam ination but did not 'Mite the AP Calcu lus AB final

exam ination because of a fear of not doing well. He spent 5 hours per wee k studying

Mathematics 4225 and completed approximately 70% of the homewo rk in the course .

This student reported that pos t-secondary caree r plans were not change d because of

part icipation in Mat hematics 4225 . The stude nt intended to enroll in post-secondary

mathematics courses .

Student 15: This student enrolled in Mathe matics 4225 to get an idea of wha t a first

calcu lus course wou ld be like in university . He had also com pleted all high schoo l

advanced mathematics courses by the end oflevel 2 and felt it was necessary to take a

mathematics course in level 3. This student had prev iousl y enrolled in other distan ce

education courses, having completed high schoo l adva nced mathematics and scie nce

courses using the facilities of the Telemedicin e Cent re. The stude nt had no home

compu ter with Internet access . Th is student did write the Mathemat ics 4225 final

examination but did not write the AP Calcu lus AB fina l examination because of a fear of

not passing it. He spent 2 hours per week study ing Mathematics 4225 and completed
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approximatel y 10% of the homework in the course . This student reported that post

secondary career plans were not changed beeause of participation in Mathemat ics 4225.

The student intended to enroll in post-secondary mathematics course s.
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Chapter Eight; Resu lts of Part One of the Survey

Results compare six completers (those who wrote the Mathematics 4225 final

exami nation) , and nine noncompleters (those who did not write the Mathe matics 4225

fina l exam ination, and in mos t cases, withdrew before or ncar the midpoint of the

course). Avera ge resu lts presented in each tab le range on a con tinuum from I to 5 and

can be interpreted using Table 2.

Table 2
Interpretation of Results from Part One of the Survey

Result

Evaluat ion
Criteria

Frequency Less than

of
> 6 times per 5-6 tim es per 3-4 t imes per 1-2 times per once per

Access/Use
wee k week week week week

Usefulnes s
Extre mely Very useful Fairly use ful

Somew hat Not at all
useful useful useful

Importance Extremely very Fairly Somew hat Not at all
important important important import ant important
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Access to Internet-Ready Comp uters

Table 3
Access to Internet-Read y Computers : Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Respo nses

Evaluation
Completers Noncom plete rs

Survey Item
Criteria Average Standard Avera ge Standard

Deviation Deviation
Frequency of

3.0 0.89 2.3 1.4 1
Access to Internet-Ready

Use/Acces s

Computer Duri ng Offl ine Usefulness 2.8 1.83 2.1 1.05
Classes

Importance 2.7 1.86 2.2 1.09

Freq uency of
2.5 1.29 3.0 1.58

Access to Mathemat ics
Use/Access

4255 Websit e Using Usefu lness 2.• U 4 2.7 1.63
Home Compu ter

Importanc e 2.8 1.64 2.8 1.83

Com pleters , on ave rage , used a com puter during offline classes more frequentl y

than noncompleters, a lthou gh noncompleters' frequen cy of acces s ranged from less than

once per wee k to more than six times per week. Although both groups indicated that it

was only somewhat usefu l and importa nt to have access to a computer for offline classes ,

usefulne ss and importanc e were rated higher by completers. Access to an Internet-ready

computer was not perceived as benefi cial by one completer, who stated , "The computer

wasn 't muc h help . It always came down to the fact that we cou ld only rely on ourselv es

to help us complete the course."

Students with home Interne t-read y computers could have acce ssed the

Mathema tics 4255 website at any time and used the chat, e-mail or the bulletin board
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features to commun icate. With the add ition of a microph one and speake rs, students oould

have also achieved sync hronous audio using NetMeeting and Meeting Point software. A

whiteboard would have also allowed students to commu nicate in writte n form.

Nonco mpleters who had Internet access at home repo rted greater access to the

Mat hematics 4255 website, although both groups indicate d that it was only fairly useful

and import ant to have access to an Inte rnet-ready comp uter at home. Two comple ters did

not have Internet access at home. Four noncomple ters did not have Intern et access at

home and one did not have an Internet browser that allowed complete acces s to the web

pages at the website .

Internet access at home was beneficial to, or perce ived as beneficia l by, some

students. A noncompleter sta ted : "If I had more acces s to a computer, I probabl y would

have explored more of the sites and used them more." Another state d, "If I did not have

Interne t access at home , I wou ld not have continued in the course as long as I did." One

completer indicated a home computer would have allowed him to spend more time at his

homework.

Feature s of the Mathema tics 4255 webs ite

This section presents students ' assess ment of the features of the Mathematics
4225 webs ite, as obtained from the results of part one of the survey .
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Onl ine Ca lendar

Table 4
Dates for Classes: Mean and Standard Deviation of Su rvey Responses

Comp letcrs Noncompleters
Survey Item Eva luat ion Criteria Average Standard Average Stand ard

Deviation Deviation

Frequ ency of Use/Access 2.7 1.37 3.6 0.88
Dates for
Onl ine Usefulness 3.2 1.33 3.9 1.05
Classes

Importance 2.8 1.47 3.7 1.00

Freque ncy of Use/ Access 2.0 0.89 3.0 0.82
Datcsfor
Offl ine Useful ness 2.3 0.81 2.6 0.79
Classes

Importance 2.0 0.89 2.6 0.53

Freq uency of Use /Access 1.2 0.4 1 2.5 1.20
Da tes for

Extra Onlin e Usefulness 2.5 1.52 2.8 1.09
Classes

Importance 2.5 1.64 3.1 1.05

The dates for all classes were posted in the online cale nda r. Noncom ple ters

indicated more frequent access to the online calendar fo r class dates and conside red them

more useful and important. One completer went by slots in the school schedule for onli ne

classes and not the dates posted in the online calendar. She also used the schoo l schedu le

for offline class dates as scheduling difficulties cause d that site to reschedule the offli ne

classes . Th is removed an opportunity fo r students at that site to interact with students

from other s ites and wi th the instructor , as both atten ded other classes during those times.
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One noncompletcr indicated it was nice to know the dates of online classes so she could

be prepare d with questions. Another noncompleter stated that "The calendar was not very

usefu l in the beginning because the teacher did not write when our classes were on it. In

the end it was much better." All extra class dates were also announced during on line

classes and sent to students via the bulletin board and e-mail.

Tab leS
Dates for Evaluation: Mean and Standard Dev iation of Survey Responses

Survey Item Eva luation Criteria
Comple rers No ncompleters

Average Standar d Ave rage Standard
Devia tion Deviation

Frequenc y of Use/Access 3.2 1.83 J.3 1.32

Examinat ion
Useful ness 4.2 0.75 3.7 1.12

Dates

Importance 4.7 0.52 3.9 0.93

Frequency ofUselAccess 2.8 1.48 3.4 1.13

Assignme nt
Usef ulness 3.8 0.75 3.7 1.22Due Dates

Importance 4.3 0.82 3.9 1.09

The dates of exami nations and assignmen t due dates were also posted in the

online calendar in September , hut these dates were somew hat flexib le. Both completers

and noneomp leters reported equal access to the online calendar for exam inations dates ,

but noncomp leters reported more freque nt access to the online calendar for assignment

due dates. Both grou ps tho ught these features were very useful and important. One

nonco rnp1cter indicated it was usefu l to know the dates of exam inations well in advance.
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Table 6

Spec ial Not ices : Mean and Stand ard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item Evaluation Criteri a
Complc ters

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Ave rage Standard

Deviat ion

Frequency of Use/A ccess 2.3 1.51 3.1 0.93

Speci al
Notices

Usefu lness

Importance

2.5

2.7

1.38

1.63

3.6

3.6

0.88

0.92

Noncompleters reported more frequent access to the on line calen da r for special

not ices and thought that th is fea ture more useful and importan t. One noncompleter

ind icated it was very import ant to know if examinatio n or ass ignment dates had been

rescheduled. Special not ices were also sent to each student via private e-mail, were

posted on the bulletin board and were announ ced during online classes. Students may

have chosen any of these opti ons to access these not ices .

Ta ble 7
Cale ndar Compile Opt ion : Mean and Stan dard Deviat ion of Survey Respo nses

Completers No ncomp lete rs
Survey Item Eval uation Criter ia Average Standard Ave rage Sta ndard

Deviation Devia t ion

Frequency of Use/Access 1.4 0.55 2.2 0.97
Cale ndar
Compile Usefulness 2.0 1.00 3.2 1.48
Option

Importan ce 1.6 0.55 3.1 1.05
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The calendar compile option allowed students to produce a hard copy of the

conten ts of the calendar for any desired time period. The entries in the calendar were

usually totally completed a month in advance, so stude nts using the compile feature

needed only to access the feature earl y in the month . Howe ver , any adj ustmen ts made to

the calendar during the month would make any prev iou s hardcopy inaccurate , so students

were advised to check the calendar on a weekly bas is . Nonc omple ters reported more

frequen t access to this op tion, and thought it more usefu l and important. One

noncompleter noted that this was an easy way to look ahead at upcoming examinations

and assignme nts. A completer indicated that she never used this feature .

Ta ble 8
My Record: Mean and Standard Deviat ion of Surve y Responses

Surv ey
Comp leters Noncompleters

Item
Evaluation Criteria Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Freque ncy of Use/Access 3.5 1.38 2.4 1.13

My
Usefu lness 4.3 0.82 4.0 1.00

Record

Importance 3.7 1.51 3.9 1.05

Comp leters report ed more freq uent access to the My Record feature , although

both group s though t the feature very useful and important. Th is fea ture allowed stude nts

to view all thei r mark s online and , for eac h piece of evaluation , com pare their mark with

the highest and lowest mark , and the mean and med ian mark . The feature also generated

a histogram of the results for each piece of evaluation. One noncomp leter stated that it
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was "nice 10 be able to see all my marks and 10 be able to compare them with the class

statistics ." A completer indicated it was good to beable to see how you were doing at

different points in the course.
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Lessons

Table 9
Lessons: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Com plcters Noncompleters
Survey Item Evaluation Criteria Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Frequency of Use/Access 2.3 1.75 2.7 1.32

Curriculum
Use fulness 3.0 1.9<J 3.4 1.33Outcomes

Importance 2.8 1.83 3.6 1.24

Frequency of Use/Access 2.8 2.04 3.4 1.24
Text

Reference Usef ulness 3.0 2.19 3.6 1.24
Pages

Importan ce 3.0 2.19 3.4 1.13

Frequency of Use/Access 2.0 1.0 2.3 0.76

Advance
Usefulness 2.8 1.10 3.1 1.2 1Organizers

Importan ce 2.6 1.52 2.7 0.95

Frequency of Use/Access 2.2 1.47 3.2 1.30

Onlin e Notes Usefulness 2.7 1.97 3.6 1.59

Importance 2.5 1.97 3.8 1.48

Links to
Frequency of Use/Access 1.0 0.00 2.1 1.35

Illustrations
Usefu lness 1.5 0.55 2.9 1.68Within the

Lesson Notes
1.3Importance 0.52 2.6 1.81
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Links to Other
Freque ncy of Use/Access 1.2 OAl I.J 0.76

Resources
Use fulness I.J 0.52 2.2 0.98

Within the
Lesson Notes

I.J 0.52 2.0 U OImportance

Freque ncy of Use!Access 2.7 1.21 2.7 1.11
Summary at

the End of the Usefu lness 2.5 1.38 3.0 1.20
Lesson Notes

Importan ce 2.3 1.21 2.9 1.13

Homework
Frequency of Use/Access 3.0 1.67 4.0 0.87Ass ignment at

the End of the
Usefulness 4.2 1.17 4.2 0.67Lesson Notes

Importan ce 3.8 1.47 4.1 0.78

Reading
Frequ ency of Use/Access 3.3 1.86 3.0 1.32Ass ignment at

the End of the
Useful ness 3.7 1.75 3.9 0.83Lesso n Notes

Importance 3.7 1.75 3.8 0.7 1

The curriculum outcomes were derived from the AP Calcul us AS topical outline

which was publ ished by The College Board . Noncompleters repo rted great er access to

the curriculum outcomes for each lesson in the online notes, although access in each

group range d from infrequent to very frequent. Both groups thought the feature fairly

useful and important with non completers assigni ng higher importance and usefulness to

the feature. One com pleter indic ated the feature was not important for him because he

cou ld already see what was important through the lessons. The curr iculum outcomes

cou ld also be obtained using the Outcomes Linked to Lessons hyperl ink.
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The corresponding page numbers of the textbook were listed at the end of each

curriculum outcome . Noncompleters reported more frequent access to the text reference

pages for the lesson outcomes , and thought the feature more usefu l and important.

Individual comp1eters indicated either very frequent or very infrequent access to the

feature and that the feature was either extremely useful and important or not usefu l nor

important at all. Students could also obtain this information from other parts of the

Mathematics 4255 website using the Course Outline or the Outcomes Linked to Lessons

hyperJinks. As well, the reading assignment s at the end of each lesson provided student s

with the appropriate text pages for the following lesson.

The beginning of the online lesson notes conta ined a simple advance organize r in

the form of a statement of the form " In this lesson you will ... " which gave a brief

overal l view of what would be covered in the lesson. Noncom pleters reported greater

access to the advance organ izer. Both groups thought it fairly useful and important.

One of the important goals oflearning calculus is to read mathematical texts.

Hence the course developer s refrained from placing a set of notes online that could

replace those in the text. The online notes consisted mainly of the curricu lum outcomes

for each lesson, comments about examples in the text, and homework and reading

assignments. Noncompleters indicated greater frequency of access to the on line notes,

and thought them much more usefu l and important. Comp leters though t this feature either

extremely usefu l and important or not at all useful nor important.

Within a small fraction of the lesson notes were links to illustrations of the

concepts being explained in the lesson . For examp le, in the lesson notes for section 6.2,
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there was a hyperlink to an anima tion that illustrated the solid of revolution formed when

the region bounded by y =x sin x and the x -axis was rotated around the x - axis .

Noncomple ters indicated greater frequenc y of access to the hyperlink s to illustrations

within the online lesson notes. They also thought the feature more useful and important

than completers , who thought the feature neithe r usefu l nor important.

Also within a small fraction of the lesson notes were links to other resources. For

example, in the lesson notes for section 6.2, there was a hypc rlink to an externa l website

that contained an animation which illustrated the approx imation of the solid of revolution

formed when n representative discs are rotated around the x -axis. Both groups reported

equal access to the hyperlinka to other resources within the online lesson notes.

Noncompleters thought the feature more usefu l and important than completers, who

thought the feature neither useful nor important .

Near the end of the lesson notes was a brief summary of the lesson contents. Both

groups reported equal access to the summary at the end of the onl ine lesson notes.

Noncomp leters thought the feature more usefu l and importan t.

Also near the end of the lesson notes was a list of odd-numbe red questions

selected from the exercises in each section of the text. Noncompleters reported more

frequent access to these homework questions and both groups thought this feature very

useful and important. One noncompletcr requested a solut ion guide for these question s.

Howeve r, a student study and solution guide was availab le which contained the worked

solutions to the odd-numbered questions, and the importance and availa bility of this
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guide was stres sed by the instructor in bot h the June and September orientation sess ions.

The answer for each odd- numbere d que stion was also located at the back of the text.

At the end ofthe notes for each lesson was the reading assignment for the next

lesson, which contained the pages ofthe text that dealt with the concepts of the next

lesson. Both groups reported near ly equal access to the reading assignme nt and both

groups thought the feature very useful and important.

Online Self-Eva luation

Tab le 10
Online Self-Eva luation : Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Response s

Evaluation
Comp1eters Noncomple ters

Survey Item
Criteri a

Average Standard Average Stan dard
Deviation Deviation

Frequency of
3.0 1.58 2.4 1.13

Use/Access
Online Sect ion Multiple

Usefulness 3.7 1.37 3.3 0.71Choice Quiz

Importance 3.8 1.47 3.2 0.83

Frequen cy of
3.0 1.58 2.7 1.33

Online Solutions to
Use/A ccess

Sect ion Multiple Cho ice Usefulness 3.8 1.47 2.9 1.27
Quiz

Importance 3.7 1.51 3.2 1.30

Freque ncy of
3.0 1.87 2. \ 0.83Use/Access

Online Topic Multiple
Usefulnes s 3.8 1.30 2.8 1.39Choice Qu iz

Importanc e 3.8 1.30 2.9 1.46
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Frequency of
3.2 2.05 2.3 1.39

Use/Access
Online Solutions to Top ic

Usefu lness 3.' 1.30 2.5 1.5 1Multiple Choice Quiz

Importance 4.0 1.41 2.9 1.64

Frequency of 3.0 1.55 1.4 0.79
Use/Access

Online Topic Long
Usefulness 3.' 1.47 2.3 1.25Answe r Test

Importance 4.0 1.55 2.3 1.25

Freque ncy of 3.0 1.55 1.4 0.79
Use/Access

Online Solutions to Topic
Usefu lness 3.' 1.47 2.3 1.25Long Answe r Test

Import ance 4.0 1.55 2.3 1.25

At the end of each section of the online notes was a hyperlink to a multiple -choice

quiz which tested the conce pts cove red ill that section. Each question had four distracte rs

and the correc t distracter was selected by clic king the appropriate radio button . When all

questions had been attempted, the stude nt submitte d the quiz and it was automatically

corrected and a mark immediately reported to the student. The report also contained the

correct answer for any quest ions the student answere d incorrectly. Comp leter s reporte d

greater access to the multiple-c hoice quizzes at the end of each sectio n and both groups

thought the feature useful and important. Completers indicated that the feature helped

them study for exami nations and was an indicator of how wel l they understo od the

section. A noncomp leter indicated the quizzes were very good for extra practice . Another

indicated that she did not have time to do the quizze s, as she was behind in most of her

work.
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Completers reported greater access to the solutions to the multiple-choice quizzes

at the end of each sectio n. They also thought the feature more usefu l and important. This

result may be expected given that completers indicated higher access to the multiple

choice quizzes. One comp leter indicated that some of the solutions were incorrect and

very misleading. A noncompleter made a similar statemen t.

At the end of each topic was a hyperlin k to a multiple-choice quiz which tested

the conce pts covered in that topic. The quizzes were similar in forma l to the section

quizzes and were corrected and reported in the same manner . However, these quizzes

were generally longer and tested more material. Comple ters reporte d greater access to the

multiple-choice quizzes at the end of each topic. They also thought the feature more

useful and importan t.

Completers reported greater access 10 the solutions to the multiple-choice quizzes

at the end of each topic . They also thought the feature more useful and important. This

result may be expecte d given thai completers indicated higher access to the multiple

choice quizzes. One complete r again indicated that some of the solutions were incorrect

At the end of each topic was a hyperlink to a long answer test on the topic. These

tests were copies of the long answer sect ions of tests given previously in the course by

the instructor. Completers reported greater access to the online long answer tests at the

end of each topic. They also thought the feature much more useful and important. One

completer indicated that the long answer tests were a great indication of how well he

knew the materia l. A noncom pleter indicated that she did not have time 10complete the

online tests and quizzes . Another indicated that she never used this feature. A third
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noncompleter indicated that she did not usc this feature as much as the mu ltiple choice

quizzes.

At the end of each long answer test was a hyperli nk to the solutions for tha t test.

Completers repo rted greater access to the solutions to the on line long answer tests at the

end of each topic . The y also thought the feature much me re useful and impo rtan t. Th is

result may be expected given that ccmpleters indicated higher access to the long answer

examinatio ns.

Tab le 11
Concept Map: ~ean and Standard Deviation of Survey Res ponses

Survey
Complcters Nonco mpleters

Item
Evaluatio n Criteria Average Standard Average Standa rd

Deviation Deviation

Freque ncy of Use!Access 2.2 1.33 1.6 0.98

Concept
Usefulness 2.8 1.33 1.8 1.04

Map

Importance 2.8 1.33 1.9 1.36

From the Concept Map hyper link (see Figure 8) students could link to one concept

map cove ring the entire COUTSC. Completers reported greater access to this map. This

group thought the feature more useful and important than noncompl eters, who tho ught

the feature only somew hat useful and important. Two noncomplerers indica ted they did

not know this feature exis ted. A com pleter stated that the concept map "put everyt hing at

my fingertips and made it easy to re late the thin gs I learned."
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Table 12
Course Outline: Mean and Standard Dev iation of Survey Respo nses

Surve y
Completers Noncompleters

Evaluation Criteria Average Stan dard Average StandardItem
Deviation Deviat ion

Freq uency of Use/Access I., 1.33 2.7 1.60

Course
Usefulness 2.7 1.03 3.0 1.41Out line

Importance 2.5 1.04 3.1 1.55

The Course Outline hype rlin k (see Figure 8) linked to a outli ne containi ng the

percentage weig ht given to each of the three units, hyperlin ks to the lessons of each

section, and the suggested amount of class tim e wh ich should be spent on each lesson . At

the end of the outline was an allotment of time for the online classes , tests and the

midterm. Noncompl eters reported greater access to the course outl ine. They considered it

more useful and important than comple ters . One comp leter indicated it was nice knowing

what material had to becovered in the course . Two noncompleters indicated that they

never used this feature . The sections of the text covere d in the course were identified by

the instructor during the online classes and could also beascerta ined from the reading

assignme nts.
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Outwmes Linked to Lesso ns

Table t3
Outcome Linked to Lessons: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item Evaluat ion Criteria
Com pleters

Average Standard
Deviat ion

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation

f requency of Use/Access 2.5 1.00 2.6 1.51
Outcomes
Linked to Usefulness 2.8 0.50 3.3 1.58
Lesso ns

Importance 2.8 0.50 3.3 1.58

The Outcomes Linked /0 Lessons hypcrli nk (see Figure 8) contai ned a list ofthe

curricu lum outcom es for each section and a hype rlink to the corresponding lesson

assoc iated with each outco me. It was a conve nient way for students to quickly review the

outcomes of the course and , if necessary , link to the lessons which reviewed those

outcomes. Both groups reported equa l access 10 the outcomes linked to lessons.

Noncomp leters thoug ht the feature more useful and impo rtant. One compl ete r indicated

he did not use this feature and another indicated she did not know it existed. A

noncompleter indi cated she used the feature infreq uently. Students cou ld also link to the

lesson notes, which also conta ined the associated outcomes, using the Unit I , Unit 2, or

Unit 3 hyper links (see Figure 7).
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Co urse Eva luation

Table 14
Co urse Eva luation : Mean and Standard Deviation of Surve y Responses

Completers Noncompleters
Survey Item Evaluat ion Cr iteri a Ave rage Standard

Deviation
Average Standard

Deviation

Co urse
Eva lua tion

Frequen cy ofUseJAccess

Usefulness

Importance

2.6

3.0

3.3

1.52

0.82

0.96

2.5

3.3

3.3

1.51

1.28

1.16

The instruc tor, with the approval ofthe School Distr ict Board Offi ce, predeterm ined

the perce ntages assig ned to each evaluation category. Test wcre weighted at 30%,

assignments at 15%, one midterm exami natio n at 25% , a final examination at 25% and

one project at 5% . Both com pleters and noncompleters groups repo rted equaJ access to

the co urse eval uatio n. Both groups thought the feat ure equa lly usefu l and importa nt. A

completer indicated tha t she did not know the feat ure ex isted.
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Externa l Link s

Table 15
External Links: Mean and Standard Deviation of Surve y Response s

Completers Noncomplcters
Survey Item Evaluation Crite ria Average Standard Average Standard

Devia tion Deviation

Frequenc y of Use/A ccess l. 0 0.00 l.5 0.71

Ask Mr.
Usefulne ss 2.3 1.53 2.0 0.00Calculus

Importance 2.3 1.53 2.0 0.00

Frequency of Use/Access l.0 0.00 l.0 0.00

Ucale Usefulness 2.5 0.71 l.0 0.00

Importan ce 2.5 0.7 1 l.0 0.00

Frequency of Use/Acces s l.0 0.00 l.0 0.00

Calculus
Usefulness 2.5 0.71 i .o 0.00Toolkit

Importance 2.5 0.71 l.0 0.00

Real Wor ld
Frequency of Use/Acces s 2.0 1.00 l.0 0.00

App lications
Usefu lness 2.0 0.82 l.0 0.00of Differential

Equat ions
Importance 2.0 0.82 l.0 0.00

Frequenc y or Use/Ac cess l.5 0.7 1 l.0 0.00

Online
Usefulness 2.3 0.58 l.0 0.00Integrator

Importance 2.7 0.58 l.0 0.00
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Frequency of Use/Access 2.0 1.41 1.0 0.00

Mathematical
Usefulness 2.7 0.58 1.0 0.00Models

Importance 2.7 0.58 1.0 0.00

Frequency of Use/Access 1.0 0.00

Calculus
Usefulness 2.5 0.71Projects

Importance 2.5 0.71

Frequency of Use/Access 1.0 0.00

CalculusLabs Usefulness 2.5 0.71

Importance 2.5 0.71

Frequencyof Use/Access 1.0 0.00

Academic
Usefulness 2.5 0.71Assistance

Importance 2.5 0.71

Frequency of Use/Access 2.0 0.00

Calculus
Usefulness 2.5 0.71Tutorials

Importance 2.5 0.71

Frequency of Use/Access 1.3 0.58 3.0 0.00

Mathematical
Usefulness 2.3 0.50 4.0 0.00Applets

Importance 2.3 0.50 3.0 0.00

Note. Noncompleters indicated unawareness of fourof theexternallUikOS.

Students couldaccess several external websites thatprovidedacademic assistancein

the formof tutoriaJs andlabs, and applications of calculus in theformof models and
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project s. One website contained a numbe r of ja va applers, which illus trated important

calcu lus concepts but ofte n took minutes to download. With the except ion of the link to

the mathem atical applets, comp leters reported great er acces s to the eleven extemal links

and thought them more useful and important. Whi le only one noncompleter reported

acces s to the applet s, he accessed them more frequent ly and indicated they were much

more useful and importan t. Two-thirds of student s in the course never used the external

links or did not know they existed , although they were made aware of their existence at

both orientation sessions. Students who used the extern al links thought them fairly useful.

Onc comple ter indicated that the externa l links should rece ive more emphasis .
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Table 16
Communication: Mean and Standard Deviation ofSurvey Responses

Survey
Completers Noncompleters

Item
Eva luation Crite ria Ave rage Standard Average Standa rd

Devia tion Deviat ion

Frequency of Use/Access 3.3 1.5 1 3. 1 1.54

Bulletin
Usefu lness 3.3 1.51 3.3 1.12

Board

Importance 3.5 1.51 3.2 1.20

Freq uency of Use /Access 1.0 0.00 1.3 0.58

Chat Useful ness 2.3 1.15 1.3 0.58

Importance 2.3 1.15 1.3 0.58

Frequency of Use /Access 3.8 1.60 2.2 1.39

PrivateE-
Useful ness 4.0 1.26 2.2 1.20

mail

Importance 4.2 1.33 2.3 1.32

Both groups reported equa l access to the electronic bulletin board on the welcome

page (see Figure 6) and both groups thought it fairly usefu l and important. Messages on

the bulletin board were always repeated th rough private e-mail and were pos ted in the

online ca lendar . Th is gave students a choice as to how they rece ived infonnation . One

noncomplete r indicated she obta ined her messages throug h e-mail instead of through the

bulleti n boar d.
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The chat room (see Figure 6) at the Mathematics 4225 websi te was similar to other

Internet chat rooms except that only participan ts in the course oouJd enter it. Both groups

accessed the ehat room very infrequently. Completers thought it a more usefu l and

important feature. One completer indicated that this feature should have been used to

conflrm stude nts' interpreta tions of questions or to have a question explained by someone

other than the instructor.

This feature (see Figure 6) was similar to regular Internet e-mail except that it could

only be accessed by participants in the course. The feature allowed messages to be

transferred privately, so sender and recipient only could view them, or publicly, so

messages could beviewed by all participants . Comp leters reported more frequent access

to the private e-mail feature and thought it much more useful and important. One

comple ter indicated she only used the e-ma il to contact the instructor for solutions and

workings for the homework questions. A noncompleter indicated that she used the e-mail

only to contact the instructor . Anothe r indicated that she used the feature on ly to receive

messages and not to send them.
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Table 17
Passwor d: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey
Item

Evalua tion Criteria
Complcters

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncom pleters
Average Standard

Deviation

Password

Frequency of Use/ Access

Usefulness

Importance

2.5

3.2

3.2

1.97

2.04

2.04

2.4

3.1

3.1

1.81

1.77

1.77

The instructor initia lly ass igned students a password which was requ ired to access

the Mathema tics 4255 website . Students were then directed to use the password feature to

obtai n a secure passwo rd. Individual passwords allowed the student -tracking feature of

WebeT to beused, whic h permitted the instructor to trac k the date of the student ' s first

and last access to the mathematics website, the number of times the stude nt accessed the

site , and the number of articles posted and read. A password also enab led stude nts '

personal informatio n, such as mar ks, to remain confidential. Both groups repo rted equal

acce ss to the password opt ion and thought it equally useful and important.

Overall opinion of the Mathemat ics 425 5 website

Mos t studen ts thought the website was well done ove rall, being well laid out , easy

to access , and very easy to use. Student s used the website mainly to access features such

as the lesson notes, calendar, private e-mail, bullet in board, onl ine tests and student
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records. One completer stated; "1mainly used [the webs ite] for checking the calendar, e·

mai l and bulletin board as well as lessons and online tests. Mainly, I stuck to the textbook

and only used the website for keeping up to date on even ts and getting the questions I had

to do." Howeve r, students were unaware of other features availa ble on the website that

might have benefited them . One noncompletcr stated, "There were a lot of too ls that may

have been a benefit to me, had I known they existed. I was in the course three months but

knew very little abo ut the webs ite." Students indicate d that the lack of availab ility of an

Internet ready comp uter at home, or their computer skills, hindered them from exploring

the webs ite, and that the other features of the webs ite were not needed or were of litt le

importance. The majority of studen ts did nOI know that any of the eleve n external links

exist ed and few used the concept map, course eva luation, course outl ine, links to

illustrations and other resources with in the lesson notes, or chat. One completer indicated

that the external links shou ld receive more emphas is. Another indicated a desire to use

the chat feature to determine if other stude nts "see ques tions like you see it and perha ps

sometimes they can expla in a question better than the teacher can ." A nonco mp leter

stated, "I wou ld have been a lot more comfortable using a book in a nonn al classroom

setting because I am not a computer person so I j ust used the websi te when I knew I had

to."
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Discussion of Results (Features of the Mathematics 4225 Website)

This section presents possible explanations for unexpected survey results and for

disparities between completers and noncompleters as they relate to the features of the

Mathematics 4255 website. The lower importance assigned to Internet-ready comp uters

by both groups was surprising given the essential role of computer tcchnology in a web

based learnin g environment Also unexpected was the low use of the external links and

the widespread unawareness of the existence of these links. As well , the effect iveness of

the concept map as reported by students was far below its demons trated potential for

improv ing student learning. The value assigned to some of the website features varied

greatly from student to student and this variat ion was not confined to a single group but

existed in both groups. The results ofthis section of the survey also point \0 a

performance orientation 10 learning. Subsequent survey results indicate this orientation

exists to a greater degree in noneomp leters. As well, noneompleters did not value the

self-evaluation to the degree reported by completers . In contrast, completer s assigne d less

value to the online notes.

Internet -Ready Computers

Given the special emphasis on computer technology in Mathematics 4225, it

would be expec ted that access to, and use of, Internet ready comp uters wou ld be more

importan t than the results in Table 3 indicate. At least one computer with an Internet
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connection was present in each school, as each site had a high-end compu ter specifically

dedicated to the AP courses in the school. However, this AP com puter was used for up to

three other AP courses so access to the computer outside of the online mathe matics

classes was limited to times when it was not in use by anothe r AP class or stude nt.

Access to other Internet-ready compu ters was also limited, as computer labs at all three

sites were frequently fully occupied by other classes. The student AP compute r at one site

was not connected to the schoo l network. Hence AP students at this site did nol have

access to the networ k hardware and software. The software used for online classes also

dictated that connec tion to the Internet using the AP computer bemade through a

modem , and heavy Internet traffic during the schoo l day usually meant that access to the

Mathematics 4255 website was much slower than access using the satellite dish that

served the com puter lab at each schoo l. The same access problems occurred for studen ts

with home Internet-ready computers. As well, students ' home compu ters did not have the

special hardware and software needed for full synchronous communication. These

limitations made Internet capab le computers less useful and important to students than

would be expec ted in a web-based course offering both synchronous and async hrono us

communication.
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Alternate Access to Website Features

Table 18
Alternate Access to Website Features

Peaturets) Methods of Access
Dates for Classes Calendar, E-mail, Bulletin Board

Dates for Examinations, Assignment Due Calendar, E-mail, Bulletin Board, Online
Dates, Special Notices Classes

Curriculum Outcomes, Text Reference Pages, Course Outcomes hype-link, Outcomes Linked
Online Notes to Lessons hyperlink, Lessons hyperlink

SeifEvaluation Quizzes for Self Evaluation hypcrlink , Tests
for Self Evaluation hyperlink, Topic hyperlink

Students indicated that some component s ofthe online calendar were only fairly

or somewhat useful and important. However, for many of these components , students had

multiple methods of obtaining the same information (see Table 18), some of which did

not require access to the online calendar . The slots for the online and offline classes were

identified in each student's course schedule. Dates for extra classes, dates for

examinations, assignment due dates, and other special announcements were also

communicated during the online classes, and sent to students via e-mail and the buJletin

board. Students who used these alternate means to access the special announceme nts and

class and evaluation dates would not have needed to access the same information through

the online calendar, and so may have attributed less importance to the component s of the

calendar containing this information. As well, if students had obtained elsewhere the

information contained in the online calendar , they would not have had as great a need for

the calendar compile option.
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Some or all ofthe info nnation in other links at the Mathema tics 4255 webs ite,

such as the Course Outline , Outcomes Linked to Lessons , and Course Evaluation

hyperlinks , may also have been obtained elsew here. The Course Outline hyperl ink

contained the percentage weights given to the three units, hyperlink s to each lesson and

the suggested amo unt of class time whic h sho uld be spent on each lesson. Students were

give n the perce ntage weig hts ear ly on in the course dur ing an online class, and these

weig hts could also have been obta ined using the Course Evaluation hyperl ink . The

lessons cou ld have been linked from the Lessons hyperlink. and from the Outcomes

Linked to Lessons hyperli nk. The on line calendar also contained lessons t imelines. These

timelines were notices which the instructor placed in the calendar to inform stude nls that

they shou ld have completed a certain group of lessons by a part icular date. Stud ents who

viewed these notices could have scheduled their time without referring to the suggested

class time in the Course Outline link. The Outcomes Linked to Lessons hyperlink

contained the curric ulum outcomes for each sectio n and a link to the lesson associated

with each outcome. The outoomes were also repeated in the lesson notes, which could be

reached from the Lessons hyperl ink or the Course Outline hypc rlinks . Students who used

these alterna tive means to access the informa tion contained in these links may have then

att ributed less importance to the Course Outline, Outcomes Linked to Lessons , and

Course Evaluation hyperlinks.
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Completers consistently indicated thai the components of the lessons on the

Mathematics 4255 website were less useful and important (see Table 9). In particula r.

complcters reported much less access to the online notes and would therefore have gained

much less expos ure to the other components of the lessons which were also part of the

online notes. Secondary school mathematics students have been accustomed to having a

complete set of notes other than those in the text and the class may have had the same

expectatio n for Mathematics 4225. However. the online notes augmented . instead of

replaced . those in the textbook, and some students may have found them less useful and

importan t as a result. Comple ters in particular may have been able to learn the concept

using the notes from the online classes and by reading the text itself. As a result their

need for online notes may not have been as great.

Homework and Reading Assignments

In a reversal of the trend in most of Table 9, both groups indicated that the

homework and reading assignments at the end of the each lesson were very useful and

important. Some stude nts indicated that these components were the main reason they

accessed the lessons. One noncompleter stated, "I didn't have much access to comp uters

with [the) Internet, but when I did I made use of the lessons and homework question s. I

found them useful." A comple ter noted. "Mainly, I stuck to the textbook and only used

the website for keeping up to date on events and getting the quest ions I had to do."
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Students may have assigne d higher prior ity 10 these compo nents as they realized it was

necessary to comp lete the hom ework questions and read the textbook to fully understand

the materia l.

Table 19
Comm unication : Mean and Stan dard Deviat ion of Survey Responses

Survey
On-Site Participan ts Off- Site Parti cipant s

Evaluation Criteria Ave rage Standard Average Standard
Item

Deviation Dev iatio n

Frequency of Use/Access 2.0 0.93 4.3 0.83

Bulletin
Useful ness 2.4 0.73 4.1 0.93

Board

Importance 2.3 0.70 4.3 0.83

Frequency of Use/Access 1.7 0.70 3.9 l .4S

Private E,
Usefu lness 2.1 0.64 3.8 1.48mai l

Importance 2.0 0.53 4.0 1.50

The usefu lness and impo rtance ofthe bulletin board and e-mail may have been

misrepresented by the average results given in Table 16. With the exceptio n of the

students who were onsitc with the instructor, comple ters and noncompleters reported that

at least one of these two features was very or extremely usefu l and important (see Table

19). Those attributing low usefulness and importance to one of the features also reponed

low frequency of access to that feature, indicating they used only one of the features . The
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onstrc students had frequent face-to-face contac t with the instructor and would not have

needed these features to any great degree . Hence the lower usefulness and importan ce

attrib uted to these features by the onsi te students masks that att ributed to the features by

stude nts not ons ite with the instruc tor.

Perform ance Versus Mastery Learnin g Orientation

The My Record feature allowed stude nts to view their marks and compare them

with those of their classmates. Both groups indicated that this feature was very useful and

importan t. A completer stated, "You can see how you' re doing at differen t times." A

noncompleter noted, " It was nice to be able to see all my marks and compare them wi th

the class statis tics." All evaluation was return ed to students, and since they could have

obtained the weights of each category of evalua tion from the Mathemati cs 4255 website,

they could have easily calculat ed their own mar ks. This indicat es that students may have

valued the comparison aspect of the feature. The importance attribu ted to this aspect may

indicate that man y of the students in the course adopted a performan ce, as opposed to a

mastery, orientation to learn ing. Learners with a performan ce orientation belie ve ability

is evidenced by doin g better than others and self worth is determi ned by one' s ability to

perform . Learn ing itself is viewed only as a way to ach ieve and enha nce self worth .

Assoc iated with a mastery orientation is a focus on the intrinsic value of learn ing, where

individual s are focused on mastering and understanding content and are willing to engage

in the process of learn ing (Am es, 1992). A per form ance orientation to learning often does

not lead to the level of understanding of concepts necessary to be successfu l in a first

calculus course .
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During the September 1999 orientation session , the instructor met with the

students in Mathematics 4225 in the computer lab at one of the sites so students could

become familiar with some of the features of the Mathematics 4255 website. The

instructor briefly explained what was conta ined in each of the eleven externa l links and

the class viewed some of the calcul us java applets obtained using the Mathematics

Applets hyperlink . However, ten students either never used the external links or reported

that they did not know they existed. In not using these extemal links, students missed thc

opportun ity for tutorials, labs, modeling, and the appl ication of calculus concepts in real

world situatio ns. The tutorials and labs could have helped students more fully unders tand

calcu lus concepts that were only parti ally explored during online classes because of time

restric tions resulting from technical problems. Modeling and applications could have

increased the connection between calculus and other disciplines and made the course

more relevant and realistic.

Self Evaluat ion

Noncompletcrs consistently indicated that the compo nents of the online self

evaluatio n were less usefu l and important (see Table 10). One noncompletcr noted that

tor the multiple- choice examinat ions, "some of the answers were incorrect and

mislead ing." For some noncomp leters, the confusion created by these incorrect answers

may have led them to avoid further use of the self-evaluatio n. Some noncompleters also

indicate d thai they did not have time to use the self-evaluation and indicated it was not

importan t to them. As well, some noncompleters withdrew from the course very early in
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the year and may not have had sufficient experience with the online evaluation to realize

any benefit from it.

The disparity between complcters and noncompleters in the importance and

usefulness ofthe self-evalua tion was most apparent with the long answer self -tests. The

lower priority attributed to the long answer tests by noncompleters may arise from the

fact that feedback from the long answer tests was not instantaneous since the test was not

corrected automatically nor the answers displayed immediately, as occurred with the

multiple choice quizzes. The long answer tests were much more time consuming as

students had to write out much longer solutions for these questions than for the mult iple

choice questions . They then had to link to the solutions to the long answer tests and had

to review and correct their own solutio ns. The time required to comp lete and correct the

long answer tests may have beena deterre nt to noncompleters, some of whom indicated

that they did not have enough time to complete the much shorter multiple-choice tests.

Concept Map

This feature may have been less effective because of the low number of concept

maps created and because the map was constructed by the instructor rather than the

students. Naidu and Bernard (1992a) state that mean ingful learning is characterized by a

persona l grasp of the relationships between concepts. However, an instructo r-constructed

map meant that students did not have to personally develop the relationships between the

various calculus concepts presented in the course in order to construct the map. Bernard

and Naid u (1992) also state that consis tent and prolonged practice with concept maps is

needed if a deep undcrstanding of concepts is to be achieved. The one instructor-
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constructed concept map in the course was not enough to positively affect student

learning and may explain the low priority given to the feature.

Features of the AP Mathematics Text Book

Introd uction

The textboo k selected for Mathematics 4225 was the fifth edition of Calculus ofa

Single Variable: Early Transcendental Functions by Larson, Hostetler and Edwards. It

was chosen because it was the text used in first year calculus at Memorial University of

Newfoundland, the university attended by the majority of Newfou ndland and Labrador

high school graduates , and because it was deemed acceptable by the online course

developers , as it matched the 1999 topical outline for AP Calcu lus AB, published by The

College Board. This section presents students' assessme nt of the different features of the

course text. Average results presented in each table range on a continuum from 1 to 5 and

can be interpreted using Table 20.
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Interpretation of Results from Part One of the Survey
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Result

Evaluat ion
Criteria

Frequency Less than

of
> 6 times 5-6 times per 3-4 times per 1-2 times once per

Access/u sc
per week week week per week week

Usefulness
Extremely

Very useful Fairly useful
Somewhat Not at all

useful useful useful

Importance Extremely Very Fairly Somewha t Not at all
important important important importan t importan t
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Rules and Formulae

Table 2 1
Rulesand Formulae: MeanandStandard Deviation of SurveyResponses

Completers Noneompleters
SurveyItem Evaluation Criteria Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Frequency of Use/Access 4.5 0.84 3.7 1041
Basic

Differentiation Usefulness 4.8 0041 4.4 0.88
Rules

Importance 4.7 0.82 4.3 1.00

Frequency of Use/Acces s 4.5 0.84 4.5 0.71
Basic

Integration Usefulness 4.7 0.52 5.0 0.00
Rules

Importance 4.0 1.67 5.0 0.00

Frequency of Use/Access 3.3 1.63 3. \ 1.46

Geometry
Usefulness 3.8 1.l7 4.4 0.97Formulas

Importance 4.0 1.26 4.0 1.29

Frequency of Use/Access 3.2 1.83 3.6 1.24

Trigonometry
Usefulness 3.5 1.22 4.2 0.97Rules

Importance 3.3 L51 4.2 0.97

Frequency of Use/Acces s 2.8 1.60 2.• 1.62

Algebra Rules Usefulness 3.2 1.47 3.• 1.13

Importance 3.2 1.72 3.8 1.04
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The basic differe ntiation rules were located inside the front cover of' the text and

in two chapters. Completers reported greater access to the bas ic differentiation rules

althou gh both groups thought them very useful and important. One noncompleter referred

to thes e rules freque ntly and another indicated they were extremel y useful.

The basic integration rules were also located inside the front cover of the text and

in two chapters . Both groups reported very freq uent access to the basic integration rules

and both groups tho ught them extremely useful and important. However, only two

nonco mp leters reported use ofthe integration tables as the rema ining nnncompleters had

with drawn from the course by the time integration began .

The formulas of geometry were located on the page following the inside ofthe

front cover and included the area and volume fonnulas for common geome tric figure s

plus the law of cosines and the Pythagorean Theorem . Both groups reported equal access

to the rules of geometry . Noncomp1eters found them slight ly more usefu l, althou gh one

noncompleter indicated they were useful , but usua lly unnecessary. Both grou ps indicat ed

they were very importa nt.

The rules of trigo nometry were located inside the back cover of the text and

included the definitions of the trigonometr ic function in terms of the sides of a right

triangle plus the trigonometric ident it ies and formulas from level three Advanced

Mathematics 320 1. Noncompleters reported greater access to the rules of trigonometry.

Thi s group also thought them more useful and importa nt. These rule s were frequentl y

needed to simplify trigono metric express ions before and after using the basic

different iation or integra tion rules.
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The rules of algebra were located on the page before the inside of the back cover

of the text and included factoring rules, The Fundame ntaJ Theore m of Algebra. the

Binom ial and Rational Roots Theo rems, factoring rules and the laws of expo nen ts. Both

grou ps reporte d equal access to the rules of algebra. Noncom pleters thought them slightly

more useful and important.

Grap hics Tips Notes Remarks & Summaries and Guidelines

Table 2 1
Grap hics Tips Notes Remarks & Sununaries and Guidel ines : Mean and Stan dard
Deviation of Survey Responses

Complctcrs Noncomplctcrs
Survey Item Evaluation Criteria Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviat ion

Colour Usefu lness 3.2 1.60 3.1 1.45
Computer
Graphics Importan ce 3.2 1.60 3.0 1.41

Technology
UsefuJness 2.5 1.38 2.1 1.46

Tips
Importance 2.3 1.21 2.0 1.4 1

Historical
Usefulness 1.7 0.82 1.6 0.74

Notes
Importance 1.3 0.52 1.6 0.74

Frequency of Use/Access 3.5 0.84 3.3 1.12
Summaries

and Usefu lness 3.8 1.17 3.9 0.93
Guidelines

Importa nce 3.8 1.17 3.9 1.17

Usefulness 3.0 1.26 2.9 1.36
Remarks

Imponan ce 2.8 1.33 3.2 1.39
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Colour gra phics were used in the text to help students establis h the connection

between the graphical, numerical and algebraic representations of mathematical concepts.

Both groups indicated that the colour graphics were fairly useful and important . One

noncom pleter indicated she did not notice this feature and another slated that the graphics

confused her.

Dispersed throughout the notes in the text were technology tips which were

intended to encourage students to use graphing utilities or symbo lic algebra systems for

exploration , prob lem solving, visualization, and verificatio n of results. The tips also

identified errors that might have resulted from the use of technology. Both groups

indicated that the technology tips were somewhat useful and important. One

noncompleter indicated she knew they existed, but did nOIuse them. Two other

noncompleters indicated that they on ly read some of the tips. One completer noted the

tips were not updated for curre nt advanced calculators.

The text included some notes in the margins that related some ofthc history of

calculus and describe d some famous mathematicians. Both groups indicated that these

historical notes were neither usefu l nor important. One noncom pleter indica ted she did

not notice the notes existed

Many of the sections conta ined summaries that identified the core ideas and

procedu res of the section . Both groups reported equal access to the summaries and

guidelines in the text and indica ted they were very useful and important.

The text also contained specia l instructiona l notes to students in the fonn of

remarks. They appeared after definitions, theorems, or examples and were designe d to
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give add itional insigh t, help avoid common errors, or descr ibe genera lizati ons . Both

groups indicated that the remarks in the text were fairly use ful and important. One

noncompleter indicated she did not read them and another did not use them. One

comp leter noted that the remarks "were good because they showed litt le mistake s that can

be made and how the problem should be done righ t."

Exercise s and Problems

Tabl e 22
Exercise s and Problems: Mean and Standard Dev iation of Survey Response s

Evaluation
Completers Noncompleters

Survey Item
Criteria Average Standard Average Standar d

Deviation Deviation

Graph ing Calculator
Usef ulness 3.3 1.63 2.9 0.93

Exerc ises
Importan ce 3.2 1.83 2.9 0.93

Challeng ing Homewor k
Usefulness 3.5 1.22 3.1 1.36

Problems
Importan ce 3.2 1.47 3.5 1.31

Variety of Homework
Usefulness 4.3 1.03 3.8 1.09

Problems
Importance 4.3 1.03 3.7 1.12

Many Basic Com putation
Usefulness 3.3 1.51 4.0 0.7 1

Problems
Importance 3.3 1.5 1 4.0 0.7 1

Facility with graph ing calcu lators is a very important skill in AP Calcu lus AB and

is a require ment for the AP Calc ulus AB exa minat ion. The exe rcises contained some

questions that were identified as requ iring a graphing calculator. However, questions on
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Mathematics 4225 evaluation ins truments rarely required the use ofa graphing calcu lator.

Completers indicated that the exercises using the graphing calculator were slightly more

useful and important. In both groups, survey responses ranged from I to 5. One

completer noted they were "V ERY USEFUL" and drew a happy face after her comment.

One noncom pleter indicated she rarely did any quest ions requiring a graphing calculator .

The text included challenging exercises that could be assigned as specia l projects

10 indiv iduals or groups. Complerersindicated that challe nging homework problems were

slightly more useful but slightly less important. One noncomplet er indicated that she

omitted many of these problems . Another indicated the solution manual for these

questions would be very useful.

The exerc ise sets contained a range of problems that provided opportunities for

writing, projects , multi-part applications , manipulation of real data and for solv ing

qualitative and quantitative problems. The exercises also included true or false questions

that typically required students to produce a counter examp le for those statements which

were false. Both groups indicated that a variety of homework problems were useful and

important.

The beginni ng of each exercise set contained severa l questions aimed at skill

development. Noncomp leters indicated that many basic computa tion problems were more

useful and important. One noncomplerer indicated a preference for the solutio n guide for

these questions . One comple ter indicated that these questions "helped you to understand

the basics before doing the more difficult problems."
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Appe ndices

Table 23
Appendices: Mean and Standard Deviat ion of Survey Responses

Comp leters Noncompleters
Survey Item Evaluation Criteria Average Stanaard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Frequency of Use/Access 1.3 0.58 2.5 2.12
Append ix A:

Proofs of
Usefu lness 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.83

Selected
Theorem s

Importance 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.83

Appendix B: Frequency of Use/Access 1.3 0.58 3.0 0.00
Basic

Differentiation
Usefu lness 3.4 1.14 4.0 0.00

Rules for
Elementary

Importan ce 3.4 1.14 4.0 0.00Functions

Freq uency of Use/Access I. ' 0.84 4.0 0.00
Appen dix C :
Integratio n Usefulness 3.' 0.98 4.0 0.00

Tables
Importance 3.' 0.98 4.0 0.00

Appendix D:
Frequency of Use/Access 1.5 0.58 3.0 0.00

Real Numbers
Use fulness 3.0 0.71 4.0 0.00

and the Real
Number Line

3.0 0.71 4.0 0.00Importan ce

The text somet imes referred students to the proofs of selecte d theore ms in

Appe ndix A. Only four stude nts accesse d Appendix A, as the remaining students were

unaware of its existence. One noncomp leter indicated it was extremely usef ul and

extreme ly impo rtant. the othe r indicated that Appendix A was somew hat usefuJ and

impo rtant. One com pleter indicated it was fairly useful and importan t. the other indicated
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the appendixwas neither useful nor important.One noncompleter and two completers

indicated that the appendix would have beenvery useful, had they known it existed.

Anothercompleter indicated she did not have time to browsethe book, she only had

enoughtime to finish the homework questions.

Only four studentsaccessedAppendixB of the text, as the remaining students

were unawareof its existenceor referencedanotherpart of the text for the same rules.

One noncompleter accessedAppendixB of the text and indicated it was very useful and

very important.Three completers indicated it was fairly useful and important.

Only one noncompleter accessedAppendix C of the text, as the remaining

noncomplerershad withdrawn from the course beforethe appendixwas needed. He

indicated it was very important and useful. Four completers accessed AppendixC and

indicated it was useful and important.The two completerswho did not know AppendixC

existed, indicated that the appendixwould have beenextremely useful and important. As

with the differentiation rules, integrationrules could have been referenced in other parts

of the text, although the tables in the appendixweremore comprehensive.

Only one noncompletcr accessedAppendix D of the text. He indicated it was very

importantand useful.Three completersaccessedAppendixD. They indicated il was

fairly useful and important.The remaining eleven students wereunawareof its existence.
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Answers and Solutions

Table 24
Answe rs and Solutions: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survev Responses

Survey Item Evaluation Criteria
Complc rers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncomplerers
Average Standard

Deviat ion

Answers to
Frequenc y of Use/Access 3.7 1.51 4.2 0.97

Odd-
Usefu lness 4.5 0.84 4.6 0.52

Numbered
Exercises

4.5 0.84 4.3 1.00Importance

Frequenc y of Use/Access 3.3 1.63 3.0 1.15
Study and
Solution Usefu lness 3.8 1.33 4.0 0.58
Guide

Importance 3.8 1.33 3.9 0.69

Nonco mpleter s indicated slightly highe r access 10 the answ ers for the odd-

numbered exe rcises loca ted at the back of the text. Both groups indicated they were very

useful and importan t. Several students indicated they wou ld have preferred the answers to

all the quest ions in the solution manual or that the solutions to the assigned even-

numbere d quest ions be posted on line since these ques tions tended to be difficult.

Prov iding the solut ion to all exercise s was problematic as many of the assignme nt

questions were selected from the even-numbered exercises in the text. The solutio ns for

the homework ques tions that were assigned from the even numbers were available from

the instructor upon request, and at least one student did request the solutions to many of

the even -numbered ques tions that were ass igned.
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The questions set for homewor k were almost exclusively the odd-numbered

questions and the student study and solut ion guide provided students with the comple te

solutions for the odd-numbered exerci ses in the text. It was indicated at both the June and

September orienta tion sessions that a solu tion manual was available and should be

purchased , as it allowed students to check the ir entire solution instead of j ust the final

answ er. Both groups reported nearly identical access to the student study and solution

guid e and both groups indicated that it was very useful and importan t. One noncompleter

indicated it needed to be larger and in more detail. Severa l stude nts indicated they did not

have it. One completer reported that the guide was beneficial in unde rstandi ng a questio n

when you were not sure how to do it. Another completer expressed a preference for all

the solutions.

Prereq uisites Chapter

Table 25
Prerequisi tes Chapter : Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Respon ses

Surve y Item Evaluat ion Criteria
Completers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation

Freque ncy or Use/Acces s 3.2 1.33 J.J 1.32

Prerequi sites
Chapter

Use fulness

Importanc e

4.0

4.0

0.89

0.89

4.0

4.0

0.87

0.87

Chapter nne of the text was a review of man y of the conce pts learned in

Advanced Mathematics 320 1. Very few new concepts were present ed in this chapt er.

Both groups reported equa l access to this prerequisites chapter and indicated that it was
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very useful and important. One noncompleter reported he would have been lost without

it. Another reported that it was "the only chapte r I actually understood ." A completer

indicated that the prerequisites chapte r was "rea lly good to remind you of what you did"

and did a better job at explain ing conce pts than the high school, level three , Advance d

Mathematics 320 1 textbook.

Overall Opinion of the Textboo k

Studen ts reported that the text was very good, with helpful reference tables, good

examples , and elaborate explanation at the beginning of each section. One noncomp leter

noted that the many practice problems were a great heip in studyi ng for examinations. A

completer noted that the text "expla ined everyth ing well, and didn 't assume you

remembered every thing from [the1math you did previously ." She added, "The proofs

(that I knew were there) were well written and easily understood." However, three

noncompleters indicated that they were unawar e of some important features ofthe text.

Three complete rs and one noncompieter expressed a preference for more examples with

explanation . Another completer noted that the text should beCanadian, with metric

instead of standard units. Many of the students requested a solution guide for all practice

problems.
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Discussion of Res ults (Features of the AP Mathematics Textbook)

This sectio n provides possi ble explanations for the high rating received by some

features of the course text and the low rating received by others. The rules of

differen t iation and integra tion, and the prerequisites chapter were rated highly by both

groups . whereas the append ices of the text were seldom used. The summaries and

guidelines in the text were viewed as more impo rtant and useful than the grap hics , tips.

notes and remar ks. Noneom pleters afforded a higher rating to the rules of algebra,

geometry and trigonome try, and to certain types of exerc ises and problems.

Rules and Formulae

Students indicated that the rules of differen tiation and integration were either very

or extremely important (see Table 21). They also indicated a high freque ncy of access to

these rules. The importance attri buted to these rules may indicate an emp has is on

questions requiring symbolic man ipulation and reference to these rules . 1100 emp hasis

been placed on the interpretat ion of the result of symbo lic mani pu lation instead of on

symbolic manipulation itself. students would not have needed to refere nce these rules as

freque ntly as muc h of the symbo lic manipu lation could have been per formed

automatically by the graphing calculator, software such as Derive, or dedicated symbolic

manipu lation software such as the online integrator (sec Table 15) . The emp hasis placed

by students on these rules as opposed to the use of technology to find derivat ives and

antiderivatives indicates that skill with symbo lic manipulat ion was dee med to bean
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important part of the course . Significant portions of The College Board Calcu lus AB

examination require d students to directly apply the basic rules of differentiation and

integration without the aid of technology. Therefore facility in symbolic manipulatio n

was a necessity for those students wishing to earn university credit.

Noncomp lcters consistently rated the algebraic, geometric, and trigonometric

rules and formulas as more useful and important. l lowever, the vast majority of the rules

of goometry, trigonometry, and algebra prese nted in the text are part of the prov incial

high schoo l advanced mathematics curricu lum and should be familiar to all students in

Mathematics 4225, as Advanced Mathematics 320 1 was a prerequisite for enrolme nt in

the calculus course. The relative importance attributed 10 these rules by noncompleters

may indicate that these students have not retained material covered at the high school

level as well as compteters, due to a surface, as opposed to a deep, understanding of these

rules.

Graphics Tips Notes Remarks & Summaries and Guidelines

With thc exception of the summaries and guidel ines, the features of the text

contained in Table 21 were rated at best as being only fairly useful and important.

However, at least one of these features may be very important in the learning of

mathem atical concep ts. The colour computer graphics feature was a very impo rtant

aspect of the text as it enabled the connection between the graphical, numerical and

algebraic representations of concepts . Thi s connection is necessary if the important yet

difficult process of encapsulation is to occur. This feature may have been rated a" less
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useful and important because students were not encouraged to make the connection

between the differen t represen tations of concepts.

Students reported a low rating for the technology tips and historical notes. The

rating received by the technology tips may have been a result of students ' capability with

graphing calculators . Students in the course were well acquainted with graphing

calculators and may have already been cognizant of many of the tips presented in the text.

However, some of the tips were still very informative and important , especially for those

students who were not completely familiar with the graphing calcu lator. For instance , it

was entirely possible never to experience a situation in high school mathematics where

the graph given by the calcula tor was incomplete. However, stude nts were informed of

this possibility early in the text and given an example where the graphing calcula tor drew

an incom plete graph . The instruc tor did not refer to the historical notes nor were they

necessary for any of the homework or evaluation in the course. As a result stude nts did

not view them as useful or important.

Students rated the summa ries and guidelines in the text relatively higher. This

feature often contained the steps that students could follow in solving word problems or

performing procedures such as finding the intervals on which a function is increasing or

decreasi ng. The relative importa nce and usefu lness attributed to this feature of the text

may have resulted from a need for students to refer frequently to the summaries and

guidel ines to comple te template questions as opposed to ques tions requiring students to

grapple with the ideas of calculus .
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Exercises and Problems

Nonco mpleters reported that completing challenging homework prob lems and

graphing calculator exercises was less useful and importan t than completing many basic

computa tion problems and being exposed to a variety of homewor k problems (see Table

22). There was no insistence by the instructo r that homework be completed, students

were not required to submit their homework to the teacher for examinatio n, nor was

homewor k a component of the course evaluation . The technica l problems experie nced

during the online classes may have made it especiall y difficu lt for noncompleters to

understan d the basic calculus concepts and they instead relied on the basic computation

problems and a variety of homework questions to develop an understan ding of these

concepts.

Most students did not access any of the appendices of the text, although three

completers and one noncompleter indicated that at least two of the appendices would

have been very or extremel y useful and importa nt, had they known they existed. Students

may have been unaware of appendices because the instructor seldom, if ever, referenced

them. Proofs do not appear on the AP Calculus All examination and so received little

emphasi s in Mathematics 4225. The information contained in Appendices B and C was

available elsewhere in the text, and the instructor referenced these locations much more

frequently. The information in Appendix 0 was also available elsewhere in the text and

should have already been part of each student's mathematical knowledge.
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Prerequ isites Chapter

Stude nts indicate d that the prerequisites chapter was very useful and important,

although thc vast majo rity of the content of this chapter had been covered in previous

high school mathematics courses , mostly in Advanced Mathematics 3201 . An exce llent

mark in Adva nced Mathemat ics 320 1 was prerequisite for enro lment in Mathematics

4225 so students should have had an excellent understandin g of the material in the

prereq uisites chapter and should not have assigned such importance to the chapter. The

importa nce ass igned to the prerequisites chapter may indicate that students had a surf ace

level unders tandin g of the concepts in Advance d Mathematics 320 I and required the

chapter for a review of those conce pts. While revie wing the concepts in the prerequi sites

chapter, students were also adjusti ng to a new way of interacting and learning and the

familiarity of the prerequisite material may have helped ease the transition into this new,

web-based learn ing environment.

Featu res of the Online Classe s

Introduction

The sites were connected synchronously for three, fifty-minute periods every

eight day s using Microsoft NetMeeting and Meeting Point. The Mee ting Point software

allow ed the server connecting all four sites to send an incoming signal from one site to all

other sites . This allowed audio, video, white board, and chat signals to reach each site

simul taneous ly. The instructor and the students at each site used a dedicated computer
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located in the distance education room in each school. This high-end computer was

equipped with one microphone, one set of speakers, and one whitebo ard and pen. If

necessary , sites were provided with addition al monitors so the number of students

viewing a single monitor was kept below seven.

Length and Number of Online Classes

Students in Mathematics 4225 had five, fifty-minute classes every eight days,

three of which were online. The remaining two classes were offline. Noncomplete rs

reported a need for four to five, one-hour classes per week. This was higher than

completers, whose modal response was three, one-hour classes per week . However, one

completer preferred four to five, one-hour classes per week and two others preferred one

class at the end of the week for one to two hours. One of these comp leters also indicated

that the classes should have consisted of the teacher and only one site, as the audio

qual ity was superior in this situation .
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Communication

Table 26
Communication: Mean and Standard Deviat ion of Survey Responses

Evaluation
Completers Noncompleters

Survey Item
Criteria Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviat ion

Usefulness 4.5 0.84 4.4 0.53
Audio

Importance 4.5 0.84 4.6 0.53

Usefu lness 4.7 0.52 4.3 0.50
Whileboard

Importance 4.8 0.41 4.3 0.50

Usefulness 2.5 1.22 2.6 1.72
Chat

Importance 3.0 1.55 2.7 1.89

Usefulness 1.5 0.58 3.0 0.00
Video

Importa nce 1.3 0.50 3.5 0.71

The four survey items in Table 26 refer to the functions of Microsoft NetMee ting

that were available for use during the online classes . Both groups indicated that the audio

was very usefu l and important. One completer noted that the audio was really important

but added, "too bad it didn' t work half the time." A noncornpleter made a similar

comment. Another nonco mpleter indicated the audio was "rea lly terrib le" and thai "a lot

of time was wasted ensuring that all schoo ls could hear the teacher or telling stude nts to

tum off their microphones to reduce the feedback." This problem was also noted by

another noncornpJcter who staled, "We spent a lot of time trying to fix audio problems."

A fourth noncompleter stated that "If the audio had worked, the classes would have been
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very useful, but we missed a lot of online classes because of technical problems." A fifth

noncomple ter noted that the audio "was useful when it worked, which wasn' t often. " Still

another noncompleter noted that, "while I was in the course, we had~ of audio

prob lems and it made it difficult to hear." In all, nine students indicated some kind of

cons istent problem with the audio.

The whiteboard feature in Mathematics 4225 allowed panic ipants to create

written solutions to questions, as it permitted writing and the freehand draw ing of

symbols. The whiteboar d also allowed students to view previous pages, to quickly add

graphics, and to save ent ire lessons as a whiteboard file. Both groups indicated that the

whiteboard was very useful and important. One noncomple ter indicate d it was "great"

and "was probab ly all that worked." Another noncomp leter noted that someti mes it

would lock up and the instructo r would be writing but nothi ng would appear on student

monitors.

The chat allowed student s in the course to communicate on ly using the keyboard,

and therefore did not allow the use of mathemat ical symbols. Messages could be sent

privately or publicl y. Both groups indicated the chat was somewhat useful and fairly

important. Two noncomp leters noted that it was great whcn the audio was not working. A

completer made a similar comment.

Video was not available in the course because of bandwidth restrictions. The two

noncompleters who completed this survey item indicated that video would have been

fairly useful and important . Completers indicated it was neither usefu l nor important.
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Saving Whiteboard Files

Table 27
Saving Whiteboard Files: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Evaluation
Comp1cters Noncomple ters

Survey Item
Criteria

Average Standard Average Standard
Deviation Deviation

Abilit y to Save
Usefulness 3.' 1.84 4.2 0.67

Whiteboard Files
Importance 3.' 1.84 4.3 0.71

Both groups indicated that the ability to save whiteboard files was very useful and

very important. One comp leter indicated, " It was good being able to go to a lesson we

may have missed." Another thought it was a great feature because "you don ' t have to

keep your mind on writing the notes. Rather you can watch and observe the instructor and

get the notes after class." Thee nonccmp leters made similar comments. Another not ed

this feature was very helpful and drew a happy face after his comment.
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Student Expectations versus Student Perception of Instructor Activity

Table 28
Student Expectat ions vs. Student Perceptions of Instructor Activity During Online
Classes

Group

Completers

Expectation

Perception

Noncompleters

Expectation

Perception

Explam
Big Picture

Explain
Major

Concepts

Online Class Activity
Show How
Concept is
Applied

Use Concept in
Problem
Solving

Other

The act ivities of the instructor during online classes matched the expectat ions of

students . However , noncompleters wanted the instructor to spend more time using the

concept in problem solving situations. A comple ter requested that the instructor use

worksheets to identify areas where students need remediation and then use the on line

classes to give remediation in that area. One comple ter and two noncompleters indicated

that the instructor used a significant amount of online class time to diagnose and correc t

technica l problems, especially those related to the audio .
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Overall Opinion of Classes

Table 29
Importance and Use of Classes: Mean and Standard Devia tion of Survey Responses

Evaluation
Completers Noncomple ters

Survey Item
Criteria

Average Standard Average Stan dard
Deviation Deviation

On line Classes Impo rtance 2.8 1.47 3.9 0.7 8

Extra Online Classes Importanc e 2.3 1.37 2.9 1.45

Offiine Classes Importance 3.3 1.51 3.3 0.87

No ncompleters indicated that online classes were more important aJthough

response s from complctcrs ranged from extremely important to not important at all.

Noncornpleters also indicated that extra online classes were more important. Both groups

att ributed equa l importance to offl ine classes . One noncom pleter noted that online classes

were a very important aspec t of AP mathematics courses, as it was one of the few times

interac tion occurred with the teacher and with students from other sites. She also

expressed a need for more training with Microso ft NetM eeting, the software used to

conn ect the sites for online classes. Ten stude nts stated that the techno logy used for

online classes neede d improve ment , espec ially the audio, and that the use fulness of these

classes suffered as a result. A completer indicated that she believed "the online classes

would have been realiy good if the Internet was dependab le enough for it and if

everythi ng worked like it should." One completer found it diffi cult to interact with the

teacher and ask questions during online classes. She stated that "turn ing the mike on and
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off {to reduce the feedback] was a hassle and it was harder to stop him on line in the

middle of an example." A noncomplet er indicated that the time lost due to the audio

problems never gave her the chance "to ask all my questions or time to fully understand

what the instructor was teaching." Eleven students stated that technical problem s were

the main reason why they missed online classes. Four completers and two comple ters

indicated a preference for an on-site teacher as oppo sed to online classes and most

students wanted more face-to-face classes.

Discussion of Results (Features of the Online Classes)

This section offers possible explanations for the variation in the results reported

by the two groups and for the difference in value assigned to certain features ofthe on line

classes. The audio and whiteboard compo nents of communication received a higher

rating than the chat and video components. Noncompleters attributed greater importance

and usefulness to the online classes and reported a discrepancy between the expected and

actual activity of the instructor durin g online classes.

Students ass igned a much higher rating to two of the four functions of

NetMeeting (see Table 26). The audio and whiteboard feature were very or extremel y

useful and important to both groups. The functionin g of the audio feature in NetMeeting
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was similar to the audio system used in other high school distance educa tion courses

del ivered by the Telemed icine Centre, although the technical difficulties made the

NetMee ting audio system more difficult to use. Howev er, the whiteboard feature of

NetMee ting offered several advantages over the system used in curre nt high schoo l non

AP courses . The whitebo ard in the Telernedicine mode l does not allow viewing of

previous pages, as one page must be erased before the next can be starte d. This

require ment preve nts students from saving the whiteboard contents for later view ing . As

we ll, this model doe s not allow grap hics to be quickly added to a whiteboard page. Any

diagram s must bedrawn and stored on the distance education syste m at all s ites. A

com mand to open the diagrams must besent from the teacher site to each site over

telephone lines which may at times have heavy traffic and a slow trans fer rate. The

whiteboa rd function of NetMeet ing allows students to save entire lesso ns on their

computer and it allow s graphics to be quickly drawn or inserted . These graphics are

transferred almos t instantly to the computer at each site. However, it is the ability to share

app lications among sites that most distinguishes the NetMeeting system from the

Telemedicine model. Sharing applications allows remote sites to view and man ipulate

files from comp uter applications , eve n if the application itse lf does not reside on the

com puter at the remote site. Applications such as Geo meter's Sketchpad and Derive

co uld be opened on the instruc tor's comp uter and contro l of the comp uter screen could be

trans ferred to any site. Thi s permits the collec t ive explora tion of mat hematical concepts

Unfortu nately , bandw idth restri cted the sharing of applications.
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The chat and video functions received much lower ratings. Students could have

accessed the whitcboard feature only with the AP student computer, as the feature

required special input software and hardware . However, they could have easily used the

chat feature for communication at any time, as it requi red only a keyboar d. However, the

chat feature did not allow the use of mathematical symbols and the absence of this

important attribute almost certai nly detrac ted from the functionality ofthc feature. The

low use of the chat feature may also have been caused by a lack of access to computers.

Th e AP student computer was sometimes in use by other AP classes when an offline

mathematics class 'was scheduled. For halfthe year, one site had practically no access to

the school computer lab during their offl ine classes, as it was filled to capacity by another

class. As well, a significant number of students could not use the chat feature to

communica te outside of school hours, as they did not have Internet access at home. The

low use of the chat feature may have also been due to students ' unwillingness to contact

students at other sites. Students seemed reluctant to contact students outside their

immediate site, and since face-to-face commu nication wou ld have been more efficient

withi n a site, the chat feature may not have been a useful tool for many students.

Bandwidth restrictions prevented the use of real time video as the use of this

feature further deteriorated the audio and whiteboard signals, althoug h it was possible to

have a still picture of the instructor or one other site. However, this feature may be

important in helping students from remote sites become familiar with each other and in

fostering a sense of belonging to a virtual classroom.
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Student Ext?Cctation versus Student Perception of In:mue tor Act ivity

Students genera lly indicated that the instructor activity during on line classes

matched their expecta tions . However , noncompleters reported a disc repancy between the

expected and perceived use of concepts in problem solving duri ng online classes. These

students expec ted the instruc tor to use the concepts learned in proble m solv ing s ituatio ns

to a much greater extent. During online classes , the instructor placed emp hasis on first

exp laining major concepts and showing how they could be appli ed, relega ting problem

solving to the last part of the class . Often, a signi ficant amount of class time was lost

diagnos ing and correc ting audio problems, and as a result, little or no time remai ned for

pro blem solv ing. This time may have been adequa te for complerers, but not for

noncompleters.

Importance and Use of Classes

Although both groups thought offline classes equal ly impo rtant , noncompleters

assi gned greater importance to both types of online classes . The online classes permitted

more interaction with the instructo r and other students and ena bled the construction of

knowledge thro ugh dialogue. They also allowed students to test their knowledge, receive

immediate feedback , and compare their knowledge with their classmates. It ma y also

have made them feel less isolated. Noncom pleters may have had a greater need for the

sync hronous interaction provide d by the online classes, especially since varying am ine

class schedules and a lack of access to an Internet-ready com puter in school or at home

made synchro nous interaction during these offline classes somew hat difficu lt.
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Features of Evaluatio n

Introd uction

This section presents the results ofthe student surveys with regard to the

percentage weights assigned 10 the examinati ons, assignments and projects , and the

frequency , length and difficulty of these evaluat ion instruments .

Evaluation Weights

In Mathematics 4225, unit tests were assigned twice the value of ass ignments

(tests-30%, assignme nts-15%) and the midterm and final examinations were given equal

weight (25% each). The project was worth 5%. Noncompleters genera lly preferred that

unit tests be given a weight only slightly higher than that actually assigne d to

assignments. They also preferred that the final examinat ion be ass igned more weight than

the midterm examination, and that the weight of the project be doubled. Comp leter

preferred that assignments be weighted slightly higher and that the midterm examinati on

be weighted slightly lower than in the actual course evaluat ion. The weights that

completers preferred assigned to the unit tests, final examination, and project were

similar to the course evaluation.

Frequency Length and Difficulty of Evaluation

Students generally agreed that six unit exami nations was an appropriate number,

and most noncomp leters indicated the length and difficulty of these examinatio ns was

appropriate . However, three noncompleters indicated that examin ations needed to

decrease in length and difficulty . Complete rs generally indicated that unit exam inations
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were appro priate in length and difficulty, although two completers indicate d that they

needed to decrease in length. One completer indicated that the diffic ulty of the

examinations needed to be more consistent.

Students genera lly agreed that the number, length and difficulty of assignmen ts

was appropria te. However, two noncomplctcrs indicated that the assignments were too

long in some cases and another indicated that the assignmen ts were too difficu lt. One

completer indicated that the assignments were too long .

Overa ll Opinion of Evaluation

Overall, students reported that the evaluation was acceptable except for the unit

tests, which some students found inconsistent in length and often too difficult. One

completer indicated that a greater number of assignments of shorter length should have

been given. Another comp leter indicated that the evaluatio n prepared him well for the AP

Calculus AS final exami nation.

Discussion of ResuJts (Features of Evaluation)

The examinations were incons istent in structure and length. Early examina tions

consisted mainly of multiple-choice questions, which stude nts could do in the time

allotted, whereas examin ations at the end ofthe course consis ted entirely oflong answer

questions that some students were only able to complete with extra time. The difficulty of

the exami nation quest ions was similar to that of the online evaJuation . Multiple-choice

questio ns were selected from a teacher' s guide designed to accompany thc textbook, and

were very similar in nature to the on line multi ple-choice examinatio ns. Long answer
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ques tions were similar to those in the onli ne long answe r exa minations. Occasionally,

long answe r quest ions were taken from previous Co llege Board AP Calculus AB

exami natio ns.

Examinations were usually written during the offli ne classes. The different offline

class schedule at one of the sites and the resched uling of examinations in a part icular

schoo l due to school acti vities made it difficult to ensure that the com mon examinati on

was still a valid and reliable measure of students ' knowledge. However, there was no

indication that any examination in the course was compromise d.

With the exce ption of the assignme nt on the prerequisites chapter, all ass ignme nt

que stions were selected from the even-numbered exercises in the text. However, the se

assig nments were inconsistent in length. Usually, each chapter or part chapter had its own

assignm ent and the amount of material covere d by each assignment could vary greatly .

Conseq uently, the numbe r of questio ns on assignments varie d from six to thirty-two. One

assig nment was so long that only one student fully comp leted it . The assignments were

also inconsistent in difficulty. The prerequi sites ass ignmen t posed little difficult y for

most stud ents . However, the ass ignment on applications of the deriva tive was a source of

frustration for man y students.

Students ' sugg estions were not limited to the length and difficulty of tests and

assignme nts, as one student sugges ted an increase in the numb er of proj ects. Students

may take more ownership of the course if they have input into the types of evalua tion

used in the course and the percentage weight assig ned to each type of evaluatio n.
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Features of Collaboration

Students reported that on-site, student-student collaboratio n was frequent and very

importan t. However, student-student collaboration between sites was practically

nonexistent and was not at all important to students. Nine students indicated that they

participated in a study group and those students who did not indicated that they would

have benefi ted from such a group. Four noncomplete rs and four completers indicate d thai

they received help from someone other than the instruc tor. Overall , students reported

benefits from collaboration with fellow students. One noncom pleter indicated that she

needed another student with which to discuss homework . She also indicated that work ing

with another student helped to keep her on schedule in terms of course work. Another

indicated that communicating with students on a regular basis "helps us to build our

knowled ge better." A completer indica ted that without student-student collaboration,

finishing the course would have been imposs ible. However, three noncomplct crs and one

completer indicated a need for increased student-teacher collaboration. Another

completer noted, "The ability to collaborate is there although it is hindered by

technology."

Feature s of Social Interaction

Students reported that the meeting in June 1999 was not worthwhile , and many

did not attend this orientat ion session, possibly because they had not made the decision to

enroll in Mathemat ics 4225 . However, they indicated that the orientation session in

September 1999 was importan t because it allowed them to interact with the teacher and

their fellow classmates and to get some exposure to the Mathematics 4255 website. One
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noncom pleter indica ted that the orien tation needed to be more exp lanatory as there were

a lot of aspects of the course of which she was unaware . Students preferred an increase in

the number of social events duri ng the year . Noncompleters requested an average ofthree

to four such evems and completers requested three events. Overa ll, socia lization was

importan t to students and they indicated that soci alizatio n betwee n sites needed to be

increased.

Discussion of Results (Fea tures of Collaboration and Soc ial Interaction)

The lack of emphas is placed on co llaboration between remote sites is an area of

conce rn, espec ially for the welfare of a sing le student who may bea future partici pant in

the course. Without collaboration between sites, this student wo uld not realize many of

the benefits experienced by students who have others with which to discuss their work

and aid in their understanding of concepts. This type of colla boration may also be crucial

in overcoming feelings of isolation that a lone studen t may quickly develop if the stu dent

views themsel....es as a disjoint ed subse t of the whole. The course placed little emphasis

on the development of collabora tio n between remote sites. Stude nts were not required to

collaborate with othe r students at remote sites , and in some cases were unaware that this

was even permitted, During an informa l discuss ion with the instruc tor, one completer

noted that she did meet students from remote sites during her personal social activities.

When the instructor suggested that she contact some of them for help with assig nments or

homework, her response was, "We can do that?"

Seven of the eight students who received help from someone other than the

instructor were not on site with the instruc tor. Another noncompletcr indicated that he did
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not receive extra help but that teachers at his site should have been more helpful. Students

who were onsite with the instructo r received extra help from the instructor after the

online class periods and during the offline classes when no stude nts from the remote sites

requested help . This indicates that the request by some stude nts for more student -teacher

collaboration is jus t ified, especially considering the difficulties experie nced dur ing on line

classes.

During the orien tation in September 1999, all AP students met at one location and

spent one hour in the mathemat ics computer lab with their instructo r exploring the

Mathematics 4255 website. Students spent the afternoo n soc ializing and becoming

acqua inted with their classmates and instructor. Student responses indicate that the

amount oftime exploring the textbook and website should be increased. For th is reason

alone, thei r request for other opportunities for social ization appears to beappropria te.
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Cha pter Nine: Results of Part Two of the Survey

In part two of the survey, the six comple ters and nine noncomplete rs were asked

to indicate their degree of agree ment with statements about a number of facto rs wh ich

research literature ind icated was important in the learning of calculus and in learn ing at a

distance. The result s are prese nted as the numerical averages of the responses of

comp leters and noncompletcra and can be interpreted on a continuum using Table 30.

Response s that diffe r greatl y from the average response to each state ment are noted .

Table 30
Interpretation of Results from Part Two of the Surv ey

Resu lt Interp retation

Stron gly Disagree

Disagree

Agre e

Stron gly Agree

Table 31
Math ema tica l Modeling: Mean and Standard Deviation of Surve y Respo nses

Surv ey Item
Comple ters

Average Standard
Deviati on

Noncomple ters
Average Stan dard

Deviat ion

Lack of Mathematical Model ing

Preferred Self-Developed Models

2.0

2.0

0.89

0.00

2.0

2.1

0.00

0.69
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The homewo rk and assig nmen t quest ions, as well as a limited number of test

questions, required students to work with mathematical models . In all cases, the model

was provi ded to the students . Both comp leters and noncomp leters disagreed with the

statement that there was a lack of mathematical model ing and two completers strongly

disagreed with the statemen t.

All eompleters and most noncompleters disagreed with the statement that they would

pre fer to develop mathe matica l models for themselves. However, two noncomple ters

indicated they would prefer to develop their own models .

Tab le 32
Class Size: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers No ncomple ters
Survey Item Average Standar d Average Standard

Deviation Deviat ion

Class Size Too Large 1.5 0.55 1.2 0.44

Class Size Too Small 2.2 0.98 1.6 1.01

Roth completers and noncompleters were satisfied with the class size, with the

exception of one com pleter and one noncomp leter, both of whom thought the class size

was too small.

Tab le 33
Amount of Materi al: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Respo nses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Stan dard
Deviation

Nonco mpleters
Average Standard

Dev iation

Too Much Mater ial 2.5 0.55 2.5 0.55
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The course material was determined by the 1999-2000 topical outl ine for AP Calculus

AB. Overa ll, the class was undecided as to whether there was too much material in the

course. However, two completers and one noncomp leter, who were onsite with the

instructor, disagreed with the statement. Another noncompleter agreed with the

statement.

Table 34
Word Problems: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Noncomplcters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Too Many Word Problems 2.3 0.82 2.5 0.53

Too Few Word Problems 2.0 0.63 1.5 0.53

Too Many Template Word Problems 1.8 0.75 2.0 1.20

Word Problems Relevant and Realistic 3.3 0.52 2.9 0.35

Completers thought the number of word problems was sufficient, with thc exception

of one student who believed there were too many word problems and one who thought

there were too few. Noncompleters were undecided as to whether there were too many

word problems but disagreed with the statement that there were too few word problems.

Pour noncompleter s strongly disagreed with this statement.

The majority of the questions in the exercise sets of the sections of the text

specifically dedicated to word problems had a solution near ly identical to the sample

problems presented in the notes for the section. Generally both completers and
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nonco mpleters disagreed with the statement that there were too many of these templa te

word problems. Four noncomple tcrs and two complete rs strong ly disagreed with the

statement. However, one comple ter and three noncompleters indicated that there were too

man y problems of this type. One completer indicated a need for an example in the text

similar to eac h homework prob lem.

Both completers and noncompleters generally agree d with the statement that word

problems were relevant and realistic. Two compl eters strongly agreed with this stateme nt.

However, one noncompleter disagree d with this state ment .

Table 35
Answers : Mean and Standard Deviation ofSuTVeyRespo nses

Complete rs Noncompleters
Survey Item Average Standard Ave rage Standard

Deviation Deviation

Not Required to Justify Answers 1.7 0.52 1.7 0.49

Emph asis on Gett ing the Correct Answer 2.0 0.63 2.6 0.73

Emphasis on Determining the
3.2 0.75 2.4 0.52Reasonableness of the Answer

Emphas is on Getting the Right Answer the
1.8 0.4 1 2.2 0.67First Time

Both com pleters and noncomple ters disagreed with the statem ent that they were not

requ ired to jus tify their answers . Two completers and two noncompleters strongly

disagree d with the statement.

Practically all comple ters disagreed with the stateme nt that there was an emphasis on

getting the correc t answer as opposed to understan ding the mean ing of the answer , and
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one completer strong ly disagree d with the statement. However, one completer agreed

with the statement. Six noncompleters indicated an emphas is on gett ing the correct

answer. However, two noncompleters disagreed with this statement and one

noncompleter strongly disagreed with the statement.

Most comp leters agreed with the stateme nt that there was an emphasis on determinin g

the reasonableness of the answer. Two completers strong ly agreed with this statement.

One completer and five noncompleters disagreed with the stateme nt.

Completers and most noncornpleters disagreed with the statement that there was an

emphasis on getting the right answer the first time, and one completer and one

noncompleter strongl y disagreed. However, three noncompleters agree d with the

statement.

Table 36
Memor ization; Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standar d

Deviation
Ca lculus a Collectio n of Rules to be

Memori zed

Expected to Memorize a Lot of Rules

2.5

3.0

0.55

0.63

2.3

3.0

0.7 1

0.71

The class was undecided as to whether they viewed caJculus as a collection of rules

and procedures that must be memorized in order to succeed in the course . One

noncompleter strongly disagreed with the statement. I lowever, three completers and four

noncomple ters did view the course in this manner.
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On averag e both complc ters and noncompl ctcrs agreed with the state ment that thcy

expected to have to memorize lots of rules and procedures when they enrolled in the

course . Howeve r, one completer and two noncomple ters disagreed with this state ment.

Table 37
Symbo lic Manipu latio n: Mean and Standard Deviat ion of Surve y Response s

Survey Item

Large Amo unt of Symbolic Mani pulation

Could Do Well With Symbo lic
Man ipulation

Comp leter s Noneompleters
Average Standar d Average Standard

Deviation Devia tion

3.0 1.l 0 2.5 0.53

2.6 0.49 1.9 0.60

An emphasi s on symbo lic man ipulation is a common weakness ident ified in many

traditiona l calculus courses . Complcters agreed with the statement that there was a large

amou nt of symbolic manipulation in the course , and three completers strong ly agreed

with this statemen t. Overall , noncompleters were undecided . However , four

nonco mp leters agreed with the statement.

Com pleters were und ecided as to whether they cou ld do well in the course by being

good at symbo lic manip ulation instead of having an understanding of the mater ial. Most

nonco mpleter s disagreed with this stateme nt, indicating that an understan ding of the

material was required. Two noncorn pleters strong ly disag reed with the statement.

However , one noncompleter agreed with the stateme nt.
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Table 38
Student-Teac her Interaction: Mean and Standard Deviatio n of Survey Respo nses

Comp letcrs NoncompJctcrs
Survey Item Avcrage Standard Average Standard

Deviation Devia tion
Teacher and Students Shou ld Wor k

3.0 0.63 3.4 0.53
Together More

Too Little Interaction with Teacher 2.5 0.84 J.4 0.73

Too Many Interactions with Teacher 1.8 0.41 1.3 0.50

More Face-to-Face Meetings with 3.0 0.71 3.4 0.53
Instruc tor

Most completers and all noncompleters agree d that students and the teac her should

wor k together more. One comp leter and four noncomp leters strongly agreed with this

statement. One comp leter disag reed with the statement.

In addition to the synchronous interaction that occurred during the online classes ,

students could have interacted async hronously with the instructor using e-mail, the

bulletin board, the cale ndar , and the fax and telepho ne. Completers were undec ided as to

whether there was too little interactio n with the teache r, but two comple ters indicated that

there was too little interaction. Noncompleters agreed with the stateme nt. One comp leter

and five noncornpleters strongly agreed with the statemen t. One completer thought the

interactio n was suffic ient.

During the prev ious year, the instruc tor made sever al visits to each site and intera cted

with the students in small groups, answeri ng speci fic ques tions or reviewing concep ts.

However in 1999-2000, the instructor made only two visits to each of the remo te sites.

Both ccmpleters and noncompleters indicated that they pre ferred more face-to-face
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meetings with the instructor and one completer and four noncompleters strongly agreed

with this statement. However, one completer disagreed with the statement. Near the end

of part two of the survey, students were again asked if they would have liked more face-

to-face meetings with the instructor and what they would liked to have done in these

meetings. Eight noncomple ters and three completers felt the need for more face-to-face

meetings with the instructor, indicat ing that they would have liked to discuss prob lems

with homework and their understanding of conce pts. The four students indicating that

more face-to-face meetings were not needed were onsite with the instructor or had

previous distance education experience.

Table 39
Writing: Mean and Standa rd Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Noncompleters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Too Little Writing 1.8 0.41 2.1 0.35

Too Much Writing 2.7 0.82 2.0 0.00

The evaluation instruments or homework questions seldom required students to write

more than a brief statement of their answers to any question, or to write an explanation of

the reasoning behind their solutions. Completers disagreed with the statement that there

was too little writing in the course but were generally undecided in their decision about

too much writing. However, one completer strongly agreed that there was too much

writing. Most noncompieters indicated the level of writing was acceptable. However, one

noncomp leter indicated that there was not enough writing in the course .
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Table 40
Topics Linked to Careers: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Nonco mpleters
Surve y Item Average Standar d Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Topics Applied to Career 2.2 0.98 J .O 0.71

Wide Range of Applicatio n 2.3 0.82 2.8 0.67

Practically all complcters disagreed with the statement that they would have preferred

more emphas is on how topics cou ld be applied to their chose n career and one completer

strong ly disagreed with the sta tement. However, one com pleter strongly agreed with this

statement. No ncompleters generally agreed with the statement, and two nencom pleters

strongly agreed. However, two noncompleters disagreed with the statement.

Completers were undecided as to whether they preferred exposu re to a wide range of

applications, but one com pleter strongly disagreed with the sta tement. On average

nonco mplet ers agreed with the statement and one nonco mpleter strongly agreed . Three

noncomp leters disagreed with the statement.
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Table 41
Feedbac k: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey ReslXlnses

Completers Noncomp leters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviat ion

Enough Good Feedback on Homework 2.2 0.75 1.7 0.50

Prompt Feedback on Homework 2.2 0.75 1.9 0.64

Enough Good Feedback on Assignme nts 2.7 0.52 2.3 0.46

Prompt Feedback on Assignments 2.8 0.41 3.0 0.00

Enough Good Feedback on Tests 2.5 0.84 2.3 0.46

Prompt Feedback on Tests 2.8 0.41 3.0 0.00

Students received feedback on homework main ly during on line classes but the

technical problems experience d during these classes meant that many questio ns remai ned

unanswe red. However, only one comp leter consistently requested feedback on homework

questions outside of the online class periods. Most completers and aJl noncompleters

disagreed with the statement that they received enough good feedback from the instructor

on their homework, and one comp leter and three noncomp leters strongly disagreed.

Three of these students were on-site with the instructor and could have obtained feedback

on their homewo rk during offline, as well as online classes. Two comp leters , who were

not onsite with the instructo r, agreed with the statement.

Completers and noncomp leters genera lly disagreed with the statement that they

received prompt feedback from the instruc tor on their homework. Two noncompleters

and one completer strongly disagreed. Howeve r, two complcte rs and one noncompleter
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agree d with the statement. The noncom pleter who agree d with the statem ent was onsire

with the instructor and rec eived feedback on homewor k during offline classes. One

completer who agreed with the statement had previous distanc e educ ation experie nce and

the othe r frequen tly asked that the solutions to homework ques tions be done during

online classes and consistently requested that the instructor fax the full solut ions to the

homewo rk questio ns that cou ld not be answered online.

Assignments were faxed or mailed to the instructor, corrected, and returned to

students by fax or mail. However, a compl ete copy ofthe solutions was not faxed to each

site, as happens with the secondary school distance education courses in the province that

are delivere d using the Telemedicine model. Four cornpleters and two nonco mpleters

indicated they received enough good feedba ck on assignme nts. However , six

noncomp leters and two completers indicated the oppos ite.

Five complc ters and eight nonco mpleters agreed that they received prompt feedback

on assig nments. Only one completer indi cated the opposite .

Examinations were received and return ed in the same manner as ass ignme nts . Agai n,

comp lete solutions for the entire examination were not provided to students. Four

comple ters and two nonco mpleters agreed that they receive d enough good feedback on

tests. However, one completer disagreed and another strongly disagreed . Six

nonco mplctcrs indicated they did not receive approp riate feedback.

With the exception of one com pleter and one noncompleter who did not respond to

the item, all stude nts indica ted that the y received prompt feedback on tests .
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Table 42
Pace: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Comple ters Noncompleters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation
Not Enough Time to Understand an the

2.2 0.75 3.0 0.00
Topics

Pace too fast 2.0 0.63 2.9 0.69

Pace too Slow 1.8 0.4 1 1.1 0.49

Often 2 or 3 Sections Behind 3.2 0.75 3.7 0.50

The class time allotted to eaeh of the three units was based on the percentage weights

given to each unit of the course (Unit I - 15%, Unit 2 • 45% , Unit 3·40"10). The

difficulties experienced during online classes meant that concepts were often not dealt

with in detail to ensure the course material was covered in the time allotted. Most

completers disagreed with the statement that there was not enough time to understand all

the topics , and one completer strong ly disagreed . Two completers agreed with the

statement. Noncomple ters agreed with the statement.

Mathematics 4225 did not extend over the full school year, as is customary in most

two credit, high school courses , as the AP Calcu lus AB examination was written before

mid-May. The eourse progressed at a paee which allowed the course material to be

finished by the end of April to allow students a full week to prepare to mite the

Mathematics 4225 final examina tion, and nearly another week to review this final and

prepare for The College Board examinat ion. Complcters indicated that the pace was

acceptable. However, one completer indicated the pace was too fast. Noncompleters also
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indicated the pace was too fast. Ho weve r, two noncompleters indicated the pace was

accep table .

Most oompleters and all noneomp letcrs agreed that they were ofte n 2 or 3 sections

behind the instructor. Two completers and six noncom pleters stron gly agre ed with this

statement. However , one completer disagreed.

Tab le 43
Standards and Expectations: Mean and Standard Deviation of SUlVeyResponses

Com pleters Noncompleters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation
Standa rds and Expectations of the Cou rse

2.2 0.75 2.3 0.50
too High

Standards and Expectatio ns of the Course
1.8 0.41 1.9 0.35

too Low
Standards and Expec tat ions Higher than

2.2 0.41 2.0 0.00
Tests

Standards and Expec tations Lower than
1.8 0.41 2.7 0.82

Tests
Stand ards and Expectations Higher than

2.2 0.75 2.1 0.38Assigrune nts
Standards and Expectations Lower than

1.8 0.41 2.6 0.53Ass ignments
Standards and Expectat ions Higher than

2.0 0.63
Examination on May 5

Standar ds and Expectations Lower than
2.3 0.51Examination on May 5

Standards and Expec tations Higher than
2.0 0.00Examina tion on May I I

Standards and Expecta tions Lower than
1.7 0.58Exam ination on May 11
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Overall , both complete rs and noncompleters indicated that the standards and

expectations of the course were reasonable. However, two completers and three

noncomplet ers indicated they were too high.

Comple ters indicated that the standards and expectations of the course were on a par

with those ofthe examin ations. I lowe ver, one comple ter thought standar ds and

expectation of the course were higher than those for the tests. Noncompleters indicated

that they felt the standards and expectations of the cour se were not higher than those of

the exam inati ons but were undecided as to whether or not the course standards and

expectations were lower than those ofthe exam inations.

Completers indicated that the standard s and expectati ons of the course were on a par

with tho se of the ass ignment s. Howe ver, two completers indicated the course standards

and expe ctation s were higher than those of the assignments. Noneompleters indicated that

the standards and expectations of the course were not higher than those of the

assignments, but were undecided as 10 whether or not these standards were lower than

those of the ass ignments .

Completers indicated that the cour se standards and expe ctat ions were on a par with

those of the Mathematic s 422 5 final exami nation . One comple ter indicated that course

standards and expectations were higher , and two comp letcr s indicated that course

standards and expectations were lower. Noncomple ters did not respond to this item as

none of these students wrote the Mathematic s 4225 final examination.
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Completers indicated that the course standards and expectations were on a par with

those of the AP Calculus AB examination. Noncomplcters and two completers did not

respond to this item, as they did not write the AP final examination.

Table 44
Proof: Mean and StandardDeviation of Survey Responses

Complclcrs Noncompleters
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Too Many Proofs 1.8 0.4 ) 2.0 0.00

Too Few Proofs 2.3 0.82 2.3 0.46

Completers disagreed with the statement that there were too many proofs in the

course. However, they were undecided as to whether or not there were too few proofs in

the course. Noncompleters indicated the number of proofs was acceptable. However, two

noncompleters and three complelers indicated there were too few proofs.

Table 45
Numerical Methods: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

SurvcyItc m
Completers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation
Too Little EmphaSIS on Numerical

Methods 2.2 0.41 2.5 0.58

Nearly all comp1eters disagreed with the statement that there was too litt le emphasis

on numerical methods. However, one completer thought there was too little emphasis.

Noncompleters were undecided. Five noncompleters did not respond to the item.
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Table 46
Class Presentat ions: Mean and Standard Deviation ofSurvcy Responscs

Survey Item
Completcrs

Average Standard
Deviat ion

Noncom pleters
Average Standar d

Devia tion

More Opportuni ty for Class Presentations 1.5 0.55 1.6 0.53

Teacher guides published by The College Board indica te that indepen dent or group

prese ntations are effective in help ing students learn early calculus concepts . However.

both groups disagreed with the statement that there should bemore opportunity for class

presentations and three students from both groups strong ly disag reed with the sta tement.

Table 47
Realism: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Resoonses

Survey Item
Comple ters

Ave rage Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviat ion

Course Not Realistic 2.0 1.10 2.4 0.53

Some of the homewor k ques tions involved applications of the concep ts in the course

but onl y the course project specifically required student s to use what they learned in a

truly novel, real-life situation. Most complcters disagreed with the statement that the

course was not rea listic (i .e. not connected to things in the rea l world) . However, one

completer strongly agreed with the statement. Noncomplcters were undecided. although

three nonco mpleters agreed with the sta tement.
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Table 48

Technology: Mean and Standar d Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Noncompleters
Survey Item Ave rage Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviat ion

Graphi ng Calculator Helped
3.5 0.55 3.0 0.7 1

Underst anding

Geometer's Sketch pad Helpe d
1.2 O.4 t 1.3 0.49

Understan ding

Derive Helped Unders tandi ng 1.3 0.82 1.3 0.46

Used Techn ology for Symbolic
man ipulation and Focused on 2.3 0.52 2.5 0.58

Understandi ng and Application

Initially Apprehensive Because I Knew I
1.7 0.52 2.4 1.01Would Have to Use a Comp uter

It was expected that students would use at least three pieces of technology to help

them underst and the concepts in the course. Mathematics 4225 required that students

possess, and be familiar with, a graph ing calc ulator. Students were also expecte d to use a

dynamic geometry software package called Geo meter's Sketchpad and a comp uter

algebra system tool called Derive . However, students were give n little training in the use

of eithe r of the software packages.

All completers and most noncompleters agre ed that the graphing calcula tor aide d

their understandi ng. Three completers and two noncompleters strong ly agreed with the

statement. However. two nonco mpleters indica ted that the grap hing calculator did not aid

in their understandi ng .
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The developers of the course created severa l files using Geomete r's Sketchpad to help

illustrate some of the conce pts of the course. These files were sent to each site on a disk

and it was recommended that a copy of the software beinstalled on the AP computer at

each site. The lesson notes directed students to these files at the appropriate time . These

fi les could also have been illustra ted to the sites using the software on the instructor 's

computer, even if the remote sites did not have the software on their own compu ter.

However, the lack of bandwidth prevented the sharing of applications during online

classes . Both completers and noncompleters disagreed with the statement that

Geometer's Sketchpad helped their understanding. Five students from each group

strongly disagre ed with the statement.

It was also recommended that students obtain a copy of Derive, which is used in some

first year calculus classes at Memorial University of Newfo undland. A free

demonstration version of Derive could have been obtained online at the Texas

Instruments websi te. This piece of software could have performed much ofthe symbo lic

manipulation required in the solution to homework and assig nment problems, and

allowed students to more easily explore different mathematical approaches in solving a

problem. This applicat ion could also have been shared from the instructo r computer, had

sufficient bandwidth been available. Most completers and all noncompleters disagreed

with the statement that Derive helped their understan ding. Five complete rs and six

noncornplcters strongly disagreed with the statement. 1Iowever, one completer indicated

that Derive did help in his understanding of the concepts.
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Facilit y with symbolic manipulation was a requirement of A P Caleul us as parts of the

AP Calcu lus AS exa mination requ ired the straig htforward application s of basic calc ulus

rules but pro hibited the use of any technology that cou ld perform the symbolic

manipulation . Completers genera lly disagreed with the state ment tha t the cou rse used

techno logy for symbolic manip ulat ion so emphasis could be placed on appl ications and

understanding . However, two completers indicated tha t technology was used fo r this

purpose. Noncompleters were undecided. Five noncompleters omitted the item.

Students were asked to self -assess their degree of compute r compete ncy on their

Mathematics 4225 registration form (see Appe ndix B). Many were familiar wit h standard

word processi ng and spreadsheet software and so me indicated they had cons truc ted their

own web page s . However, no student indicated they were familiar with any of the

comm unication software used in the co urse and only two had prev ious ly used a

whi teboard. Completers d isagreed with the stateme nt that they were initial ly

apprehensive abo ut doing the co urse beca use of computer use and two complcters

stro ngly disagreed with the statement. On ave rage , noncomp leters were undecided,

a lthough four noncompleters agreed with the statement and one strongly agreed .

Table 49
Link 10 Other Disciplines : Mean and Standard Deviation of Surve y Respo nses

Survey Item
Com pleters

Ave rage Stan dard
Dev iation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation

Calculus Linked to Other Disciplines 3.0 0.00 2.. 0.74
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The instructor did set homework questions that made some connection to other

disciplines, such as physics and biology. However, only the projec t allowed students to

choose from a group of problems connected to a wide range of disciplines. This project

was sched uled for the time between the writing of the AP CalcuJus AB examination in

mid-May and the closure of school in mid-June, so only complerers would have

submitted it. Completer s agreed with the statement that calculus was linked to other

discip lines. Noncompleters were undecided, although one noncompleter strongly

disagreed with this statement.

Table SO
Leamin g: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Noncomplctcrs
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviation Deviation

Web-Based Course Suited the Way I
2.0 0.89 1.4 0.73L,=

This Course Helped Me Become a Better
3.0 0.63 2.0 0.76Leamer

I Needed 10 be an Independent Leame r to
2.5 1.05 3.1 1.05

be Successful

I needed to Take Responsibility for My
3.3 0.52 3.7 0.50

Own Learnin g

None of the students in Mathematics 4225 had previously participated in a web- based

course. Students from two of the sites had only experienced learnin g in the traditional

classroom . The two students from the other site had completed other distance education

courses, but none of these were web-based. Most complete rs and nearly all

noncompleters disagreed wi th the statement that the web-based fonna t suited the way
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they learned . Two completers and six noncompleters strongly disagreed with this

statement. However, two completers and one noncompleter indicate d that this forma t did

suit their learning style .

Completers agreed that part icipating in Mathematics 422S made them bette r learners

and one compl eter stron gly agrecd with this statement. Noncom pleters genera lly

disagreed and two noncomplc ters strongly disagreed with this statement. However, two

nonco mplerers indicated it made them better learne rs.

Cc rnpleters were undecid ed as to whether or not it was necessary to be an

independent learner to besuccessful in the course . One completer strongly agreed with

the state ment and one strongly disag reed . Nonco mpleters generally agreed with the

statement. Four nnnco mpletcrs strongly agreed with the statement and one noncompleter

strong lydisagrced.

Both comple tcrs and noncomp lerers agreed that they needed to take respo nsibility for

their own learning in order to be successful. Two comp leters and six noncompleters

strongly agreed with this statemen t.

Tab ieS I
Isolation: Mean and Stan dard Deviation of Survey Respo nses

Survey Item
Comp leters

Average Standard
Deviation

No ncomp leters
Ave rage Standard

Deviation

Felt Isolated 2.2 0.98 2.6 0.88

Initially, one site had seven students , another had six students. and the thir d site had

two students . After noncomplelcrs withdrew from the course, each site had two students.
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Most completers disagreed with the statement that they felt isolated in the course,

although one oompleter strongly agreed with this statemen t. Noncornpleters were

generally undecided. One noncompleter strongly agreed and another strongly disag reed

with the statement.

Table 52
Teacher Support : Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers Nonoomplete rs
Survey Item Average Standard

Deviatio n
Average Standard

Deviation

Had Enough Support From the Teacher 2.7 1.03 2.3 0.50

On average completers agreed with the statement that they had enough support from

the teacher. However, one comp leter disag reed with the statement and anothe r strong ly

disagreed . Noncompleters generally disagreed with the statement. However, three

noncompleters agreed with the statement.

Table 53
Connection to Previous Knowledge: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviatio n
Material Connected to Previous

Knowledge and Experience 2.3 0.52 1.9 0.60

Near ly all oompleters and nonoomplelers disagreed with the statement that the

material was connected to their previous knowledge and experience. Two noncompleters

strongly disag reed with this statement. Howeve r, two completers and one nonoompleter

agreed with the statement.
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Tablc54
Discussion of Mater ial: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Com pleters

Avera ge Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standal'd

Deviation
Material Discussed Until Unders tood by

Everyone 2.' 0.41 1.6 0.73

The instructor often anticipated technical problems during the online class and gave

priori ty to covering new material instead of answering quest ions, although some time was

usually available at the end of class for student questions. Students were also reminded

that they cou ld fax their questions to the instructor if they could not be answ ered during

the onli ne classes. However, using the fax to ask and answer question s meant that only

the site ask ing the question received the solution, so any discuss ion of the question was

limited to the instructor and the students at that site. Nearly all com pleters agreed that the

material was discussed unti l everyone understood it. However , one completer disagreed

with this statement. Most noncompleters disagreed with the statement and five

non comp leters strongly disagreed with the stateme nt. However, one noncomp leter did

agree with the statement.

Tahle 55
Previous Distance Education Experience: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey
Responses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Standar d
Deviation

Noncomplctc rs
Average Standard

Dev iation
Previous DE Exper ience Hefped

Determ ine What Would Be Expected of 2.8 1.2 1
M,
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The two eomp1eter s who responded to this item had com pleted other high schoo l

distance edu catio n courses using the Telemedic ine model and indicated that thi s

experience helped them determ ine what would be expe cted of them in Mathematics 4225.

All other part icipant s had no previous exposure to distance educatio n. These two students

remai ned in the course even though their academi c achievement was below tha t of some

noncomp leters . They were also less apprehensive about the technical diffic ulties

experi enced during the online classes.

Table 56
Deeo Versus Surface Learn ing : Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Complete rs No ncomplelers
Survey Item Average Standard Average Standard

Deviat ion Deviation

Did the Work Because of Interest 3.2 0.41 2.2 0.44

Did the Work Because It Had to Be Done 3.2 0.75 2.' 0.67

Tried to Determine What the Work
3.2 0.4 1 2.7 0.50

Meant

Tried to Determin e How thc Wor k.Fit
2.7 0.52 2.3 0.50into the Overal l Scheme of Th ings

Could Relate the Th ings Learned to
3.0 0.63 2.0 0.71Previous Knowledge and Expe rience

Relied on Memorization 2.7 0.82 2.9 0.33

Worried Abo ut Time 2.' 0.75 3.3 0.50
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Complete rs agreed that they did the work in the course because they were intereste d

in it. One complete r strongly agreed with the statement. Noncomp leters generally

disagreed, althoug h two noncompleters agreed with the statement.

Ccmpleters and practicall y aJl noncompleters agreed they did the work because it had

10 be done. Two completers strongly agree d with the statement. However, one

noncompleter strongly disagreed with the statement.

All completers and most noncompleters agreed that they tried 10 determine what the

work meant as they completed it. One comp leter strong ly agreed with the statement.

However , three noncompleters disagreed.

Completers generally agreed that they tried to determi ne how the work they did fit

into the overa ll scheme of things . However, two completers disagreed . On average

noncompleters disagreed with the statemen t, although three noncom pleters agreed with

the statement.

Practically all completers agreed they could relate the things they learned to their

previou s knowledge and experience. One completer strongly agreed with the statement

and one completer disagreed. Noncomple ters disagreed and two noncompleters strong ly

disagreed with the statement.

Completers were undecided as to whether they rel ied on memorization in

Mathem atics 4225, although one completer strongly agreed with this statement.

Noncornpleters agreed that they did rely on memoriza tion .
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Most completers and all noncompletcrs agreed that they worried about the time

required to do the work in the course. One completer and three noncompleters strongly

agreed with this statement. However, two completers disagreed with the statement.

Table 57
AP Calculus AB Examination Formats: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey
Responses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation
Preferred Older AP Calculus AB

Examination Format
2.0 1.0

All students were given copies of The College Board AP Calculus A8 examination

from 1985 and 1987 as a general guide to the fonnat and expectations of the May 2000

examination. The Mathemat ics 4225 final written by completers was a diagnostic test

identical in fonnat , and similar in expectations, to the May 2000 exam ination. The two

earlier examinations were different from the diagnostic examination in that they did not

allow the use of a graphing calculator for any part of the examination, and had less

application-type problems. Completers disagreed with the statement that they preferred

the older AP Calculus AB examination format, and two completers strongly disagreed

with the statement.

Table 58
Thinking Ability: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Completers Noncompleters

Average Standard Average Standard
Deviation Deviation

Course Improved My Ability to Think 3.2 0.4 1 2.3 0.49
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CompJeters agreed that the course improved their ability to think, and one completer

strongly agreed with the statement. Noncompleters generally disagreed, although two

noncompleters agreed with the statement.

Table 59
Application of Conceots: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Completers
Average Standard

Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Deviation

0.533.40.002.0

Survey Item

Difficult to Apply the Thmgs rLearned
to Applications

Completers disagreed with the statement that it was difficult to apply the things they

learned. Noncompleters agreed with the statement, and four noncompleters strongly

agreed with the statement.

Table 60
Mathematical Language: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Completers Noncompleters

Average Standard Average Standard
Deviation Deviation

Mathematical Language Was Confusing 2.2 0.41 2.7 0.7 1

Most completers disagreed with the statement that the mathematical language was

confusing. However, one completer found it confusing. Noncompleters were generally

undecided, although one noncompleter strongly agreed with the statement.
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Table 6 1
On-S ite Compe tition: Mean and Standard Deviat ion of Survey Responses

Survey Item
Complctcr s

Ave rage Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Devia tion
On-S ite Compe tition Helped Me Work

Harder
2.8 0.98 2.4 0.88

Complcters agreed that competit ion with an on-site classmate helped them work

harder , and two complcters strong ly agreed with the sta tement . Nonco mpleters were

undecided, alt hough one noncompleter strongly agree d with the state ment and ano the r

strongly d isagreed .

Table 62
Relevance and Interest of Project Topics: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey
Respo nses

Survey Item
Completers

Average Sta ndard
Deviation

Noncomp leters
Average Standard

Devia tion

Projec t Topics Relevant and Interest ing 3.2 0.41

The one projec t in the cou rse was weigh ted at 5%. Comp leters were presented with

six top ics from wh ich to choose and co uld work on one top ic alone or as part of a gro up.

Completers agreed that the proje ct topics were re leva nt and interesting , and one

completer strongly agree d with th is statement.
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Table 63
Part icipation on Other Wel>-Based Courses: Mean and Standard Deviation of Survey
Response s

Survey Item
Completers

Ave rage Standard
Deviation

Noncompleters
Average Standard

Dev iation
Would Participate in Another Web-Based

Course
2.5 0.84 1.8 0.83

Four of the six completers agreed that they would part icipate in another web-based

course like Mathematics 4225 . However, one completer disagreed with the statement and

another strongly disagreed . Noncom pleters disagreed with the stateme nt and four

nonco mpleters strongly disagreed .

Nea r the end of part two of the survey, students were asked to indicate topics on

which they would have preferred to spend more time and aspeets of the course which

should have received more emphasis . They were also asked to indicate ways in which

their learning could be improved. Results are presen ted in Table 64, Table 65, and

Table 66.
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Table 64
Topics That Should Have Received More Time

Topic

Limits

Related Rates

Applications of Differentiation

Volumes of Revolution

Integration by Parts

Precalculus Topics

All Topics

Number of Students
Complelers Noncompleters

o I

Table 65
Aspects of the Course That Should Have Received More Emphasis

Aspect

Mampulation and Procedure

Problem Solving

Theory and Proof

All Three Aspects

Number of Students
Completers Noncompleters

6 I



Table 66
Means to Improve Learn ing

Student Suggestion

Improved Technology

Better Audio for Online Classes

More Rel iable Computer Equipment

Access to Internet at Home

More Interaction

More People in the Class

More Complete Orientation Session in September

More Face-to Face Meetings with the Instructo r

More Online Classes

Offer the Course in the Traditiona l Manner Instead
of Online

Complete Calculus Readiness 3105 Before
Enrollin g in Mathematics 4225

Have a Good Knowledge of Compute rs

Have a Good Knowledge of the Mathematics 4255
website

A Better Solution Guide

Better Explanation ofI nitial Concepts

A Teacher On-Site

A Tutor at Each Site

More Projects

The Student Experience 200

Number of Students
Completers Noncompleters
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Shorter and Easier Tests

Shorter Assignments

Less and More Focused Homework

More Emphasis on Getting Homework Done

Nonco mpulsory Online Classes

Increased use of the Chat Feature

Increased use of the Links

Improved Teaching

Students indicated that their learning could beenhanced if the technology was

improved to allow reliab le, consistent interactio n with teacher and students, if a more

comp lete orientat ion occurred at the beginning of the course , if there were more face-to

face meetings with the instructor, if there were more online classes , a more comp lete

solution guide , more consistent evaluatio n, a tutor or teacher for each site , and more

projects. They indicated that the experience of participating in this course could have

been very valuable with these improvements . However, the problems made the

experience very frustrating.

Overall Opinion of the Mathematics 4225

Noncompleters, in genera l, were not satisfied with Mathematics 4225 . One

noncomple ter stated, "Ove rall , I did not enjoy this course. The technology was not very

good and I did not like the teach ing methods . The classes were too small and the students

were not given a ehance to interact." Some noncompleters thought that offering
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Mathematics 4225 was worthwhile, but not as an online course . One comm ented, "The

math course itself wou ld probably [have] been okay, but the way it was taught ove r the

Internet was not one of its strong points. There were many technical prob lems [and]

some times the site wouldn't open . The audio was~ bad. It was difficult to hear the

teacher. The feedback was terrible. This made it very frustrating . This was the main

reason I drop ped the course."

Com pleters general ly indicated that the experience was worthwh ile. A completer

commented, "I think that the Math 4225 course is great because it prepares us for post

secondary school. It helps us learn earlie r, to push ourselves to do work. and how to be

more independent in our study ing. I felt that the e-mail, whitebo ard, links, lessons

records , bull etin board, cale ndar and chat arc all extremely important" Another completer

added, "Overall r thought it was challenging but I feel that it will benefit me when I begi n

my univers ity studies in the fall. I found it an excellent way for studen ts who are planning

on atten ding pos t-secondary schoo ls [to] get a feel of what the differe nt university

courses will be like ." Anothe r completer sta ted. "It was a good expe rience in that we got

some unive rsity learni ng and a new learning experience. r felt the course suited me well. "

Even a noncom pleter \VTOte, "If I had continu ed in the course , I think that the course

wou ld have been real ly great. It would have brought us to a different level of our

understan ding about math. "
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Discussion of Results of Part Two ofthe Survey

The items in part two of the survey focused on features which researc h literature

deems important in learning calcu lus and in learning at a distance . The discussion which

follows offers an explanation for some of the results of the survey and, in some cases,

presents poss ible consequences if the weaknesses of the course are not addressed.

Mathematical Modeling

Although most students indicated they were comfortable with hav ing

mathematical models provided, they should be enoouraged, not only to formu late models

from given data, but to gather the actual data itself, as an important part of the scientific

process invo lves the accurate and precise measurement of some charac teristic of a real

life phenomenon. Readi ly available technology such as Texas Instrument 's (TI)

Calculator Based Labor atory (CBL) allows the graphi ng calculator to be used by the

stude nt for data collection, and TI Interactive software allows the retrieval of data from

Internet documents to the graph ing calcu lator for analysis. The rece nt emphasis placed on

the use of graphing technology in mathematics, and the ava ilab ility of graph ing

calculators in provincia l high schoo ls now permi ts more meaningful investigation of

mathematical concepts throug h mathematica l mode lling .
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"""',~

Seven students indicated that there was an emphasis on getting the correct an swer

as opposed to unde rstanding the meaning of the answer . Thi s result, and the indicated

lack of emph asis on determining the reasonableness of answers, may indicate an

emphas is in the cours e on product instead of on process and the mean ing of the process

outcom e. Thi s empha sis may allow students to be successful as Collectors (Frid, 1992) ,

who hav e the ability to successfully manip ulate symbols and apply rules but may atta in

only a surface level under stand ing of conce pts. In addition , this empha sis doe s not send

the appropriate message to student s about the nature of calculus kno wledge nor will

calculus courses with such an emphasis produce graduates who are suited for science,

engineering, and academi a.

Seven students also reported that they viewed calcu lus as a collection of rules and

procedure s that had to be memorized. One student noted that, "All the course is is

memorizin g rules." Anothe r, during a discussion with the instructor comparing the meri ts

of the course text with that of another text which was muc h more appl ication orie nted,

staled in reference to the alternate text , "That' s the way it should be." However, success

on the AP Calculu s AB exam ination require s that studen ts memo rize man y of the roles of

differentiation and integrat ion, as portions of the mult iple cho ice section of the

examination expect students to use these rule s, without the aid of technology, merely to

obta in the correct distracto r. Until the AP Calculus AB examination places less emphasis
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on the simpl e application of rules and procedu res, memoriza tion will continu e to be an

important aspect of the course.

Both groups expected to have to memor ize a good deal of materia l in the course .

This expectation may be a result of the way students have typically learned mathematics

in the past. Some high school mathematics students have been successful in previous

mathematics courses by memorizing procedures and examples and using these

procedure s to solve template problems on evaluation. Hence they achieve a surface level

understandin g of mathem atical prerequisites that is not sufficient to ensure success in a

first calcu lus course .

Symbolic Manipulat ion

Tables 37 and 48 may indicate that, for completers at least, emphasis was placed

on computational, as opposed to interpretative , skills. Homework ques tions, and to a

lesser extent evaluation instrume nts, required a considera ble amount of symbolic

manipuJation. For sites which did not have a copy of Derive, many questions which

involved implicit functions could not be attempted using graphing calcu lator technology,

and had to beapproached using paper and pencil techniques. For functions explicitly

written in terms of the independent variable, graphing calculators could produce only the

numerical result s of differentiat ion and integration and nor the symbolic result. While

pure computational skill is required on the AP Calculus AB examina tion , the prevalence

of questions requiring symbolic manipulation without technolog y may send improper

epistemological messages to students.
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Student-Teache r Interact ion

The responses in Table 38 indicate overall dissatisfaction with the level of

interaction with the instructor. This dissatisfaction with synchronous interaction is

jus tified given the frequency of technical difficulties durin g online classes and the

resulting loss of communication between students and instructor. It may also have been a

result of an expec tation on the part of the student that the instructor would be visiting the

sites regularly, as happened in the previous year. These vis itations did not occur, as the

cost was prohibitive. However, many of the avenues for asynchronous interaction were

seldom or never utilized, especially by noncompleters. Students in Mathematics 4225,

like those students in distance education courses delivered using the Telem edicine model,

could contact the instructor by e-mail, telephone, or fax. In addition, they could also have

used the bulletin board feature. However, many students did not make full use of the

avenues available for interac tion with the instructor. The private e-mail feature was used

only by a very limited number of students, and consistently by only one student. This

student was also the only one who contacted the instructor by telephone. In additio n,

students in Mathematics 4225 did not contact the instructor by fax, other than to submit

assignme nts and tests. According to Hiltz (1993), students who are not motivated to take

advan tage ofthcsc opportunities for interaction may be more suited to courses delivered

in the traditional manner.

~

Although students were generally satisfied with the amount of writing in the

course, their response may have been based on a comparison between the quantity of
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writing required in high school mathemati cs course and that of AP calculus. Secondary

school mathematic s courses generally have very limited writing requ irements, and in

comparison, the amount of writing requiredin Mathematics 4225 was greater. However,

writing requirements in Mathemati cs 4225 are still far below that desired for a revitalize d

calculus course.

Topics Linked to Careers

Students were generally undecided as to whether a wide range of calcul us

applications should be presented or if applications should be career specific. Th is result

may stem from student indecision about career plans while enrolled in the course.

However , the indecision in preference for varied versus career-o riented applications

parallels that of mathematics educators and scientists, some of whom desire eclectic

applications of calculus concepts and some of whom prefer a more discipline-oriented

approach.

Feedback

While students were generally satisfied with the promptness of feedback on

evaluat ion, both groups indicated the qualit y of the feedback from the instructor on

evaluation instruments was unsatisfactory. The instructor did cover some homework

questions as requested by students during online classes, but students received no regular

evaluative feedback on homework. Accordingly, students missed an opportunity to gain

information about teacher expectations and course objectives, and the instructor lost

informa tion on student and class performance. The instruct or did evaluate and locate
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student errors on assignments and examinat ions, and somet imes made suggestions for

alternate approac hes to a prob lem, but students did not receive the comp lete solutio ns for

assignments or tests. The lack of high quality feedback on evaluat ion instruments and

homework assignmen~s was detrimenta l to student understanding of the course mater ial

as it decreased studen t motiva tion to complete homework questions and did not provide

the direction necessary to help students overcome the ir misconce ptions of the

mathematical concepts, a" it diminis hed opportunities for the instruc tor to crea te the

cogn itive con flict which Tall and Vinner (1981) believe is often necessary for the

transition from concep t image to concept definition. The prov ision of high quality

feedback is especially important in course s like a web-based AP calculus that require

students to be independent learners, but prov ide reduced direct contact with the teacher.

Students indi cated that they were cons istently working two to three sectio ns

behind the instructor. Th is may indicate that students did not use their study time

effectively or that other demands mean t that insufficien t time remained to keep on

schedu le in the course. The resu lts may also indicate that the time allotted for the course

in the schoo l schedule is insufficie nt givcn the greate r demands of the course . As well,

some stude nts viewed the course as an extra and gave priority to other courses needed for

gradua tion and entrance into pos t-secondary institutions and did not spend sufficie nt time

on Mathemati cs 4225 to ensure they kept pace with the instructor. As a result. students

were genera lly unpre pared for online classes , not having read the appro priate pages of the

text nor formulated appropriate quest ions which could lead to the furth er ass imilation and
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synthesis of mater ial. Consequently , much online class time was used for the

introd uction, as opposed to the further refinemen t of understanding, of calc ulus concepts .

The course eva luation did contain some proofs, but none were unseen. As well,

the AP Calculus AB examinat ion typical ly does not contain any proofs and hence they

were not emphasized in the course , especially given the time constraints imposed by the

techn ical difficulties experienced dur ing on line clas ses. while students genera lly find

proofs challenging, they are part of the work of mathematic ians. Hence, students in this

course did not often expe rience an importan t aspect of mathemat ics. Five of the fifteen

participant s indicated a need for more proofs in the course and their response may

support Wilso n and Albers ( 1988) claim that proof is needed to attrac t strong

mathemati cal stude nts.

Numerical Methods

The homework and evaluation que stion s placed emphasis on the integration and

differentiation of numerou s functions speci fically selecte d to fit the basic differentia tion

and integration rules. Stude nts were only occasionally requ ired to differe ntiate or

integrate numerica lly. The lack of emphas is on nwncrical methods in Mathematic s 4225

parallels that on the AP Calculus AB examinat ion which seldom requ ire numerical

methods . Examinati on questions dealing with integrals that do not fit the basic integrat ion

rules require only that the student set up but not evaluate the integral. The lack of

emphasis on nume rical methods in the cour se is not indicativ e of the usefuln ess or
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applicabilit y of these methods in solvin g real-world problems. Questions requiring

numerica l method s permit solutions using computer programming and may be ideall y

suited to Dubinsky' s ACE Teaching Cycle (1999 ). Correctly structured activities centred

on numerical methods may help students achieve a deeper understanding of mathematical

concepts.

Class Presentations

The reluctance of both groups to participat e in class presentations may indicate

that students were not comfortable presentin g to their classmates and this feelin g may

have been a result of the lack of interaction between sites. The varying offline schedules,

plus the demand for computers by other classes at different sites, made it diffic ult for

students at one site to interact with those at another site. Many students could not

establish communicati on after school hours as they lacked Internet-ready computer s or

other necessary hardware and software. Telephone calls between students could be

expensive and, as students were somewhat isolated geographically, face-to-face

interaction was limited. These barriers may have been viewed as insurmountable by

student s, especiall y for those who might have formed a group with class mates at another

site. Hence students did not experien ce the benefits of collaborat ive leam ing to the same

extent as was possible by interacting with students at remote sites as well as with their

on-site classma tes. Their reluctance to participate in presentations may also indicate that

they were not comfortable with their level of comprehension of the course material and

suggests a surface as oppo sed to a deep understanding of calcu lus concept s.
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Both groups indicated that the two pieces of mathematical software recommended

for the course did not aid in their understan ding of the course material. The Mathemat ics

4225 course descrip tion recommended that each site purchase a copy of Geometer's

Sketchpad. Derive was available online as a free demonstration version that was suitable

for the course . Both programs were important as they could enhance student

understand ing of fundamenta l calcu lus ideas. However, studen ts did not receive training

for either pieces of software and used them infrequent ly or not at all. As well, bandwidth

restrictions prevented the instructor from shari ng these applications with the sites that did

not have them. In not using these technologies, stude nts lost the oppo rtunity for a deeper

understanding of calculus concepts through greater focus on modeling and interpretation

of results, more realistic applications , and the relegation of symbolic man ipulation to

computers.

Links to other Disciplines

While completers indicated that calcu lus was connected to other discipl ines,

noncompleters were undecided. The difference in results between the two groups may be

due to the timing of the introduct ion of applications of the major calculus concepts.

Applications of differen tiation did not occur until the last sect ion of the third chapter and

the last half of the fourth chapter. Applications of integration occurred in the second part

of the course and the project was not due until the last month ofthe school year. In all

cases, noncompleters had withdrawn from the course well before experie ncing the full
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range of applications of calcu lus, and so the link to other disciplines was no! well

establis hed.

Learning

Both groups indicated that it was necessary to be an independent learner and to be

respons ible for their own learn ing in order to be successfu l in the course . However, both

groups indicated that the web-based version of the course did not suit the way they

learned and nnncompleters indicated that participating in the course did not help them

become better learners. Their responses indicate that although both groups recogn ize the

need for independence and responsibility in learning in the web-base d environ ment.

noncompleters in particular did not achieve the autonomous self-learning which

Kaswonn and Yao (1992) insist should be part of the learning process, poss ible because

they withdrew from the course before it had any significant positive impact on their

learning.

While students generally did not feel isolated. each site had two or more students

and so had at least one other classmate with which to interact and experie nce the benefits

of collaborative learning. It may be difficult for a single student at one site to overcome

feelings of isolation given the current imped iments to synchronous interaction with

instructor , and with students ar other sites . The audio problems experienced during online

classes , thc difficulty accessi ng the AP student comp uters, and the possib le lack of a

properly equipped computer at home could reduce both the synchro nous and
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asynchronous interact ion of a lone studen t with other oourse part icipants and jeo pardize

that student's chance for success in the course.

Teac her Suppo rt

All three noncompleters who indicated they received enough support from the

teacher were located at the same site as the instructor and cou ld meet face-to-face with

the instructor for fifteen minutes afte r each on line class and for seve nty- five minutes

dur ing those offline classes when no offsite students requested help. This would indicate

that the typ ical nonoompleter in Mathematics 4225 did not receive enough support from

the teacher . Cc mple ters may have been more independent learne rs and generally did not

req uire suppo rts such as feedback and solut ions for evaluation and homework, on-s ite

visitati ons. and a complete set of notes to the same extent as noncompleters.

Connectio n to Previous Knowledge

Most students indicated that the oourse material was not connected to their

prev ious knowledge and expe rience. To foster a deep approach to learning, Biggs (1994)

indicates that new ideas and concepts must be related to the stude nt's exist ing knowledge

and conceptual framework. If the interconnect ions betw een new and previous knowledge

are not fonn cd, reification of concepts may be espec ially difficu lt as students may not

exp and nor reconstru ct existing schemata.

Discussion of Materi al

Nonco mpleters indicated that the discourse was not sufficient to bring about

understand ing of concep ts. This result may be accurate with respect to the dialogue that
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occurred during online classes. Technical difficulties during these classes often meant

that insufficient time was avai lable for an in depth discussion of concepts and hence only

a succinct coverage of material occurred to allow students some time for homework

questio ns. However, noncompleters in particular did not avail of the opportu nities for

asynchronous communication. Th is group seldom used e-mail, fax or telephone to initiate

contact with the instructor or with other students. This meant that for students who were

not onsite with the instructor, the opportunities for discussion of material was very

limited.

Deep versus Surface Learn ing

The reported results in Table 56 as to why students completed work, their

detennination ofthe mean ing oftheir work, its overall connect ion to the course, and its

relation to their previous knowledge and experience indicate that completers generally

had a deeper approach to learning than nnncompleters. Noncomple ters may have adopted

a surface approach to learning because their motivation was not intrinsic, they were

passive as opposed to active in the learn ing process, they had limited discuss ions about

concepts with instructor and classmates, and the material they were learn ing was often

not related to their previous knowledge and experience . These students had no input in

the selection ofthe material covered or in planning learn ing activities, online classes were

often dominated by the instructo r with little student input or discourse among

participants, and new calculus concepts were often not introduced in detail in order to

keep on schedule in the course.
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Thinking Ability

Noncomple ters indicated that participation in Mathematics 4225 did not improve

their ability to think, nor did it help them become better learners . However, as most

noncompl eters withdrew from the course early on, it is doubtfu l that noncomp leters were

enrolled in the course long enough for the experience to have any positive impact on their

ability to think or learn, especially if they viewed the course as an attractive but

unessential part of their school exper ience.

Applica tions of Concepts

Noncompleters also indicated that they had difficulty applying the things they

learned. This may again indicate that noncomp leters had only a surface level

understa nding of the concepts which prevented them using their knowledge in realistic

situations and expanding and interconnecting their existing schemata. This difficu lty may

also be a result of a noncompleters ' lack of opportuni ty to apply concepts . The

applications of derivatives were not studied until well after the students had learned much

of the theory and rules of derivatives . By the time the applica tions of derivat ives appear,

many noncompleters had withdrawn from the course and hence had little opportunity to

apply the concepts learned earlier.

On-Site Competition

Noncornpleters were undecided as to the benefit of on-site competition. fo r some

students, on-site competition may act as a motivator to work harder, but only if the

student attr ibutes success to effort instead of ab ility, Ability is viewed as an internal,
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stable trait, and students who believe their ability is the cause of their success and failure

would not attribute success or failure to effort and hence would not believe the extra

effort stemming from on-site compet ition was a factor in achievement. The result may

also indicate that some students may prefer to work as part of a community of learne rs

rather than in competition with one another.

Topics to Receive More Time

Studen ts reported that a variety of topics should have received more time. Several

completers indicated that more time should be spent on volumes of revolution.

Noncompleters required more time on preca lculus topics. However, the vast majori ty of

the preca lculus topics were part of the syllabus of Advanced Mathem atics 3201, which

was a prerequisite for Mathematics 4225. This may indicate that noncompleters may have

had only a surface level understandin g of these prerequi site topics, even after they had

been reviewed in Mathemat ics 4225. Noncompleters also indicated they needed more

time on all the topics in Mathematics 4225. This requirement may be j ustified given the

relatively much greater amount of material covered in the course as compared with other

high school , two credit course s and the early examination date for students seeking

university credit. The amount and difficulty of the material in Mathematics 4225 greatly

exceeds that in other high school advanced mathematics courses. As well, thc course was

scheduled to be finished by the end of April to allow students time for review before they

wrote the AP Calculus AS examination in mid-May. However, in two of the three sites,

students were only allotted time equivalent to that of a two credit high school course and
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were required to spend much more time studying outside of schoo l hours that they were

accus tomed to.

Aspec ts to Receive More Emphasis

All completers indicated that man ipulat ion and procedure should have received

more emphas is in the course, a direc t contradiction to the em phasis on conceptua l

understa nding desired by calculus reformers . Their respo nse may indica te tha t completers

perceive that these aspects are an import ant componen t of homewo rk and eva luatio n and

are esse ntial for success in the course .

Nine ofthe fiftee n students in the course also indicated that problem solving

should have rece ived more emphasis . This resu lt may stem from stude nts ' need to have

the practicality of thc material they have learned demonstrated through the applica tion of

calcul us concepts to other disci plines.

Means to Improve Learn ing

Noncomplcters indicated their learning could be improve d if tec hnology was

improved, particularly the audio component of online classes. The audio prob lems were a

consta nt source of frustrat ion for both the instructor and stude nts and made online classes

less than effective. They were a contributing factor to the withdrawa l of a sign ifican t

port ion of the noncomp leters. Noncompleters also expressed a need for more interact ion

throug h more face-to-face meetings with the instructor, more online classes , and an on-

site teacher. They also indicated there should beless but more focused homework with an

emphasis on the com pletion of that homewor k.
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While completers identified a number of means to improve their learning, no one

area received special emphasis, indicating they were more satisfied overall with the
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Chapter Ten: Comparison of Texts and Exam inations

The first part of this chapte r compares the current Mathematics 4225 course text

(Calculus of a Single Variable: Early Transcendental Functions, Fifth Edit ion, by

Larson, Hostetler and Edward s) with an alternate text (Calculus , Second Edition, by

Hughes-Hallett , Gleaso n, et al.) that has recently received support as a more suitable text

for a first calcu lus course . The chap ter begi ns with a short description of the alte rnate

text, a com parison of the featu res of both text s, and a comparison of the epistemo logical

messages that each text conveys to students. The secon d part of the cha pter compares The

College Board AP Calcu lus AB exam ination s from 1988 and 1997 with respect to the

effects of the increase in emphasis on graphing techno logy on recent exam inations.

Curren t and Poten tial AP Calculus AB Texts

Description of the Alternate Text

The 1998 second edition of Calculus (also known as Consortium Calculus),

produced by a consortium based at Harvard University. has receive d support as a suitable

text for a first calcu lus course . The focus of the text is depth of understandin g ofa small

num ber of key calculus concep ts as opposed to breadth of coverage .

The text has two guiding principles. The first is a de-empha sis on problem s that

can be solved using the examples presented in each section as templates. Students must

grapple with and learn the ideas and concepts of calculus to beco me successful problem

solvers. Many of the application prob lem s are ope n-ended with more than one correc t
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approach and have solutions that requir e common sense knowledge. These problems also

encourage students to develop estimati ng and approx imat ing skills. The seco nd guiding

principle is the Rule of Four. Where poss ible, topics are presented verbally as well as

geometric ally , numerically, and analyt ically, to provide alte rnate aven ues throug h which

stude nts can understand the materi al.

The text develops mathematical thinki ng by first helpi ng students acquire a clear

intuitive picture of the central ideas. The student is then led to reason with these intuit ive

ideas and to explain their reaso ning in plain English. Finally , the student has a choice to

subsequently focus on theory or to focus on modeling. Those students favo ring a

theo retical approach may choose the Focus on Theorysections , which exposes them to

the formulation of axioms, definitions, and theorems, and the construction of proo fs.

These sections also guide students to construc t defin it ions and proofs independently.

Alternat ively, stude nts favoring a more pract ical approac h may choose the Focus on

Modeling sect ions, whic h explore selected calculus applications in depth.

The text also allows for the developme nt of mathema tical skills and the use of

techno logy . The Focu s on Practice sections conta in a battery of problems that allow

stude nts to develop mechanical skills in differentiation and integratio n. The text contains

many questions that can be approac hed graphically but is not supported by any speci fic

graphing calculator, graphing softwa re. or compute r algebra system. Students are

expec ted to use their own judgm ent in dete rmining the applicab ility and suita bility of

technology.
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Features of the Texts

The followin g section compares the features of the Consortium Calculus text with

those of the Mathematics 4225 text (Larson Text). Tables 6&to 73 contain the major

features of each text. A (.f ) indicates that the text possesses the feature, an (X) indicates

that it docs not. Any differences between common features are noted. The latter part of

the section identifies other differences between texts .

Rules and Formula e

Table 67
Rules and Formulae: A Comparison of Texts

F~ture Calculus Consortium Text Ca lculus of a Single Variable

Basic Differentiation Rules ./ ./

Basic Integration Rules ./ ./

Geometry Formulas ./ ./

Trigonometric Rules ./ ./

Algebra Rules ./ ./

Although both texts contain the features of Table 67, there are some significant

differences in the comprehensiveness of most sets of rules and formulae . The basic rules

of differentiation and integration , the trigonometric rules, and the geometry formulas are

much more exhaustive in the Larson text than in the Consortium text. The basic rules of
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differentia tion appear in three separate locations in the Larson text. and the most

compre hensive listing in chapter five contains 24 rules. Only 12 of these rules appear in

one location in the Consort ium text. The basic rules of integra tion appear in three

separate locations in the Larson text, and the most comprehensive listing in Appendix C

contains 91 rules . Only 31 of these rules appeared in one location in the Consortium text.

Forty-six rules of trigonometry appear on the inside of the back cover of the Larson text

as opposed to only 5 such rules inside the front cover of the Consortium text. Twenty-six

geometry formulas appear inside the front cover of the Larson text as opposed to 6 inside

the front cover of the Consort ium text. The algebra formulas of both texts are similar in

number and type.

Graph ics Tips Notes Remarks & Summaries and Guidelines

Table 68
Graph ics Tips Notes Remarks & Summaries and Guidelines: A Comparison of Texts

Feature Calculus Consort ium Text Calculus of a Single Variable

Colour Graphics ./ ./

Technology Tips X ./

Historical Notes ./ ./

Summaries and Guidelines ./ ./

Remarks X ./

The graphics of the Larson text contains a greater number and combinations of

colours, and the book is interspersed with full colour photographs. The Consorti um text
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uses black, gray or biue, and conta ins no full colour photographs. Th is text contains no

technology tips as separate entities, but does contain one reference to the

misunderstandings that can result from incorrect window boundaries when using the

graphing calculator. It also does not have historical notes as separate entities. Famo us

mathematicians are briefly mentioned only in reference to the concept being discussed as

it relates to some problem that the mathematician attempted to solve. Summar ies in the

Consortium text are located at the end of each chapter and are very brief, namin g only the

most important concepts in the chapter as headings with a limited number of

subheadings. Summaries in the Larson text are dispersed throughout the chapters and

sometimes require an ent ire section of the chapter. Guidelines, sometimes referred to as

Problem Solving Strategies in the Larson text and Practical Tips in the Consortium text,

are generally similar, although not as frequent in the Consort ium text. Remark s again are

not separate entities in the Consortiwn text but are incorporated into the written

discussion of the materia l.
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Exercise s and Problems

Table 69
Exercises and Problems: A Comparison of Texts

Feature

Graphing Calculator Exercises

Challenging Homework
Prob lems

Variety of Homework
Problems

Many Basic Computation
Prob lems

Calculus Consortium Text

x

Calcu lus of a Single Variab le

Both texts share most of the features of Table 69, but with some differences . The

Larson text identifies specific quest ions requi ring technology , particularly those

involving the graphing calcula tor, whereas the Consort ium text requires studen ts to

decide when and how technology will be useful. While both texts have varied and

challen ging homework questions , challenging quest ions are much more preva lent in the

Consort ium text, as it typically presents fewer skill development questions and proceeds

more quickly to more demandi ng problems. The only part of the text containing a large

quantity of skill development questio ns are the two Focuson Practicesections that were

aimed at the development of differentiation and integration skills. The Larson text often

presents a larger quantity of basic computa tion problems aimed at skill develo pment in

each section before providi ng challenging questions . The Consortium text does not

contain any true or false questions . Those in the Larson text require a high level of
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understand ing of the mater ial and direct the student to find counter example s for those

statements they believe to be false.

Table 70
Appendices : A Comparison of Texts

Feature

Appendix A: Proofs

Append ix B: Basic Differentiation
Rules

Appendix C: Integration Tables

Appendix D: Real Numbers and the
Real Number Line

Calculus Consorti um Text

x

x

x

x

Calculus of a Single Variable

,/

,/

The appendices of the Consort ium text are quite different from those of the

Larson text. The proofs of selected theorems found in Appendix A of the Larson text are

conta ined in the Focus on Theory sect ions of the Consortium text. The other appendices

of the Consortium text contain material on roots and accuracy, compound interest , polar

coordinates, complex numbers . Newto n' s method and parametric equations.
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Answers and Solutions

Table 71
Answe rs and Solutions : A Compar ison of Tex ts

Feature

Answers to Odd Nu mbere d
Questions

Student Solution and Study
Guide

Calcu lus Consorti um Text Calculus of a Single Variable

./ ./

Both texts provide answers to the odd numbe red exerc ises and have an

accompanying student solution and study guide. However, the stude nt guide for the

Consort ium text contai ns the solut ions to only half the odd-numbered questions.

PrcrcguisitesChaptcr

Table 72
Prerequisites Chapter : A Comparison of Texts

Feature

Prerequisites Chapter

Calcu lus Conso rtium Text Calculus of a Single Variab le

./ ./

A large part ofthe initial chapter of both texts is devoted to a rev iew offunct ions

However, the Consortium text forgoes the discussion of instantaneous and average rate of

change included in the Larso n text and instead includes concavity, increasi ng and

decreasing functions. asymptotes, translat ions, amp litude, period and phase shift of

trigonometric functio ns. and continuity, and contains a Focus on Theory sect ion which
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introduces the student to several theorems and their proofs. The Larson text provides a

discussion of thesc topics in other chapters.

A further comparison of the texts reveals that in the Consortium text:

(a) modeling and applications have been increased.

(b) projects are more numerous and have been introduced much earlier.

(c) problem solving has received more emphasis and problems arc more realistic.

(d) the number of problems which can besol....edfollowing template examples has

been reduced.

(e) the number of basic computation problems has decreased. However, the text

supplies some template problems in the Focuson Practicesections.

(f) students are required to justi fy their answers more frequently.

(g) the ability to succeed though the memorization of procedures and rules has been

reduced significantly.

(h) the motivation for studying calculus concepts is more readily apparent.

(i) there has been a significant decrease in the amount of symbolic manipulation and

more emphasis has been placed on the meaning of the result of symbolic

manipulation.

(j) greater emphasis hasbeen placed on numerical methods.

(k) links to other disciplines have been established through modeling and projects.

(I) skill in estimation and approximation is essential.

(m) error approximation has received more emphasis.
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(n) a greater number of questions at the end of each sect ion of the text require deeper

level mental processing.

(0) deep learning is fostered through motivation, activity, and a structured know ledge

base.

(p) a minimalist approach to colour graphics allows emphasis on subject matter itself

as opposed to the presentation of the subject matter.

(q) the emphasis on proof has increased.

Epistemolog ical Messages Contained in the Texts

Epistemology deals with the origin and nature of knowledg e. The epistemo logica l

messages conveyed by mathematics textbooks can have a strong influence on the way

student s view and learn mathematics. An analysis of these epistemological messages can

provide some understanding of the diffic ulties encountered by students as they attempt to

learn calculu s for the first time. This section compares some of the epistemologica l

messages conveyed by the Larson and Consortium texts, in an attemp t to identify

inappropriate epistemo logical messages in each text and hence determine if one text is

more epistemolog ical ly suitable for Mathematics 4225.
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A Comparison of the Epistemol ogical Messages Conta ined in the Texts

Message One: St uden ts a re expected to learn mathematics for th e sake of learnin g

math em at ics.

This message is conveyed more strongly by the Larso n text. In the chapter on the

applicat ions of the derivative, this text provides no introduct ion to give the student an

indication of how the derivative will be applied. Instead the text j umps immediately to

sect ion one on finding the extre ma of an interva l. The student is asked to accept on faith

that the useful ness of der ivatives will become explicit somew here later in the chap ter and

will j ustify the effort in learn ing every thing else in the meantim e. In its corresponding

chapter, the Consorti um text provides a short introductory parag raph expl aining that the

derivative will beused to ana lyze the behavior of functions and in optimizati on problems.

Thi s makes explicit how the derivative can be usefu l and creates an appropriate mind set

for the student. The text also makes a somew hat nebulous link betwee n the upcomin g

material and that cove red in previous chapters .

In its introd uction to continu ity, the Larso n text provides no motivation for

studying the concept. Only after two definitions, three theorems, seve n examples, and a

good deal of explanation, is there any mention of the Intermedi ate VaJue Theorem. Even

then, it is three paragraphs later before it is noted that a function that is not continuous

does not necessarily possess the intermediate value property, and another paragra ph

before a use for th is theore m is made explicit. Of the four applicatio n prob lems near the

end of the exercises, the three most realistic applications involve functions thai are

discontinuous and the one problem using continuous functio ns seems to becontrived . In
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its initial brief introduction to continuit y, the Consortium text immed iately makes it clear

that continuity will only be discussed from the graphical and numerical points of view

and that the concept will be investiga ted in more depth in chapter two . Neve rtheless , the

text gives a genera l reaso n why continuityis important by line four of the first paragraph

and at least mentions the Intermediate Value Theorem by line seven . The second

paragraph goes on to explain why cont inuity on an interval is needed to guarantee the

exis tence of a zero tor a function whose value changes sign on that interval. Hence

student s are provided with a reason why continuity might be worthy of study . However,

none ofthe exerc ise sets in either of the chapters in this text have real-life. relevant

questions involving continuous functions.

Message Two: Th e de velopm ent of mechani cal skills is mor e essentia l tha n the
applica tion of concepts

This message is conveyed more strongly by the Larson text. The majority of the

exercise sets in this text begin with a significan t number of questions aimed at skill

developmen t before provid ing any questions which require a deep understanding of

materia l or grappling with calcu lus concep ts. The first section of chapter two of this text

deals with the derivative and the tangent line problem. The sect ion provides five

examples that requirestudents to find the derivative of a function using the definition of

deriva tive (the limiting process ). In each of these examp les, the student must also find the

slope of the correspo nding tangent line at one or more points or is reminded by the text

that the derivative can be usedto find the slope ofthe tangent line. The text then
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illustrates, using graphs and the alternative form of the derivative, three conditions wh ich

destroy the differentiabi lity ofa function.

The exercise sci for this sect ion conta ins 65 questions. The first two questio ns ask

the student to estimate the slope of the tangen t line given the graph with the tangen t

drawn through a poin t on the graph. The third question requires that students evalua te a

function at particu lar points in the domain given the graph with the coordinates of these

points on the graph. All three questions , plus the first part of quest ion four, do not require

any knowle dge of the derivati ve. Only the secon d part of question four requires the

student to make the connec tion between the slope of the line tangen t to the grap h of a

function at a point and the derivative ofthe function eva luated at that po int. Quest ions 5

to 26 are very much like the first five examp les and cou ld be desc ribed as plug-and-chug

exercise s. Questions 27 through 32 requ ire the student to make the connection between

the geometric interp retat ion of the derivative of a function (the slopes of the tangents) and

the graph of the derivative itself. These ques tions do not requ ire the student to form ulate

any new knowledge about derivatives since the connecti on is explici tly stated in the

sect ion and is illustrated thro ugh numerous exam ples. The only difference here is that the

questions are posed in a somew hat different manner . The same can be said of questions

33 to 36. The first two quest ions com bine technique s used in questions one and two and

in ques tions 17 throug h 24 . The last two arc esse ntially the same as the last part of

que stion three . Questions 37 through 42 ask students to determi ne if a function is

differentiab le at a point in its doma in using the alte rnative form ofthe derivat ive, but th is

requ ires noth ing more than evaluatin g a limit. These ques tion s again amount to little
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more than plug-and- chug exerc ises. Questions 43 through 52 only require that the student

compare each graph with the three earl ier graphs that illustrate how differentiabi lity is

destroyed . Question s 53 through 58 are essentially the same as questions 37 through 42

except that the former questions do not require the use of the alternative form of the

derivative . The student is left to determine how to best approach the questions. Que stion

59 leads students to investigate the relationsh ip between odd and even functions and the

value of the derivative when the abscissas are additive inverses. Quest ion 60 applie s the

results of question 59 to a specific even and a specific odd function. Only the true or false

questions from 61 through 64 ask students to consider the finer points of some of the

concepts to which they have been exposed . Finally, question 65 provide s a counter

example for question 62, effectively negating the intent of the latter question, and

requires little more than the evaluation of a limit using the squeeze theorem . Practically

all the questions here require at most a superficial understanding of the concepts

presented in the section but do require a facility in evaluating limits. Neither question in

this exercise set utilizes the derivative, the tangent to a curve, or the differentiab ility of a

function in any real-life application. Hence the message sent to students by this text is

that facility in symbolic manipulation and the ability to complet e exercises followin g

temp late exampl es in the text is more essential than the formu lation of new knowledge, a

deep understanding of concepts and the abi lity to apply calculus concepts in real-life

situations.

The Consortium text investigates the derivative at a point , and the differentiability

of a function , in two separate sections. It first deals with average rate of chan ge and uses
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one volume exam ple to illustrate how the average rate of change can vary on different

time intervals. It then presents the physical interpretation of the derivative (as an

instantaneous rate of change) and then the geometric interpretati on (as the slope ofthe

curve at a point and the slope of the tangent to the curve at a point). Of the eight

examples presented, only the last uses the actual pen and pencil calculation of a limit to

find the derivative of a function. The other exam ples require the use ofa graph to

determine the sign of the derivative ofa function at a point on the graph or to estimate the

value of a function or its deriva tive at a point on the graph.

The exercises at the end of this section contain thirty-three questions. Twelve of

these questions could be answered via the mechanical computation of the derivative using

the limiting process, although students are not directed to use this process . These

questions do not appear until after twelve other questions thai help students to

differentiate average and instantaneous rate of change (questions 2, 4, 10 and 11),

dist inguish between the value ofa function and the value of its derivative (questions 3, 7

9), estimate the value and sign of derivative at a point on a curve (quest ions I and 12),

and derive the limit which is the definition of the derivat ive (questio ns 5 and 6). These

exercises may be crucia l in the development of a deep understand ing of the meaning of

the derivative and they are appropriately placed before drill questions 13 through 24.

Quest ions 25 throug h 30 again require students to estimate the value of the derivative of a

function at a point, albeit with nastier functions. Question 31 presents a real-life

application on rate of change of population growth. Question 32 helps develop the

constancy of the value of the derivat ive at a point for a family of functions which differ
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only by a consta nt, and in doin g so sets a basis for a subseq uent unders tanding of why the

deriva tive of a constant function is zero and also why anttdifferemiation produces a

family offunct ions. Finally, question 32 illustrates the error that can result from using the

table method, and the difference quotient with progressively smaller values of the

denomi nator, to approxima te the deriva t ive ofa function at a poin t. The message sent to

students by this text is that while mechanical skill in finding the derivative may be

necessary , it does not overshadow the need for a dee p understand ing of derivat ives

characte rized by a knowledge ofthe difference between average and instantaneo us rate of

change, an awareness of the connectio n between the different interpretations and

represe ntations of the derivative, an ability to select the appropriat e meth od in

determini ng the derivative, accuracy in estimation of the deriva tive, and the capability to

apply the derivative in real-life prob lems.

The sectio n on differentiability appear s later in Consort ium text in the Focus on

Theory section of chapter two. The section includes a discussion of local linearity, a

cogni tive root which Tall ( 1992) believes is more appropriate than the limi t concept as a

basis for study ing calcu lus. However, it appears late in the chapter after much of the

initial work with derivatives has been compl eted. It is doubtful that local linearity can

replace the notion of limit as a basis for studying calculus when the student has been

prev iously exposed to substan tial work with limits.

The section first gives the student a graphical method (zoom ing) for determining

if a function is diffe rentiable at a poin t and, thro ugh illustration and explanat ion, an

intui tive understandi ng of the three ways in which a function can fail to bedifferentiable.
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The lim iting process is introduced in the exam ples but the emphas is is not on the

calculation of this limit, but on how the existence or nonexistence of the limit is

consis tent with the grap hical determina tion of the differentiability of the funct ion at a

point.

The exercise set at the end of the section contains only 15 questions. Question 1

has two graphs that can becompared with the graph s at the beginning of the section to

determi ne point s at which the given graph is not differentiable. Question 2 illustrates the

error that could occur from using graphical techniqu es to deci de if a funct ion is

differentiable at a point. Question s 3 through 5 ask the student to tes t functions for

differentiability on an interval, but a llow the choice of the graph ical or the limiting

technique. Questions 6 through 8 apply the concept of differe ntiabi lity in

electro magnet ism. Ques tions 9 and 10 deal with the relatio nship between cont inuit y and

differentiabi lity and questions II through 15 examin e local linearization . Very few of

these questions req uire the actual calculation of a limit to determin e differentiabilit y.

Instead, students are often encoura ged to investigate the function graphically. The text

de-emphas izes the man ual calculat ion of limits to determ ine differentiabi lity and instead

leads student s to investigat ions using a graphical approach. It also make s evid ent the need

for an awareness of the danger ofa complete reliance on linear appr oximation . Final ly,

the text illustrates the prac ticality of the differentiabilit y by appl ying it in real -li fe

situations. The message here is that the manual skill of calculating a lim it to determin e

differentiability is less important than establishing the connect ion between

differentiability and continuit y and the real-life app lication of the concept.
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The Consortium text also conve ys the importance of the application of concepts

through ubiquitous projects and model ing. Every chapter in the text contains a section

where students are asked to apply the concepts learned to a real-life situation, and a wider

selection of projects is contained in the Appendix H. In addition, three chapters have

sect ions devoted to mathematical modeling where students explore applications of

calculus. The Larson text contains no dedicated project or modeling sect ions.

Message Three: Th e theory of mat hematics is important.

This message is conveyed more strongly by the Conso rtium text. The theory of

mathematics is evident in both texts, but many ofthe importan t proofs in the Larson text

are relegated to Appendix A. According to the survey, students were either unaware of

the exis tence of this appendix or ignored it, and hence missed exposu re to a significan t

amount of the basic theory of calculus. In the Consorti um text, instead of being hidden

near the back of the text, sections labeled Focus on Theory are incorporated into four of

the chapters covered in the course. This compares with two Focuson Practicesect ions

and three Focuson Modeling sections . The number and inclusion of the Focus on Theory

sections throughout the text sends a message to students that the importance of theory

equals that of skills acquisition and modeling.

Message Four: In II flrst ca lculus course, the deve lopmen t of for mal reaso ning is
more impo rta nt than the developme nt of intuit ive reason in g.

This message is conveyed more strongly by the Larson text. A significant number

of proofs are presented in both texts, and the exercise sets of both texts eontain questions

requiring proofs, but the method of presenta tion is consistently more formal in the Larson
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text. This may leave the student with the impression that only the traditional , formal

presentation of proof is acceptable at this level . The Consortiu m text also contain s proofs

presented in the formal manner, but presents a significant number of proofs using a less

formal, written explanation. This allows for the development of intuitive, as well as

formal, reasoning.

Message Five: The history of matb emartcs is of litt le import an ce.

This statement is conveyed more strongly by the Consortium text, although

neither text stresses the history of mathematics to any great degree. A review oflhe index

of both texts finds reference in the Larson text to 41 mathematician s or scientists who

were importan t in the development of calculus, but only 18 in the Consortium text. As

well, any historical reference to these scientists in the Consortium text is incorporated

into the wording of the text and any descrip tion of the person does not extend past that

related to the concept being discussed. The Lar son text places its historical notes in the

margins ofthe page, and sometimes adds personal details about the person and a

reference to articles that further provide further informatio n about the person' s life.

However, neither text requires that the student leam anything about any mathem atician ,

nor does either text require any research to extend the student 's historical grounding in

calculus. Hence the message sent to students is that while the history of mathematics may

he an interesting sideline for some, it is not worthwhile knowledge nor docs it merit

extended study.
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Message Six: Th e textu al prese ntati on mlllth:u as much as tbe su bject matter bein J::
presented.

This message is conveyed more strongly by the Larson text. This text uses

nwnero us colours and combinations of colours in its graphics and includes a full page,

multico loured picture at the beginning of each chapter. Presumably, these graphics are

included to attract students' attention but only succeeded in confusing some students . The

purpose of the full page colou red picture at the beginning of each chapter is not readily

apparent, nor is any explicit connect ion made later between the pictures and materiaJ

covere d in the chapter. The purpose of the colourful presentation seems aimed more at

attracting the students ' attention rather than augmenting their understanding of the

concepts. The Consorti wn text takes a minimalist approac h to the usc of colou rs, using

only two shades of blue in diagrams and no full page, multicoloured pictures . The aim of

this text seems to be to direct students' attention towards the subject matter of the text

studied and away from the textual presentation as such [Holm berg 1995).

Message Seven : Th e Import an ce of the ver bal pr esentation of co ncep ts eq ua ls thai of
the nu merical, geometri cal and ana lytic p rese ntations .

This message is conveye d more strongly by the Consortium text. One of the

guiding princip les in the developm ent of the text was that multiple representations

encourage students to reflect on the meaning ofthe materia l. Furthermo re, the addition

of a verbal method of presenting an explanation is important since it allows further

insight into student thought process es. To this end, the text often presents multiple

explanations of concepts, including a commo n English verbal exp lanation, and the

exerc ise sets include a plethora of questions that ask students for descriptions, verbal or
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wri tten justifica tion for their reasoning, or an interpretation of resu lts. In its preface, the

Larson text also claims a renewed emphasis on commun icating mathematics , and even

identifies essay type questions in its exerc ise sets . However , questions that require verbal

or written communication are far less frequent than in the Consortiu m text.

The 1988 and 1997 AP Calculus AB Examinations

Introduc tion

The second pan of this chapter compare s The College Board AP Calculus AB

exam inations from 1988 and 1997 to determine the effect of permitti ng the use of

graphing calculators in recent examinations. Every few years, The College Board

publishes a complete copy of the Calculus AB examinatio n for that year along with the

solution and seoring guide. The 1997 examinati on was chosen because it was the most

recent examination published that allowed the use of graphing calculators. The 1988

examinatio n was chosen because it was representative of earlier exam inat ions that did not

permi t the use of graphing calcu lators. This part of the chapter first presents the format of

each examination. It then compe res the two exam inations in terms of the number of

multiple-choice items that can beanswered by matching an item to a memorized rule and

then manipulating symbols ("plug and chug" items) . This is followed by a compa rison of

the free response section of each examination to determ ine the effects of the use of

graphing calcula tors on more recent examinations.
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Examination Fonnats

The 1988 AP Calculus An Examination

The 1988 examination consisted of two , equally weighted sections . Section I

contained 45 mult iple choice items to becomp leted in 90 minutes and was marked using

a correc t ion factor of the number of items answered correctly minus one-quart er the

number of items answere d incorrectly. Section 2 conta ined six free response problems to

be completed in 90 minutes. Equal weight was assigned to both sections of the

examination and to each item within each section. No calcu lators or reference materia ls

were permitted for either section of the exam inat ion.

The 1997 AP Calculus AB Examination

The 1997 examination consisted of two, equa lly weighted sections. Section I

contained two parts. Part A contained 25 multiple cho ice items to be comp leted in 50

minutes and did not permit the use ofa calc ulato r. Part B contained 15 multip le choice

items to be completed in 40 minutes and did permit the use of a graph ing calculator. This

section was marked using the same correction factor as the 1988 exam inatio n. Section 2

contained six free response problems to be completed in 90 minutes and did perm it the

use of a graphing calculator, although each question cou ld have been answered without it.

Equa l weight was assigned to both sectio ns of the examination and to each question

within each section .
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A Comparison of Section One of Each Examination

An examination of the items in Section 1 of the 1988 exami natio n reveal s that 29

of the 45 items (64%) could be classi fied as "plug and chug". These items require only

the memorization of rules and skill in symbolic manipulat ion. An exam inat ion ofthe

1997 examination revea ls that 160( 25 items in Part A and 8 of 15 items in Part B cou ld

besimilarly class ified. This gives a total 0( 24 of 40 items (60%). If the graph ing

calculator is used where possible in Part B to pcrfonn the symbolic manip ulation, the

total drops to 22 of 40 items (55%).

A Comparison of Sect ion Two of Eac h Examination

Ne ither of the six free response problems in Sectio n 2 of the 1988 exam ination is

an app lication -type problem . Problem 6 (the last and most difficu lt) of Section 2 of the

1997 examination dea ls with solving a differen tial equatio n that arises from the motio n of

a skydiver after her parachute opens. The differenti aJ equation is prov ided , along with its

initial condition , and inpart (a) , students are directed to solve the equati on using

separa tion of variables. Part (b) requires that students find the terminal velocity of the

skydiver using a limit at infin ity. In part (c), the student must dist inguis h betwee n speed

and velocity and determi ne when a safe landing speed is reached .

Anothe r evident difference between the two exami nations is the amount of higher

order thinking requ ired by both examinations. In the 1988 exam ination, problems I to 4

and most of problem 5 contain quest ions that are very similar 10 the questions students
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have solved repeatedly followi ng temp late examples provi ded in the tex t and requi re only

the memorization of ru les and ex pressions. Even quest ion 6, supposedly the most diffi cult

quest ion on the exami nation , requ ires little beyond superficial und erstand ing and sk ill in

integration. The 1997 exam inatio n contains fewer questions of th is type, replacing them

with items tha t requi re a deeper understan ding of the concepts in the course . Questi on 5

in particular can be answered on ly wi th a good unders tand ing of der ivati ves and the

Fundamen tal Theorem of CaJculus and wi ll almost certa inly be novel to students. To

furt her illustrate the difference in the amo unt of higher orde r thinking requi red by the

1997 exami nation, the ques tions on the one common topic teste d in both exami nat ions

(rec tilinear mot ion) will be anal yzed.

T he 1988 Exa mina tion: Sect ion 2, Q ues tio n 2

A part icle moves along the x - axis so that its ve loc ity at any time t z 0 is given by
v(t) = I -sin(2m) .

(a) Find the accelera tion a(t) ofthe particle at an y time t .
(b) Find all values of t , os t :S2 , fo r which the part icle is at rest.
(c) Find the pos ition x(t ) of the part icle at any time t if x(O) = o.

To complete part (a), the studen t needs to know ;

(i) that the acce lerat ion funct ion is obtai ned fro m the derivative of the

velocity funct ion.

(ii) the Sum Rule

(iii) the deri vative ofa constant function

(iv) the derivative of the sine func tion.
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Part (a) demand s little in the way of highe r order thin king as it on ly requ ires the

memo rizat ion of one very basic calculus fact plus one general and two specific simpl e

rules of differen tiat ion.

To complete part (b), the student needs to:

(i) equate the given funct ion to zero.
(ii) solve a simple trigonometric equation and check the solut ions against the

domain.

The completion of part (b) requires no knowledge beyo nd that gained from seconda ry

school mathematic s and physics.

To complete part (c), the student needs to know :

(i) that the position functi on is obtained from the antiderivative of the

velocity funct ion.

(ii) the antideri vative of a constant function.

(iii) the antiderivative of the sine functio n.

(iv) that substitution of the init ial condition will provide the constant of

integration.

Part (c) again only requires the memorizat ion of one basic calculu s fact and two of the

simplest rule s of integration. Even if the student assigns the value s of the independent

and depend ent variables in reverse, correc t manipu lation of the corresponding equat ion

will still result in an acc urate value for the constant of integration.

Each part of this question can be comp leted competently with only a limited

understanding of the concepts of calcu lus. Students only need good memorization skills
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and a facil ity with the pencil and paper manipulation of symbols. As well, some parts of

the question seem to be designed to reduce the possibility of student error.

Th e 1997 Exam ination: Section 2, Q uestion 1

A particle moves along the x-exis so that its velocity at any time t eOis given by

V(/) =3/1
- 21 - I . The position X(/) is 5 for 1 = 2 .

(a) Write a polynomial expression for the position of the particle at any time
1 :0:;;0 .

(b) For what values of I , 0 s:t 5:3, is the particle's instantaneous velocity the
same as its average velocity on the closed interval [0,3].

(c) Find the total distance traveled by the particle from time 1= 0 until time
1=3 .

To complete part (a), the student needs to know;

(i) that the position function is obtained from the antiderivative of the

velocity function.

(ii) the General Power Rule for Integration.

(iii) that substitution ofthe initial condition will provide the constant of

integration.

This question requires little beyond that in part (c) of the 1987 examination except

that the student must assign the independent and dependent values correctly to obtain an

accurate value for the constant of integration.

To complete part (b), the student needs to;

(i) understand thc difference between instantaneous and average velocity.

{ii) know how to obtain average velocity using distance and time.
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(iii) solve a quadratic equation and test the values obtained against the domain.

Solving part (b) first and foremost requires an adequate, though perhaps not a thorough

understanding of instantaneous and average rate of change. Without this knowledge, the

student could obtain at most two-thirds of the marks for the entire question. The

completion the remainder of part (b) requires no knowledge beyond that gained from

secondary school mathematics and physics.

To complete part (c), the student needs to:

(0 understand the difference between the meaning of the value obtained by

integrating the velocity function on the interval and the value obtained by

integrating the absolute value of the velocity function on the interval.

(ii) set up and evaluate the proper integral. possibly using a graphing

calculator.

0 ,

(i) realize that the direction of the motion of the particle may not be constant

on theinterval.

(ii) determine the times when the velocity is r:ero .

(iii) determine the position of the particle at these times

(iv) find the total distance traveled by the particle.

Solving part (c) using the first method requires a good understanding of what a definite

integral involving velocity means and why using the velocity function itself as the

integrand results in the displacement of the particle whereas using the absolute value of
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the velocity result s in the distance the particle travels . Solving this pan using the second

method requires a basic understanding of rectilinear motion, particularly that linear

motion is not restricted to one direction. Although method two is not as mathematically

sophisticated as method one, both solutions require a greater understanding of calculu s

and rectilinear motion than the corresponding question on the 1987 examination.

Although parts of this question can also be completed compete ntly with only a

limited understand ing of thc concepts of calcul us, some parts of some questions require

that students have a much deeper understan ding of some concepts than that required on

the 1987 examinat ion. This is the general trend throughout the 1997 examination. As

well, the rectili near motion question on the 1997 examinatio n was the first of a series of

increasingly difficult quest ions, which culminated with an applicat ion quest ion in

problem six.

Recent AP Calcu lus AS Examination Changes Enabled by the Increased Use of Graphing

Calcu lators

The use of graphing calculators has enabled the following changes on more recent

AP Calcu lus AS examinat ions.

I. A decrease in the number of multiple-choice questions that require "p lug

and chug" solutions . The percentage dropped from 64% on the 1987

examinat ion to 55% on the 1997 examinat ion.

2. An increase in the number of questions or part questions that require

highe r order thinking.
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3. An increase in the num ber of application quest ions.

Students who M ite the AP Calculus An examination receive a SCQre from The

College Board on a scale from I (no reco mmendatio n) to 5 (extremely well quali fied) .

The ove ral l increase in the difficult y of the AP calc ulus AR examinat ion enabled by the

use of graphing calculators may be seen as unfair by students as it lowers their chan ces of

rece iving universit y credit for AP Calculus AB. However , this problem has been offset

somewhat by the decision of some mathematics departm ents to lower the benc hmark

used to determine university credit. For instance, in May 1999, the Department of

Mathemati cs at Memo rial University of Newfo undland lowered the minimum accepta ble

standard for university credit from 4 to 3. Despite this potential problem , more recent

examinations allowi ng the use of graphing calculators seem to be prefera ble to students

in Mathematics 4225 as 4 of the 6 complcters indicated that they did not prefer the older

examination format that prohibited the use of a graphing calculator.



ANALYSIS
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Chapter Eleven: The Stude nt Exper ience of Learning AP Calculus AB

Introduction

As most of the discussion of results occurred in the four results chapters, this

chapter contains only a brief description ofthe student experience oflearning ear ly

calculus concepts in a web-based environment and identi fies some of the major sources

of student frustration inthe course .

The Student Experience of Learning AP Calculus All

For the majority of students in Mathematics 4225 , the experience of learning

calcu lus in a web-based environment did not match their expecta tions. Some of the

students appreciate d the opportunity to have a new learn ing experience and to attempt a

college- level mathematics course before completing secondary school but, for a variety

of reasons , many students found the experience frustrating to the point that they withdrew

from the course. The rema inder of this chapter identifies some ofthe major contr ibutors

to students ' frustra tion.

Sources of Student Frustrat ion

One of the major underlying sources of the frustration experienced by studen ts in

Mathemat ics 4225 may have been a result of the behaviorist approach to teaching and

learning in the course . Time restrictions and techno logical difficulties resulted in a

tendency for the instructor to act as the disseminator of information rather than as a guide
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in the learnin g process. Conseque ntly, students assumed a passi ve, reprod uctive role in

the learnin g process as opposed to developi ng personal mean ing in an active, exploratory

learning environment with extended, relevant probl em solving activit ies and student

collaboration. For this reaso n, some students could not attain the conceptual

understand ing necessary to be successful in the course.

Other proble ms may have been caused by the incongruencies between the

epistemologi cal message s con veyed by the course text and by the course evaluatio n. The

text may have led some students 10fonn the opinion that success in calculus require d

memor izing rules and following template procedure s. However, eval uation instruments

often demanded conce ptu al understanding and the ability to form new knowle dge. For

those students who had yet to achieve epistemological autonom y, this disparit y in

messages may have been insurmountable.

Significan t problem s arose from the lack of telecommunication infrastructure to

support synchronous communication. Bandwidth restrict ions caused the audio during

online classe s to be haphazard at best, and video 10 be nonex istent. The result was a

significant decrease in the instructor's synchronous contac t time with students. Thi s

meant that students generally did not inve stigat e concepts in depth and receiv ed less

feedback on homework questions and eva luatio n instru ments.

Since Mathemat ics 4225 was not required for secondary school graduati on nor

requisite for entrance into pos t seco ndary programs, some students viewed Mat hemati cs

4225 as a desirable but dispensab le luxury. Initially, all stude nts were prepared to spend

considerable time completing home work assignments and other course requ ireme nts but,
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as other courses and extracurric ular activities beca me more demanding of their time, the

commitment of some students to Mathematics 4225 diminished to the point where their

effort was minima l and their achievement decreased to an unacceptable level. In

particular, for those students with a performance orientation to learning, their low

academic achieveme nt may have reduced their self-esteem and influenced their decision

to withdraw from the course.

Some students' lack of knowledge of the features of the Mathematics 4255

website and textbook, and of the software used in Mathematics 4225 meant tha t those

students could not utilize a significant portion of the support structure incorporated into

the oourse. Many students were unaware of the existence of the appe ndices of the text,

the extema lli nks to tutorials , applications and symbolic manipulators at the website, and

the online evaluation instruments. Students were generally unaware of the application

sharing feature of NetMeeting, and few utilized Derive. Hence students missed powerfu l

tools for investigating and understan ding calcu lus concepts.

The lack of applications of calculus may have been a source of frustrat ion for

some students. Those students who were unaware of the extema l links to calculus

applications at the Mathematics 4255 website would not have been exposed to realist ic

applications until the project was assigned in the last month of the school year. Hence

these students would have to learn concepts and theory in isolation wi thout the

opportun ity to experience the application of these concepts and theories in real-life

situations . This may have been a disappointment to those students who were beginning to
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make finn career choices and expected at least some applicatio n of calculus in those

fields.

Finally, some students may have attained a level of unders tanding of prereq uisite

calculus knowledge sufficient to allow academic success in secondary school

mathematics courses but not to pennit equal success in a first calculus course without

remedial support. However, the facets and layers of students ' conceptual understanding

were not detenn incd previous to their participation in the course so remediaJ action did

not occur. The gap betwee n the actual and required understand ing of prerequis ite

concep ts such as variable and function meant that subseq uent conceptual understanding

may have been difficult or impossib le.

The studen ts who enrolled in Mathematics 4225 represent the most

mathematically gifted segment of the secondary school population and the considerable

attrition rate in this course indicates that significant improvements and fine tuning are

needed if the number of successful participants is to increase and this type oflearning

environme nt is to become a viable alternat ive to the current distance educatio n models

used to del iver mathematics courses in Newfoundland and Labrador' s secondary schoo l

system.
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Chaptc r Twc lvc : Conclusions and Recommendations

This thesis investigates the student expe rience of learn ing calc ulus at a dista nce

within a construc tivist framework . The aim of the thesis is to identify impe diments to

learning calculus in a web-based env ironment and to make recomme ndations for the

improvement oflearning in that context.

The sixteen recom mendatio ns in this chapte r faJl into three broad catego ries :

1. Administrative. These recommendat ions deal with the daily management of

offering Mathematics 4225.

2. Technical/technolog ical. These reco mme ndations deal with the technological

details of offeri ng Mathematics 4225.

3. Learning. These recommendations deal with the factors that affect the

cogn itive processes used in learn ing calculus concepts.

It should be noted that some of these recomme ndations are not confined solely to one

specific category as the effect of their implementation may impact upon or com plement

recommendations in one or both of the remain ing catego ries .

Adm inistra tive Recommendations

These recomm endations deal with the management of the detai ls of offering

Mathematics 4225. They arise not only from the student survey responses but also from

data collec ted by the researc her during site visits.
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Enrollmen t in Mathe matics 4225 was on a volunteer bas is. Students in Advanced

Mathe mat ics 320 I or Calcu lus Readi ness 3 105 were asked to indica te their interest in

partici pat ing in a first calculus course with minimal exam ination of their mathematical

background or academic maturity. Hence students were adm itted into Mathematics 4225

with prerequisite skills that allowed them a degree of success in secondary school

mathemat ics but not nece ssarily in a college-lev el, first calcu lus cou rse. The se students

conseque ntly experie nced limited success and subsequently withdrew from Mathematic s

4225.

Recomm endation # 1

Specify st r ingent enrolmen t criteria for Mathematics 4225 . In the initial few

years in which Mathe mat ics 4225 is offered, only students with high ach ievement in

advanced mathematics and a demonstra ted commitment to learn ing shou ld enro ll in the

course . Th is means that initial enrolments may be lower but a history of student success

in Mathem atics 4225 should be esta blished. These enrol ment criteria shou ld also include

the recommendation of the Mathema tics 4225 instructor or a teacher with exper ience in

teaching AP calcu lus .

Mathematics 4225 students were permitted to withdraw from the course at any

time. This allowed students to continue to enjoy the prestige and privileges associated

with participati ng in an advanced placemen t course without making any real commi tment

to the course . These students also placed an adde d strain on the already limi ted resources

availa ble to more com mitted students in the course. Students withd rawi ng at different
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times in the cour se created scheduling prob lems for adminlsuarors as these s tudents

conseq uently needed to join other courses thai alread y had high enrollment. There was

also the legal liabili ty issue. as students who withdrew from the course and could not

enro ll in an alternate course had to be supervi sed when pre sent in the school.

Recommendation #2

Implement a fee a nd withdrawal schedule similar 10 that in colleges and

uni versit ies. Students should be required to pay the fee for thei r AP Calculu s AB

examination earl y in the year and definite dead line s for withdrawa l with and without

financial penally should be established and enforced. This shou ld help ensure that only

students that are committed to the course will enro ll.

Students indicated that a lack of time was a major concern for them. Some

students did not have the opportunity to have their que stions answer ed or to avail of the

self-eva luation beca use of the demands of Mathemat ics 4225 or the ir other high schoo l

courses. They also indicated that they had litt le time 10explore the Mathemat ics 4255

website and use its features. The amount of work and the level of knowledge requi red in

the course was far above that of any normal secondary schoo l course and the added time

pressure imposed by having 10 write both a Mathema tics 4225 final in early May and The

College Board AP Calculu s AB examinat ion in mid -Ma y as oppo sed to one month later

suggest that on ly al lotting t ime for the course equivalent to that of a two credit hig h

school course crea tes an unmanag eable s ituation for some students.
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Reco mmenda tion #3

Allot tim e for Ma thematics 4225 eq uivalent to tha t of four high schoo l cr edit s

and r aise the cre dit valu e of the course fro m the curre nt two cre d its 10 four cr edi ts .

Sche duling difficulties caused one of the sites to adjust the offl ine class schedule

such that students at that site were not sched uled for Mathematics 4225 at the same time

as studen ts at the other sites. This reduced the opport unity for interaction between the

stude nts at this site and the instructor and stude nts at other sites as both were in othe r

classes . It also posed diffic ulty in scheduling examinations duri ng offline classes, as all

sires cou ld not write at the same time nor on the same day.

Recommendation #4

Online a nd om ine class sche d ules sho uld be jdeatl cal for a ll sites. Thi s

provides more opportunity for students at differe nt sites to interact and lessens the

possi bility of com promis ing the validity of exami nations.

School district polic y limi ts to two the number of examinations a student can

write in one day. Whe n a student is required to write mere than two exam inatio ns in a

day , it is much more difficult for the instructor to reschedule an examination at several

remote sites than it is for an on-site teacher instructing in one school.

Recommendation #5

Develop and imp lem ent at the school d ist rict level a stude nt eva luation po licy

th a t gives priority to th e scheduling of di stan ce ed uca t ion exa mi natio ns.
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The instructor made only two visits to each remote site during the nine-month

duration of the course. In the survey, students reported a preference for greater face-to

face interaction with the teacher. While frequent visits 10 the sites may not be feasible,

the need for greater interaction with a teacher/mentor can be addressed in two ways:

Recommendation #6

Pro,'ide an on-site teaching assista nt , with mathematical tr aining, to act as a

liaison between the students an d the instru ctor and as a mentor for students. This

already occurs in many schools in the current distance education model and greatly

facilitates student progress.

Recommendation #7

Arrange for the instru ctor to visit remote sites at least once every two weeks.

plus schedule separate online confer ences between the instru ctor and each site

during the alternate weeks. This would allow greater personal contact between the

instructor and students.

Techni cal/Tech nological Recommendations

These recommendations deal with the technological details of offering

Mathematics 4225. They arise exclusively from the student survey responses .
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For at least half of the year at one site, students in another course filled the

computer lab to capacity during the site' s offline AP calculus classes. This meant that the

student AP computer was the only one available at that time and the initial enroll ment of

seven students at that site restricted student access to the Mathematics 4255 website

during offline classes. The restricted access to a computer during the school day was

especially detrimental to those students who did not have a computer with Internet access

at home and who could not use the school computer facilities after school hours . These

students did not have the opportunity to fully explore the website and take advantage of

some of its features such as the self-evaluation, tutoriaJs, and applications, nor did they

have the opportunity to interact with other sites during offline classes.

Recommendation #8

During nffline classes, ensur e that AP students have access to Inter net- ready

comp uters in a two to one stude nt-compu ter ra tio.

The major source of frustration by far for most students was the unreliability of

the audio. Some noncompleters suggested it was the main reason they withdrew from the

course. The importance of the real-time audio in a web-based environmen t cannot be

overrated, as it is the key component of the synchronous interaction between instructor

and student and among students.

Recommendation #9

Provide the telecommunic ation infrast ructu re requi red 10 allow reli ab le,

qua lity, rea l-lime aud io a nd video. Since this cannot be provided through the low speed
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modems currently in use, a system compatible with the Direct PC satellites dishes

currently on Newfoundland and Labrador schools should bedeveloped . However, these

dishes are static and still require a telephone modem for outgoing signals . A more

suitable option would be to instal l a dynamic satellite dish on those schools that have

students enrolled in web-based courses . An alternative to this is to schedule separate

online classes with each site, since the audio at least works acceptably when the

instructor is connected to only one other site. This would mean an increase in the time

assigned to the instructor for Mathematics 4225 but would satisfy the student desire for

more online classes .

Most students in Mathemati cs 4225 were very adept in the use of graphing

calculators. However, these students had little or no exposure to software package s such

as Geometer 's Sketchpad or Derive and actuall y requested more train ing on Microsoft

NetMeeting in the student survey. Students were forced to learn the basic feature s of

NetMeeting as it was used for synchronous interaction but they did not use the

application-shari ng feature of this software package. The large majority of students used

neither Geometer's Sketchpad nor Derive and hence lost powerful toots for fonnu lating

and investigating conjectures plus alternat e avenues for exploring word problem s. While

most students were familia r with the chat feature in NetMeeting, only the two students

with previou s distance education experience were familiar with the use of a whitehoard

As well, students reported they were unaware of some of the features of the text and
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those with ample access to computers still reported little knowledge of some of the

features of the Mathematics 4255 website . such as the externa l hypcrlin ks.

Recommendation #Ia

Designate two d ays ea rly in the school year for st udents to receive training in

the variou s software packages a nd eq uip men t used in Math emat ics 4225. and to

become fa miliar with the feat ures of the text and Math em atic s 4255 website. Even if

Geometer's Sketchpad and Derive are not available at the student sites, they can still be

used through the application-shari ng feature ofNetMeeting. The instructor can then insist

that students use these packages by designing appropriate evaluation. An added benefit

shou ld be a decrease in the amount of pencil and paper symbolic manipulation that must

be performed . Familiarity with the text and webs ite will also facilitate the learning of

calcu lus concepts and increase the comfort level of students as they enter the course.

Students who had Internet-ready computers at home had a definite advantage in

Mathematics 4225, especiaJly given the restricted access to computers in the often

crowded computer labs at school. Home comp uters gave students virtually unres tricted

access to the Mathematics 4255 website and its features and permitted async hronous

interaction at any time between students at different sites. Students indicated that having

a home Internet-ready computer enabled them to experie nce more success in the course .

Recommendation #11

Enceurege stu dents to have an Int ern et-read y co mpute r al ho me with a

suitable browser and appropriate software. Th is may mean that students will have to
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purchase some software but this cost can be minimized if student vers ions of the software

can be purchased at educa tiona l prices.

Learning Recommendations

These recom mendat ions dea l with the factors that affect the cognitive processes

used in learn ing calcu lus concepts . They arise not only from the student survey responses

but also from current literature on const ructivism , learn ing calcul us and learni ng at a

distance .

The earlier com parison of the current course text and the Consorti um text revea ls

that the latter text conveys more appropriate epistemo logical messages to students. In

comparison, the Larson text places more emphasis on learning calcu lus concepts in

isolation, on the development of mechanical skills as opposed to the application of

concepts, on formal as opposed to intuitive reasoning, and on the textual presenta tion of

the material. It places less emphas is on the theory and history of mat hematics and

prov ides fewer representations of calculus material. For these reasons, the messages

communicated to studen ts about the orig in and nature of mathemat ical knowledge and

about which aspects of mathematics are important are less suitable.

Recommendation #12

Re place th e current textbook with th e Ca lculus Co nso rt ium lext This text is also

more appropria te because it possesses many of the characte ristics which construc tivists
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and mathematics educatio n researchers advocate are importan t in learning mathematic s.

The text also incorpora tes many of the suggestions for course improvement arising from

the student survey . However, with respect to some of the differences identified in the

earlier comparison of the two texts, the following cautions are necessary.

(a) The instructor must provide questions that require the proper formulation of a

mathematical model a" the vast majority of modeli ng questions provide the

mathema tical model . The ability to construct an accurate mathemat ical model is

an important skill for those who will encounter real-life calculus applications.

Creating a model demands a familiarity with basic expone ntial, logarithmic and

trigonometric graphs. A review of these graphs occu rs in the first chapter of the

Consortiu m text.

(b) The instructor may need to provide supplemental question s requiring basic

computation. This text contains less basic computation problems, but the student

survey indicated that students considered these questions important, although

possib ly because the concepts were not covered well during online classes and

their exposure to numero us questions of this type in their previous mathematics

(c) It is still important that students have ability in penci l-and-paper manipulation of

symbols, and memo rize the basic rules of differentiatio n and integra tion, even

though the number of questions in the text requirin g symbo lic manipulation has

decreased significantly, as questions requiring the use of these facts and skills are

still a significant part of the AP Calcu lus AB examination.
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(d) Few questions in the text require student collaboration, so the instructor must

ensure that opportuniti es for student interaction are maximized, as this interaction

promote s deep learning.

(e) Even though the emphasis on proof has increased in this text, the instructor still

needs to ensure that changes in the hypothesis in conjectures and theorems are

investigated to allow the student to experience more than just the standard process

of theorem-proof-application .

It is unreasonable to expect students to learn numerous calculus concepts in

isolation and yet remain motivated and commi tted to the course. Students must receive

exposure to the real-life application of those concepts.

Recommendation #13

Reg ular ly prese nt students with a variety or calculus a pplica tions, which

require some time to invesnga te and de mand collaboration. Enrolment makes it

impossible 10group a calculus class by discipline or area of interest, so a narrow

disc iplinary focus is impractical. If the interests and future plans of students are

determined in advance and the appropriate applications provided, learn ing the

terminology associated with an application will only be a minor obstacle. Extended

investigati ons allow students to experience the entire problem solving process, including

reflection and self-regulation.
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Noncompleters were particularly adamant mal mere was too little interaction

between students and the instructor (see Table 38). Interaction is valuable as it stimu lates

interest, learning, and commitment to the course, reduces feelings of isolation, and

promotes the development of interpersonal communication skills. Equally important,

interaction also promotes the developmen t of the sense of community and belonging that

may be vital to me success of small groups of students in geographicall y isolated

locations.

Recommendation #14

Incr ease both syn chr onous and asynchr onous int eracti on between teac her and

students and between students. This can be achieved in several ways.

(a) Student-instructor collaboration in problem solving. This activity has the

additional benefit of allowing students' insight into the mathematician's way

of thinking as well as providing the instructor with information on student

thought processes. Teacher insight into any incongruity between student

concept image and the concept definition may facilitate the removal of the

cognitive obstacles that prevent conceptual understanding.

(b) Calculus labs. There were extema llin ks at the Mathema tics 4225 website that

presented students with a variety of calculus laboratories. These labs again

provided a good opportunity for teacher-student interaction and cooperative

problem solving.
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(c) Avenues for async hronous comm unicatio n such as the bulletin board,

calendar, private e-ma il, and fax. Many students in non- web-based distance

education courses offered using the Telemedicine model find some of these

avenues of communication invaluable. However, with the exce ption of one

comp leter, students in Mathematics 4225 used these forms of asynchronous

communication to a much lesser extent. Give n the technical difficulti es duri ng

online classes, students greatly limited their opportunities for interaction with

the instructor and other students by not using these avenues of

comm unication.

(d) Real-time video during online classes. This featur e may help to personalize

the instructor and students and foster a sense of community among

parti cipants in the cour se.

(e) Group presentat ions, espe cial ly those where group mem bers belo ng to

multipl e sites . Class presentations may also be an aven ue for fostering a sense

of community among part icipants , and may be espec ially valuable for the

isolated student. To promote writing in the course, a writte n report should also

be submi tted by each group.

(f) Learning conversa tions . These dialogues are valuable because they pro vide

the student with feedback on the quality of their work and promote their

understanding of concepts . They also provide insight into student though t

processes .
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(g) The chat feature in NetMeeting and the WebCT chat room. NetMeet ing's chat

feature was used during online classes to communicate with students when the

audio failed. The WebCT chat room prevented unwanted outs ide input as it

was password protected. Neither of these features required any spec ial

computer hardware or software .

(h) Study groups . These may beespecia lly effective as partic ipants in

Mathematics 4225 have very similar mathematical backgrounds. They may

also decrease feelings of isolation and anxiety for some students.

(i) Class socials. Students expressed a need for three to four class social events

during the year.

The results of Table 56 indicate that noneompleters adopted a surface approach to

learning. While this type of understandi ng may have allowed some success in previous

mathematics courses, it will not result in the conce ptual understanding necessary for

success in a first calculus course , nor provide the foundation for further work in

mathematics.

Recommendation #15

Promot e a deep approach to learning. Such an approach to learning can be

fostered through motivation. activity , interaction , and the creation of structured

knowledge base in students. In additio n to interaction with others , a deep approach to

learning in Mathematics 4225 can be promoted in the following ways .
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(a) Lim it features such as My Record that may promote comparison of

quant itative achieve ment among students . Students identified this particu lar

feature as an important and usefu l one but aspects of the feature that allow

compar ison of quantitative achieveme nt with other students may promote a

surface level oflcaming .

(b) Design assessment that demands deep level processing. Such assessment

simulates and suppo rts reflection on calcu lus concepts and hence prom otes

deep learnin g. Such reflectio n can be achieved by requiri ng stud ents to

exp lain the meaning of their solutions and the logic used to obtain it, as well

as encouraging them to exam ine the reasonableness of thei r answe rs.

(c) Increase the time avai lable for student reflection on calculus conce pts.

Assessme nt items such as assign ments should not be the only opportunity for

stude nt reflect ion on the ideas and conce pts of calculus. IIowever, the

demands of other course s and extracurricular activities often allow fewer

opportunities for student reflect ion than is optimal in a first calculus course.

Students mus t be provided with time to reflect on their work if they are to

develop a deep understanding of the ideas and concepts presented to them.

This cou ld be achieved by assigning 10 Mathematics 4225 the time equivalent

to that ofa four-credi t high schoo l course .

(d) Reduce behaviorist learning goals and object ives . Behavio ral objectives may

be necessary as they reflect some ofthe current expectat ions of AP
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mathematics. However, general learning abilities and self-aware ness as a

learner should also be explici t goals of the course.

(e) Improve advance organizers. Advance organizers may he crucial in

establishing the appropriate mind set in students. Students did not assign great

importance or usefulness to the advance orga nizers presented in the lesson

notes . This indic ates that this aspect of the notes needs to be reviewed and

improved.

(f) Connect new knowledge to previous experience. The connection of previo us

knowledge and new ideas is necessary to form a structured knowledge base

and to promote the reification of concepts necessary to expand or reconstruct

existing schemata. This can be achieved if the ideas and conce pts of calculus

are connected to previous high schoo l mathematics courses and if stude nts arc

presented with real-life , relevant app lications of calculus in areas where

students have previous experie nce or interest. These applications can take the

form of proj ects but they need to he more numerou s and varied and not he

restricted to the last month of the course, as was the case in Mathemat ics

4225.

(g) Increase the use of metacognition. Metacogniti on is important because it has

the potential to enco urage a deep approach to leami ng by mak ing learnin g

more meanin gful to the student. Metacognition involves the beliefs and

intuition s the student possesses about mathemat ics, the kno wledge they have

about their own thought processes, and their self-awareness as a learn er.
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These aspects of metacognhio n can be exercised in the attempt to collectively

solve unfam iliar, realistic problems in mathematics where the teacher acts as

guide instead of expert . As students and instruc tor solve these problem s

together, students should reconstruct beliefs about mathe matic s. The

commonly held belief that mathem atics consists of using memorized formulas

in unrea listic situations can be resha ped if problems are related to real-life

phenomeno n. The particip ation in the problem solving process should also

help students to develop a sense of what they know about their own thought

processes. They should also be helpe d to develop their self-awareness as a

learner by being guided to make sure the y understand the problem before they

attemp t a solution, to develop a plan of attack for solvi ng the problem, to

monitor the effect iveness of their plan in solving the problem, and to alloca te

resources as they work on the solution to the problem.

(h) Cons truct a significant number of concept maps. Conce pt maps have the

potential for inducing deeper level processing of content. However, the one

concept map provided to students in Mathematic s 4225 was insufficie nt to

promote meaningful learning. Students in Mathematics 4225 should be

required to produce at least one concept map per chapt er, with a gradual

increas e in the autonomy expected in the construc tion of the concept map .

(i) Allow for greater student input into select ing and planning their learning.

These opportu nities help develop the student's intrinsic motivation which in

tum fosters deep learn ing. It also increases student own ersh ip of the course .
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The actua l topics to be covered in Mathematic s 4225 are dictated by the AP

calculus AB Topical Outl ine but students shoul d be given input on the ord er

in wh ich those topics are studied and which topics rece ive greater emphas is.

They should also be invo lved in the negotia tion of the types and weights of

evaluation instruments.

It should be noted that students in Mathematics 4225 were exposed to several

inapprop riate messages abou t the origin and nature of calculus knowledge. The

implementa tion of recomm endations 12- 15, along with the replace ment of the curren t

textboo k, should result in the conveyance of more appro priate epistemologica l messages

and help students achieve epistemological autonom y.

Whcn onstte noncomplctcrs are removed from the resu lts, Table 52 indica tes that

noncomplctcrs did not receiv e enoug h support from the teacher. Given the difficulty

encountered with the audio during online classes, this resu lt is credible .

Recommendation #16

Inc rea se the amount of teacher support in Mathematics 4225. The studen t

survey s suggest speci fic ways in which this can be achieved.

(a) Pro vide more regular and extens ive feedback on homework. assignments and

examinations. Table 41 indicates that noncomplctcrs in particular were not

satisfied with the level of teacher feedbac k on evaluation instruments.
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(b) Provide complete, detai led solutions for the evaluation Instruments given to

students. Students enrol1ed in distance educa tion courses using the

Te lemedicine model receive complete solutions for all their evaluation

instruments. The same provision should be made for Mathematics 422 5

students .

(c) Provide a complete solution guide for students with detailed solutions for the

homework questions. Students are currently required to purchase a student

and solution guide that gives the detailed solutions to most of the even

numbered homework questions, but the solution for a significant number of

homework questions do not appear in the guide. Solutions for these questions

should be provided.

(d) More consistent evaluation. Evaluation instruments such as assignments and

tests should be consistent in structure and length, and should reflect the

expectations of the AP calculus AB examination.

Althou gh the encapsula tion of the concept of function is prerequisite to the

conceptual understanding of calculus concepts, research by Mitchclmorc (1996) and

Mamona-Downs (1997) suggest that an understanding of variable at or near the point of

encapsulation is itsel f nec essary for an understanding of functions. Students'

understanding of the variable and function concepts must be determined before enrolment

in Mathematics 4225 and the appropriate level of understand ing of these concepts must
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be attained in order to prevent the resulting cognitive obstacles from impeding conceptual

understanding.

Recommendation #17

For each student who intends to enro ll in Math ematics 4225, determ ine their

depth of cognitive development for the b eets of the va riable concept , develop an

individual genetic decomposition for th e concept, and design th e ap propriat e

instru ction to help the learn er reach the appropriate level of undentanding of the

concept. Th is pro cess should then be repeated for th e functi on concept .

It should be noted that although the Larson and Consortium texts contain initial

chapters that review the concept of function, both assume previous conceptual

understanding of variable. Given the research findings of Marnona-Downs (1997),

Mitchelmore (1996), Trigueros, Ursini and Reyes (1996) and Ursini and Trigucros

(1997), this assumption may not bejustified
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Please remove this page from the remainder of the survey and refe r to the table as you
comp lete Part 1 of the survey. For eac h item, indicate how frequently you accessed/used
each feature, how useful each feature was to you, and how impo rta nt each feature was
to you by circl ing the appropriate num ber. Any information you give is oonfidential.

Fr eq uency 5 4 3 2 I
of means means means means mean s

Access/Use more than 5-6 tim es 3-4 t imes l -z tlmes less th an once
6 tim es per per week per week pe r-week per wee k
week

Userul ness 5 4 3 2 1
to means mea ns means mea ns means

You extre mely very useful fai rly somewhat not at a ll
useful useful useful useful

Import an ce 5 4 3 2 I
to means means mea ns means means

You extremely " 'Y fairl y some what not a t a U
importa nt important imp ort an t impo rt ant important
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Note : I . The completio n of this survey is ent irely optiona l. It will take some time to
complete and refusal to comp lete the ques tionnaire will in no way affec t you r eva luat ion
in Mathematics 4225 . However, the name s of those students who complete the survey
will be entered into a draw for two free mov ie passes.

2. To complete the survey you will require Internet acces s to the Mathematics
4255 website , and a copy ofthe text and student so lution guide ,

Name _ Schoo l _

Please answer the fo llowing quest ions carefully and acc uratel y. The informat ion you give
will be used to improve Mathemat ics 4225 for future AP mathematics students . In the
space below eac h item, please write any comments that you feel are im portan t and that
re late to that item . Also include any streng ths or weaknesses of the feature in this space .
All information is confidentia l!! Thank You .

Beginnin g of Part 1 of th e Survey

I . Why did you enro ll in Mathematics 4225?

2. Were you enrolled in any distance educat ion courser s) before enrolling in Mathe matics
422 5? (Circle Y or N) Y N

3. Did you wri te the AP mathematics fina l examination in May n", 2ooo ? (Circ le Y or
N) Y N

4. If no t, explain brie fly below why you did not wr ite this exam ination .

5. Did you wri te the Mathematics 4225 fina l exam ination on May 5th
, 2000 ? (Circle Y or

N) Y N

6. If not , exp lain briefly below why you did not wr ite this exam ination .

7. Did you withdraw from this course before its comp letio n? (Circl e Y or N) Y N
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8. If YES. give the approximate date when you withdrew from the course.

9. If YES. give the reason(s) why you withdrew from the course.

10. While enrolled in the course, approximately how many hours per week did you spend
studying Mathematics 42251 _

11. Approximately what percentage of the homework questions did you comp lete?

12. What post-secondary career did you plan to pursue before enrolling in Mathematics
4225?

13. Have you post-secondary career plans changed since enrolling in Mathematics 4225?
(Circle Y or N) Y N

14. If so, explain why they have changed.

IS. Will you continue to enroll in other mathematics courses in the post secondary
institution you plan to attend? (Circle Y or N) Y N

16. What technologies did you use in thc course? (You can circle more than one leuer.}

(a) Computer
(b) Graphing Calculator
(c) Geometer's Sketchpad
(d) Derive
(e) Other{s) Please list it/them.

17. Was a computer with Internet access usually available to you at school during your
offline classes? (Circle Y or N) Y N

18. Was a computer with Intemct access usually available 10you at home? (Circle Y or
N) Y N
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19. Please indicate (by circling the appropriate number in the table below) how
frequently you used a computer with Internet access during offline classes, how useful
this computer was to you during your offline classes. and how import ant it was to you to
be able to use this computer during your offline classes. (Refer to the table on page I.)

Access to Internet-Ready Compu ter During amine Classes

Frequency of Access/use

Usefulne ss

Importance

Please write any comments tha t you feel are important in the space below.

20. Please indica te (by circling the appropria te number in the table below) how
freq uen tly you used a home computer with Internet access for Mathematics 4225, how
useful this computer was to you, and how import ant it was to you to be able to use a
home computer for Mathematics 4225. (Refer to the table on page 1.)

Access to Internet-Ready Computer at Home

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefu lness

Importance

Please writ e any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.
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1. Features of the Mathematics 4225 Website:

Note: The followingitems refer to the featuresof the Mathematics4255 website. You
should be connectedto this websitewhen you complete this section of the survey. If you
have forgottenthe login information you can use Studentfor the user name and educuuan
for the password. Refer to the table on page I as you completeeach item.

(A) The Online Ca lenda r

L Dates for Online Classes

Frequencyof Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

II. Dates for Offline Classes

Frequencyof AecesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Pleasewrite any comments that you feelare importantin the space below.
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III. Dates for Examinations

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feci are important in the space below.

IV. Assignment Due Dates

Frequency of AecesslUs e

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feci are important in the space below.

V. Dates for Extra Classes

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any com ments that you feel are important in the space below.
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VI. Specia l Notices (e.g.: A notice that the instructor would be unavaila ble for a class or
that dates in the Calendar had changed.)

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

VII. Calendar Compile Option

Frequency of AccesslUse

Useful ness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

(n) M y Record

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulne ss

Importance

Please write any com ments that you feel are importan t in the space below.
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(C) Lessons

I. Curr iculwn Outcomes (see the top right frame of each lesson)

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefu lness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.

II. Text Reference Pages for Curricu lum Outcomes (see the end of each curricu lum
outcome)

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

III. Advance Organizer for Each Lesson (The sentence in the notes that begins with "In
this lesson YOU will .. .')

Frequency of Access/Usc

Usefulness

Importanc e

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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IV. Online Notes

Frequency of Access/Usc

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space be low.

V. Links to Illustrations Within Some Lesson Notes (e.g. Sect ion 6.2 Lesson #1)

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

VI. Links to Other Resources Within Some Lesson Notes (e.g. See Sectio n 6.2 Lesson

m
Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .
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VII. Drief Summary at the End of the Lesson Notes

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .

VIII. Homework Questions Assigned at the End of the Lesson Notes

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

IX. Reading Assignment at the End of the Lesson Notes

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .
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X. Online Multiple Cho ice Quiz at the End of Each Section

Frequency of Access/Usc

Usefu lness

Importan ce

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

XI. Qnline Solutions to the Multip le Choice Quizzes at the End of Each Sectio n

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.

XII. Online Multiple Cho ice Test at the End of Each Top ic

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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XIII. Online Solutions to the Multiple Choice Test at the End of each Topic

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefu lness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

XIV. Online Long Answer Test at the End of Each Topic

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefu lness

Importance

Please wr ite any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

XV. Online Solutions to the Long Answer Test at the End of Each Topic

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.
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(D) Concept Map

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .

(E) Course Outlin e

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulnes s

Importance

Please write any commen ts that you feel are important in the space below.

(F) Outcomes Linked to Lessons

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comment s that you feci are important in the space below .
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(G) Course Evaluation

Frequency of AccessJUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below .

(H) External Links

I. Ask Mr. Calculus

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importa nce

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

Frequency of Access/use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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III. The Calculus Too lkit

Frequency of Access/ Use

Usefulnes s

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

IV. Some Real World Applications for Differential Eguations

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefu lness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are importan t in the space below .

V. Online Integrator

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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VI. Mathematical Models

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importanc e

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

VII. Student Calculus Projects

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .

VIII. Calculus Labs

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comment s that you feel arc important in the space below.
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IX. Academic Ass istance

Frequency of Acees slUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .

X. Calcul us Tutorials

Frequenc y of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below .

Xl. Mathemat ics Applets

Frequency of Access/U se

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.
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(I) Bulletin Board

Frequency of Access/U sc

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are importa nt in the space below.

(J)Chat

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

(K) Private E-mail

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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(L) Password

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulnes s

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

Write your overa ll opinion of the Mathematics 4255 website in the space below. Please
identify aspects ofthe website that you felt were valuable and those that you fclt needed
improvement. Briefly support your views.
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1. Features of the AP Mathematics Text
Book

Note : The following items refer to the features and aspects of the textbook and student
solution guide . You should refer to the text/solution guide as you complete this part of the
survey. Refer also to the table on page I as you complete each item.

I. Basic Differentiation Rules Inside the Front Cove r or on p. 155 or on p. 376

Frequency of Access/Usc

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

11. Basic Integration Rules Inside the Front Cover or on p. 263 or on p. 384

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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111.Fonnulas From Geometry Inside the Front Cover

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feci are importan t in the space below.

IV. Rules of Trigonometry Inside the Back Cover

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefu lness

Importance

Please write any comment s that you feel are important in the space below.

V. Rules of Algebra Inside the Back Cover

Frequency of AccessfUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .
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VI. Colour Compute r Graphic s

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

VII. Techno logy Tips (e.g. pp. 194 or 195)

Usefulness

Importa nce

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

VIII. Historical Notes (e.g. p. 297 or p. 283)

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below .
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IX. Summaries and Guidelines fe.g. p. 166 or p. 226)

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

X. Remarks fe.g, p, ISS orp. 296)

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

XI. Exercises Using the Graphing Calculator (e.g. #21 p. 240)

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.
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XII. Challenging Homework Problems (e.g. #54 p. 234)

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

XIIL A Varietyof llom ework Problems (e.g. #' s 8 90 94 103 107·\09 pp. 155. 157)

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

XIV. Many Basic Computation Problems (e.g. #'s 7-30 and #'s 41-74 pn. 155-156)

Usefulness

Importance

Pleasewrite any comments that you feel are important in the space below.
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XV. Appendix A: Proofs of Selected Theorem s

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below .

XVI. Appendix B: Basic Differentiation Rules for Elementary Functions

Frequency of Access/U se

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are importan t in the space below.

XVII. Appendix C: Integration Tables

Frequency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any commen ts that you feel are importa nt in the space belo w.
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XVIII. Appendix 0 : Real Numbers and the Real Line

Frequency of AccesslUse

Usefulness

Importance

Please wri te any commen ts that you feel are important in the space below.

XIX. Answers to the Odd· Numbered Exercises

Frequen cy of AccesslUse

Usefu lness

Importance

Please wr ite any comments that you feel are impo rtant in the space below.

xx. The Inclusion of a Prerequ isites Chapter

Frequ ency of Access/Use

Use fulness

Importance

Plea se wr ite any comm ents that you feel are importan t in the space below .
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XXI. Study and So lutio ns Guide for the Text

Freq uency of Access/Use

Usefulness

Importan ce

Please ....-rite any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.

Do you feel tha i the textboo k and student so lution guide are appro priate for this cou rse?
(Circle Y or N) Y N

Write your overall opinion of the AP mathematics textbook/stude nt solution guide in the
space below . Please iden tify aspects of the text/studen t so lution guide tha t you felt were
valuab le and tho se that you fell needed improvement . Briefl y suppo rt your views .
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2. Features of the Online Classes
The following items refer to feature s and aspect s of the online classe s.

1. What do you think is the appropriate number of online classes per week in this
cour se? (Give the number of classes and the number of minutes for each class.)

2. Approximately how many online classes did you miss this yea r?

3. What was the main reason why you did not attend these online classes ?

(a) I was absent from schoo l.
(b) Our site was having technical problems.
(c) I was atten ding another funct ion in the school.
(d) I didn 't need to go to those classes.
(e) Other (Please exp lain in the space below)

4. What would you prefer that the instructor do during online classe s? (i.e.: What shou ld
happen during an online class?) You can make more than one select ion.

(a) Explain the big picture . (e.g. Explai n why der ivatives are wort h studying .)
(b) Explain major concepts. (e.g. Derivat ives)
(c) Show how the concept can be applied . (e.g. Explain how the derivative is used in

optimizatio n proble ms.)
(d) Use the concept in problem solv ing. (e.g. Solve optimization problems)
(e) Other (Please explain)
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5. \Vhat did the instructor actua lly do dur ing online classes?

(a) Explain the big picture
(b) Explain major concep ts.
(c) Show how the concept can beapplied .
(d) Use the concept in problem solving.
(e) Other (Please explain)

6. In the space below, describe what typically occurred in an online class . If you need
extra space, please continue on the back of this sheet.

7. How important are online classes to you? (Circle one letter)

(a) Extremely Important
(b) Very Important
(c) Fairly Important
(d) Somewhat Important
(e) Not Important At All
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8. How important are extra onl ine classes to you? (Circ le one letter)

(a) Extremely Important
(b) Very Important
(c) Fairly Importan t
(d ) Somewhat Important
(e) Not Important At All

9. How important are offhn e classes to you ? (Circle one lett er )

(a) Extremely Importan t
(b) Very Importan t
(c) Fairl y Important
(d) Somewhat Importan t
(e) Not Impo rtant At All

For items 10-14, please indicate the usefulne ss, and importance , of eac h feature of the
on line classes. Refer to the tab le on page I as you complete each item .

Usefulness

Importance

Please wr ite any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are important in the space below.
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Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comments that you feel are important in the space below.

14. Ability to Save Whiteboar d Files

Usefulness

Importance

Please write any comme nts that you feel are importan t in the space below .
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Write your overall opinion of the onl ine classes in the space below. Please identify
aspec ts of the online classes that you felt were valuable and those that you felt needed
improvement . Briefly support your views.
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4. Other Features of the Course
Note: The following items refer to student evaluation, collaboration, and social
interaction.

(A) Evaluation

I. Please indicate the percentage weights that you feel should be ass igned to each major
evaluation instrument. Your percentages must add to 100.

(a) Topic TeSlS
(b) Topic Assignments
(c) Midterm
(d) Mathematics 4225 Final
(e) Special Project

2. Please lis t any other methods of evaluation that you feel should be used in
Mathematics 4225 . Give their percentage weights .

3. Do you feel that the number of topic examinatio ns was appropriate for this course ?
(Circle Y or N) Y N

4. If NO, please indicate the appropriat e number of examinations. _

5. Do you feci tha t the leng th of the topic examinations was appropriate in this course?
(Circle Y or N) Y N

6. If NO, please indicate if the topic examinations should increase or decrease in length.

7. Do you feel that the di fficulty of topic examinations was appropriate for this course?
(Circle Y or N) Y N

8. If NO, please indicate if you consider the topic examinations too difficult or too easy.
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9. Do you feel that the num ber of assignments was appropriate for this course? (Circle
Y or N) Y N

10. If ND, please indicate the appropriate number of assignments. _

11. Do you feel that the length of the assignments was appropriate in this course? (Circle
Yor N) Y N

12. If ND, please indicate if the assignments should increase or decrease in length.

13. Do you feel that the difficulty of assignments was appropriate for this course? (Circle
Y or N) Y N

14. If ND, please indicate if you considered the assignments too difficult or too easy.
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Write your overall opinion of the course evaluation in the space below. Please identify
aspects of the cours e evaluation that you felt were valuable and those that you felt needed
improvement. Briefly support your views.
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(B) Collaboration (Working, studying, and learning with
others)

l. Please indicate how many times you collaborated with another student at your site
thisyear. _

2. How important was this type of collaboration?
(a) Extremely Important
(b) Very Important
(c) Fairly Important
(d) Somewhat Important
(e) Not Importan t At All

3. Please indicate how many times you collaborated with another student at another site
this year. _

4. How impo rtant was this type of collaborat ion?
(a) Extremely Important
(b) Very Important
(e) Fairly Importan t
(d) Somewh at Important
(e) Not Important At All

5. Did you form a study group with other members in the course ? (Circle Y or N) Y
N

6. If no, do you think you would have benefited from a study group ? (Circ le Y or N) Y
N

7. Did you rece ive help from anyone othe r than the instructor or another studen t in the
course? (Circle Y or N) Y N
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Write your overall op inion of student-student and teacher-student collaboration in the
space below. Please identify aspects of collabora tion that you felt were valuable and
those that you felt needed improvement. Briefly support your views.
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(C) Social Interaction of Students

I. Do you feel that the gathering of all AP students in Clarenville in June 1999 was
worthwhile and important? Please explain.

2. Do you feel that the gathering of all AP students in Clarenville in September 1999
was worthwhile and important? Please explain .

3. How many times during the year do you feel the AP students should have such a
gathering? _

Write your overall opinion of the student-student and student-teacher social interaction in
the space below. Please identify aspects oft he interaction that you felt were valuable and
those that you felt needed improvement. Briefly support your views.

End of Part 1 of the Survey
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Please remove this page from the remainder of the survey and refer to it as you complete
items 1-79 of Part 2 of the survey.

For the statement in each table in Part 2, please indicate jf you (4) stro ngly agree, (3)
agree, (2) disagr ee or (I) strongly disag ree by circling the appropriate number in the
table.
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Beginning of Part 2 of the Survey

1. There was a ack of mathematical modeling in the course. (e.g. : See question 34, p.

249. The equation C = 80,OOOP . 0 S; P S; 100 is an example of a mathematical
100 - P

model.)

I I I

4. Th e class size was too small.
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8. There were too many template word pro terns, which ollowed the exam ples in the
book and required only straightforward calculations , instead of nonstandard word
problems, which requ ired a lot of thought and
discuss ion to solve.

I I I
9. I was not required to j usti y my answers enoug in Mathema tics 4225.

4 I 3 I 2 I 1

I . I view ca cu us as a col ccuon 0 ru es and procedures, w ich must be memorized In

order to pass the
course.

4 I 3 I 2 I 1

II. Mathematics 4225 required a urge amount 0 symbo lic rnampu anon . (i.e. There
were many problems where I just
had to match the question to a basic rule of limits, differentiation or integration and
work out the answer.)

4 I 3 I 2 I 1

12. You could do well in this course by being good at symbol ic manipulation (i.e . being
able to manipulate
symbols and expressions without understanding) instead of having a good understand ing
ofthe materia l in the course .

4 1 3 I 2 I 1

13. I expec ted that 1would have to rnernonze a ot 0 ru es and procedures when 1 ITSt
entered Mathematics 4225.

4 1 3 I 2 I 1
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34. Th, p'" ofth, r"'" w'"'too "ow.
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59. l fclt isolated in this course.

I
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71. 1 worried about the time it would take to do the work in this course .

I I I
72. I would prefer to write AP Ca culus examina tions like those given in 1985 and 1988,
where on ly a scientific calculator was permitted but there were less applicat ion
problems, as opposed to the 2000 Calculus AB examination where the usc of a graphing
caJculator was permitt ed and there were more application prob lems.

I I I
73. I was often workmg 2 or 3 sections behind the instructor.

I I I
74. This course has improved my ability to t I

I I I
75. I found It crrncun to apply the things I learned to app ication problems.

I I I
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80. Would you have liked to have spent more time on any particular secticnts) of the text ?
(Circle YorN)
Y N

81. If yes, please list the scction(s).

82. What top ics did you find confusi ng? (List them in the space below .)

83. What shou ld this course emphas ize?

(a) Man ipulation and Procedure
(b) Probl em Solving
(c) Theory and Proof
(d) Other Area(s) Please list it/them

84. Would you have liked more face-to-face meetings with the instructor? (Circ le Y or N)
Y N

85. If yes, please indi cate what you would have liked to have done in these face-to-face
meetings.
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86. In thc space below list the ways in which this course can be change d to improve your
learn ing?

87. Write your overall opinio n of Mathemat ics 4225 in the space below. Please identify
aspects of the course that you felt were valuab le and those that you felt needed imp rovement.
Briefly supportyou r views.

End Part 2 of the Survey
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Mathematics 4225

Student Information Sheet/Registrat ion Form

Stude nt's Name

Student 's Schoo l

Grade Level in Sept. _

Mai ling Address

City/Town

Postal Code

Home Phone

E-mail Address

Do you have access to a compu ter at home?

Do you have Internet access at home ?

Describe your present interest in using compu ters.

(YesINo)

(YesINo)

Describe you r present skill level with compute rs, includi ng types of software used .

List all mathe matics courses completed in Level I-III (include approximate mark achieved) .
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DIRECTOR CONSENT FORM

Dear Directo r:

I am a grad uate student in the Faculty of Educa tion at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. I will be surveying and interviewing students at

=m=, thL,=m=, ,,=·,,"w"'h'"n=, :;:lh=,,=,,=ud~~ti~~e:~~~~thi~ f:t:v~~~7:c:~~~~e~:;~~~;n~~~;:
which is being taught at a distanc e using the Internet. This researc h is being supervised
by Dr. Ken Steve ns, Chair, Centre for TeleLearning and Rura l Education, Memorial
University of Newfoundland and by Dr. David Reid, professor of mathematics education,
Acadia University . I am request ing your permiss ion for students in your schoo l dist rict to
take part in this study.

The stude nt's participation will consist of completing a survey which asks them to
indicate their frequency of use, the usefulness , and the importance ofthe features of the:

(i) Mathema tics 4255 webs ite.
(ii) course textbook
(iii) online classes
(iv) course evaluation
(v) oollabora tion in the course
(vi) inte ract ion of students in the course

The student will also be asked to indicate their degree of agreeme nt with stateme nts about
a number of factors whic h research literature indicates are important in the learn ing of
calc ulus and in learn ing at a distance. Afte r the surveys have been ana lyzed, it may
become necessary to ask students to participate in a group interview which will expand
and clarify only their respo nses in the surve y. At the start of both the survey and the
interview, it will bemadc very clear that the studen t can withdraw from the surveyor
interview process at any time without prejudice andlo r refra in from answe ring wha tever
quest ions he or she prefers to omi t. The surve y and interview shou ld take approximately
one hour each . The names of studen ts who participate in the survey and inte rview process
will be entered into a draw for two free movie passe s.

All information gathered in this study is strictly confi den tial and at no time will
indiv idual s be identified. I am interested in how well student s feel they learned calcu lus
in a web-based format and how this learning can be impro ved . I am not interested in any
individ ual student' s performance . Part icipation is voluntary and you may withdraw your
permission at any time . Th is stu dy has received the approval of the Facu lty of Educa tion's
Ethics Review Comm ittee. The results of my researc h will bemade availab le to you upo n
request.
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The completed surveys, along with any audio or vidco recordings, or writtc n notes
made durin g the interview, will be held in a secure location and destroyed upon
completio n ofthe study .

If you are in agreement with having students in your school district part icipate in
this study, please sign, date, and return page 3 of this letter. Pages 1 and 2 are for your
records . If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate 10 contact me at
709 467-27 17 (W) or 709 467-4355 (R). If at any time you wish to speak with a resource
person not associa ted with the study, please contact Dr. Clar Doyle, Dean (acting) ,
Gradua te Programs and Researc h, Faculty of Educat ion, Memorial Univers ity of
Newfo undland (Tel: 709-737-8588).

I would appreciate it if you wou ld please return thi s sheet to me by

Yours sincerely ,
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r (Director) hereby give permi ssion for students in this
school district to take part in a study on the factor s that affect the learning of calculus in a
web-based environmen t being undertaken by Dean C. Holloway. I understand that
participati on is voluntary and that my permission can be withdra wn at any tim e. All
informat ion is strictly confidential and no indivi dual will be identified.

Date Director's Signature
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PRINCIP AL CONSENT FOR M

Dear Principa l:

I am a gradua te student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland I will be surveying and interviewing students at

-m'-"thC-,-m,-", ;c-,,-w"""'h""i l e---:C""-"-"'--Ud~~ti~:e:~~~~~::hi: f:t:v~~e:ff;lc:e:~~~~e;~~~~;n~:~:
which is being taught at a distance using the Internet. This research is being supervised
by Dr. Ken Stevens, Chair, Centre for Te leLeaming and Rural Education, Memorial
University of Newfoundland and by Dr. David Reid, professor of mathematic s education,
Acadia Univers ity. I am requesting your permission for students in your school to take
part in this study.

The student's participat ion will consist of completing a survey which asks them to
indicate their frequency of use, the usefu lness, and the importance of the features of the:

(i) Mathematic s 4255 website.
(ii) course textbook
(iii) online classes
(iv) course evaluation
(v) collaboration in the course
(vi) interaction of students in the course

Students will also be asked to indicate their degree of agreement with statements about a
number of factors which research literature indicates are important in the learning of
caJculus and in learning at a distance . After the surveys have been analyzed, it may
become necessary to ask students to participate in a group interv iew which will expand
and clarify on ly their responses in the survey . At the start of both the survey and the
interv iew, it will be made very clear that studen ts can withdraw from the survey or
interview proces s at any time without prejud ice and/or refrain from answering whatever
questions he or she prefers to omit. The survey and interview should take approximate ly
one hour each . The names of students who participate in the survey and interview process
will be entered into a draw for two freemovie passes.

All information gathered in this study is stric tly confidential and at no time will
individuals be identified . I am interested in how well students feel they learned calculus
in a web-based forma t and how this learning can be improved. I am not interested in any
individual child's performance . Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw your
permission at any time. This study has received the approval of the Faculty of Education's
Ethic s Review Committ ee. The results of my research wil l be made available to you upon
request.
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The complet ed surveys, along with any audio or video recording s, or wriucn notes
made during the interview, will beheld in a secure location and destroyed upon
completion of the study.

If you are in agreement with having your students participate in this study, please
sign, date, and return page 3 of this letter. Pages 1 and 2 are for your records. If you have
any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at 709 467-27 17 (W) or
709 467-4355 (R). If at any time you wish to speak with a resource person not associated
with the study, please contact Dr. Clar Doyle, Dean (act ing), Graduate Program s and
Researc h, Faculty of Educa tion, Memorial University of Newfoundland (Tel: 709-73 7
8588).

I would appreciate it if you would please return this sheet to me by

Yours sincerely,
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I (principal)hereby give permissionfor students at this
school to take part in a study on the factors that affect the learning of calculus in a web
based environment being undertaken by Dean C. Holloway. I understand that
participation is voluntary and that my permission can bewithdrawnat any time. All
information is strictJyconfidentiaJand no individual will be identified.

Date Principal's Signature
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PARENTA L CONSEN T FORM

Dear Parent or Guardian:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. I will be surveying and interviewing students at

=m=, th<::,=m="=ics:-w:::;h"'''=' :;:t"=t=,:::tud:~ti~;e::ir~~~~thi~ f:t:v~~e:ff;t~:~~~e~:~~~~;n~~~::
which is being taught at a distance using the Internet. This research is being supervised
by Dr. Ken Stevens, Chair, Centre for TeleLearning and Rural Education, Memorial
University of Newfoundland and by Dr. David Reid, professor of mathematics education,
Acadia University . I am requesting your permission for your child to take part in this
study.

Your child's participation will consist of completing a survey which asks them 10
indicate their frequency of use, the usefulness, and the importance of the features of the:

(I) Mathematics 4255 website
(ii) course textbook
(iii) online classes
(iv) course evaluation
(v) collaboration in the course
(vi) interaction of students in the course

Your child will also be asked to indicate their degree of agreement with statements about
a number of factors which research literature indicates are important in the learning of
calculus and in learning at a distance. After the surveys have been analyzed, it may
become necessary to ask your child to participate in a group interview which will expand
and clarify only their responses in the survey. At the start of both the survey and the
interview, it will be made very clear that your child can withdraw from the surveyor
interview process at any time without prejudice and/or refrain from answering whatever
questions he or she prefers to omit. The survey and interview should take approximately
one hour each. The names of students who participate in the survey and interview process
will beentered into a draw for two free movie passes.

All information gathered in this study is strictly confidential and at no time will
individuals be identified. I am interested in how well students feel they learn,..rdcalculus
in a web-based format and how this learning can be improved . I am not interested in any
individual child's performance. Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw your
child at any time. This study has received the approva l of the Faculty of Education's
Ethics Review Committee. The results of my research will bemade available to you
upon request.
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The completed surveys , along with any audio or video record ings, or written notes
made durin g the interview , will be held in a secure location and destroyed upon
completion of the stud y.

If you are in agreement with hav ing your child parti cipate in this study, please
sign, date , and return page 3 of this letter. Pages I and 2 are for your records. If you have
any ques tions or concerns please do not hesitate to cont act me at 709 467-2717 (W) or
709467-4355 (R). If at any time you wish to speak with a resource person not associated
with the study, please contact Dr. Clar Doyle, Dean (acti ng), Graduate Programs and
Research , Faculty of Education, Memorial Univers ity of Ne wfoundland (Tel: 709-73 7
8588).

I would appreciate it if you wou ld please return this sheet to me by

Yours sincere ly,
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,,~~:===.:;==.:=;:~(P:,,:e:nt/gUardian) here by give perm ission for my
son/da ughter (student name) to take part in a study on the
factors that affect the learni ng of calculus in a web-base d environment being undertaken
by Dean C. Holloway. I understand that permissio n to conduct the study has been
received from the director of the school district and the principa l of the schoo l which my
son/daughter atte nds. I understand that part ic ipation is voluntary and that my chi ld and/or
I can withdraw perm ission at any time. All information is str ictly confidential and no
individuaJ will be identified.

Date Parents/Guardian's Signature
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STUDENT CONSENT FO RM

Dear Student:

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memoria l University of
Newfoundland. I will be surveying and interviewing students at

-m-, th'""",-m-', ,,'"""',,-w-Ch7,;\-, '7\h-m-'t'---ud:ti~;e::~~dthi~ f:t~~v~~~ff~~:;:~~e~~~~~:rn~~~~:
which is being taught at a distance using the Internet. This research is being supervised
by Dr. Ken Stevens, Chair, Centre for TeleLearn ing and Rural Education, Memorial
University of Newfoundland and by Dr. David Reid, professor of mathema tics education ,
Acadia University. I am requesting that you agree to take part in this study.

Your participation will consist of completing a survey which asks you to indicate
your frequency of use, the usefulness, and the importance of the features of the:

(i) Mathematics 4255 website.
(ii) course textbook
(iii) online classes
(iv) course evaluation
(v) collaboration in the course
(vi) interaction of students in the course

You will also be asked to indicate your degree of agreement with statements about a
number of factors which research literature indicates are important in the learning of
calculus and in learning at a distance. After the surveys have been analyzed, it may be
necessary to ask you to participate in a group interview whieh will expand and clarify
only your responses in the survey. At the start of both the survey and the interview, it will
be made very clear that you can withdraw from the surveyor interview process at any
time without prejudice and/or refrain from answering whatever questions you prefer 10
omit. The survey and interview should take approximately one hour each. The names of
students who participate in the survey and interview process will beentered into a draw
for two free movie passes.

All information gathered in this study is strictly confidential and at no time will
individuals be identified. I am interested in how well students feel they learned calculus
in a web-based format and how this learning can be improved. I am not interested in any
individual student's performance. Participation is voluntary and you may withdraw at
any time. This study has received the approval of the Faculty of Education's Ethics
Review Committee. The results of my research will be made available to you upon
request.

The completed surveys, along with any audio or video recordings, or written notes
made during the interview. will beheld in a secure location and destroyed upon
completion of the study.
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If you agree to participate in this study, please sign, date, and return page 3 of this
letter. Pages I and 2 are for you. If you have any quest ions or concerns please do not
hesitate 10 contact me at 709 467-2717 (W) or 709 467-4355 (R). If at any time you wish
to speak with a resource person not associated with the study, please contact Dr. Clar
Doyle, Dean (acting), Graduate Programs and Research, Faculty of Education , Memorial
University of Newfoundland (Tel: 709.737 -8588).

I would appreciate it if you would please return this sheet to me by

Yours sincerely,
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I (student) here by agree to take part in a study on the
factors that affect the learning of calculus in a web-based environment being undertak en
by Dean C. Holloway. I understand that permiss ion to conduct the study has been
received from the directo r of the schoo l district and the principal of the schoo l which I
attend. I und erstand that participati on is voluntary and thai I can wit hdraw at any time.
All infonnation is strictly confide ntial and no individ ual will be identified .

Date Stude nt's Signature
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